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Abstract

Genetic algorithms are optimisation algorithms that mimic the mechanisms of natural 

selection. This thesis is concerned with the theoretical development of genetic algorithms 

and with their successful application to civil engineering optimisation problems.

This thesis can be subdivided into two sections. The first deals with the theoretical 

behaviour of genetic algorithms and the second deals with their application to civil 

engineering optimisation. The existing basis of the genetic algorithm rests on the schema 

theorem and the building-block hj^jothesis. Theoretical work presented in this thesis 

develops the schema theorem to include the effects of crossover and proves the building- 

block hypothesis. The new theoretical work presented on the schema theorem is related to 

existing fundamental theory in the field of population genetics.

The theoretical section of this thesis addresses the question of selecting; appropriate coding 

schemes, mutation and crossover probabilities, crossover, selection and scaling schemes, 

and population size. New theoretical work is presented on the convergence behaviour of 

genetic algorithms and a procedure is developed for establishing a bound on the best 

convergence performance that can be expected fi"om a genetic algorithm.

A method of incorporating heuristic rules into genetic algorithms is presented. The method 

is outlined using a simple structural optimisation problem. The new method is also applied, 

in part, to the first of the two major applications of genetic algorithms to real engineering 

optimisation problems that are presented in this thesis. The first application involves 

optimising a large rectangular double-layer grid. This problem was chosen because it is not 

amenable to solution by traditional methods of optimisation.

The second application is a transportation problem and the genetic algorithm forms part of 

a hybrid optimisation approach. The problem involves optimising the lane usage and 

prohibited turning movements on an existing street network such that the sum of the travel 

times of all vehicles in the trip matrix is minimised. This is a new, interesting and relevant 

problem.
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Both the theoretical work and applications show that genetic algorithms have potential. But 

both theory and practice also show that the method is not a “black-box” technique. The 

coding system used in applying a genetic algorithm is of critical importance. The 

theoretical work presented in this thesis sheds light on suitable crossover operators, 

mutation rates and population size. Both the theory developed and the experienced gained 

in this work suggest a pragmatic approach. When applying genetic algorithms to an 

optimisation problem, a range of operators and parameter values should be tried.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Soft computing

Genetic algorithms are one of an emerging group of computing techniques referred to 

collectively as soft computing. The characteristic distinguishing these techniques from 

more traditional methods is their non-deterministic nature. Soft computing methodologies, 

such as genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic and neural networks, use stochastic or pseudo- 

probabilistic techniques that do not guarantee an optimal result but offer probable success 

of finding better solutions than were previously available.

Traditional engineering values determinism. The traditional mathematical tools such as 

geometry, linear algebra and calculus are the mainstay for constructing mathematical 

models. Deterministic models are preferred because they are predictable and reproducible. 

Algebraic models are valued because they offer precision and can be manipulated. For 

example, an algebraic expression can be differentiated to give rates of change explicitly. 

However, there are areas where the engineering community has embraced stochastic 

methods. The primary example is applied probability. Probability theory is a fundamental 

part of design philosophy and is routinely used in design for extreme events and to model 

the effects of material variations, problems that cannot be described deterministically (Ang 

and Tang, 1975).

The primary application of soft computing techniques is to problems that cannot be solved 

using deterministic models. This is the problem environment in which genetic algorithms 

should be considered. It will be shown that the genetic algorithm is not a technique that
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Chapter 1. Introduction

will supplant traditional techniques. Instead, it should be viewed as an additional method 

that may provide a means for solving some problems that are difficult to solve using 

traditional techniques. This argument is developed in greater detail in Chapter 2.

1.2 Brief description of genetic algorithms

Most aspects of genetic algorithms will be described in detail later in this thesis. However, 

a brief general description is given here to provide an overview of the principles behind 

genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms comprise a sub-set of evolutionary programs. 

Evolutionary programs are algorithms that attempt to find solutions to optimisation 

problems by mimicking the mechanisms of natural selection.

There are many arguments for using evolution as a model for optimisation. The simplest 

and most appealing argument lies in examples of convergent evolution. The existence of 

specialised animals does not imply that these animals are in any sense optimal. However, 

there are numerous examples of animals that share a common form, although 

genealogically very diflferent. The similarity between bottlenose dolphins and the long 

extinct ichthyosaurus, shown in Figure 1.1, is a good example.

Figure 1.1: Bottlenose dolphins and Ichthyosaurus; the similarity of their forms is evidence

of convergent evolution (Dawkins, 1997)
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Genealogically, warm-blooded mammalian cetaceans and sea dwelling dinosaurs are 

completely separate. However, their forms are remarkably similar because both forms 

evolved in response to the same hydrodynamic forces.

The shape, form and characteristics of a natural organism are referred to collectively as the 

phenotype. The phenotype of an organism is determined to a large extent by the 

organism’s genetic code, which is referred to as the genotype. When male and female 

organisms procreate, the genetic code of their oflFspring is formulated from segments of the 

parents’ codes. This causes hereditary effects. In all ecosystems, available resources limit 

population growth. Thus, only a proportion of the population survive to procreate. Those 

individuals who are best suited to their environment are most likely to survive and hence 

pass on their characteristics. The overall effect is that the population adapts to its 

envirormient.

Neo-Darwinism explains the basic genetic mechanisms that control heredity. In the natural 

world, the workings of the genetic code are complex but most evolutionary programs are 

concerned with only two basic mechanisms. The simplest mechanism is mutation. In 

asexual organisms this is the only mechanism by which the genetic code can be altered. 

Mutation is caused by errors that arise when the genetic code is being replicated. 

Generally, mutation affects only a small section of the genetic code, but small changes can 

have dramatic effects. The second mechanism arises in sexual reproduction. With sexual 

reproduction the genetic code of the offspring is a combination of the parents’ codes. Thus 

sexual reproduction generates new individuals and leads to a shuflQing of genetic traits 

throughout the population. Other mechanisms exist, including some that reorder sections of 

the genetic code, but these are less widely mimicked by evolutionary programs.

Different types of evolutionary program use different means of encoding data and use 

many different types of genetic operators (Goldberg 1989; Michalewicz 1996; Back et al. 

1997). It is more difficuh to give a clear definition of which evolutionary programs are 

genetic algorithms. Some practitioners identify a binary representation as an essential 

ingredient of a genetic algorithm; others use natural encoding systems. Some users 

introduce specialised operators such as reordering, while others do not. At present, the 

distinction between the different classes of evolutionary technique are neither absolute nor 

particularly relevant. However, common features of genetic algorithms are: their reliance

12



Chapter 1. Introduction

on crossover, a term given to operations that mimic the shuffling effect of sexual 

reproduction; and their lov̂ ? mutation rate.

Classical genetic algorithms use fixed-length binary strings to encode data and use two 

operators, binary mutation and binary crossover. The algorithms used in this research 

conform closely to Goldberg’s Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) (Goldberg 1989). 

However, the results presented in this thesis have relevance to all genetic algorithms and 

other evolutionary techniques.

No

Yes

Terminate
Algonthm?,

End

Mutate genetic code 
o f lEwindividijals

Assess fitness of 
eacli inffividial

Select pairs o f 
fit individuals

Generate Initial 
Population

Male selected pairs 
and generate new 
ioSviduals from 
parents' genetic codes

Figure 1.2: Flow diagram of a typical genetic algorithm

Figure 1.2 shows a flow diagram for a typical genetic algorithm. The first stage of the 

algorithm involves generating a population of genotypes whose associated phenotypes are 

possible solutions to the optimisation problem being solved. Next, the fitness of each 

potential solution is assessed. The genotypes whose corresponding phenotypes represent 

good solutions are kept while potential solutions of poor fitness are discarded. A new 

population of potential solutions is then generated using pairs of fit solutions. Some of the 

pairs are added into the new generation without being crossed, but for the majority, the 

pairs of genetic codes are recombined to form pairs of new genotypes. The genotypes of
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Chapter 1. Introduction

these new individuals are then mutated at random. The rate of mutation is usually very low 

in a genetic algorithm. Next the genotypes are decoded and the phenotypes of the new 

population are assessed. The algorithm continues from generation to generation, hopefully 

with an improvement in fitness in each generation, until a decision is made to terminate the 

process.

There are a very large number of variations to this process. Some genetic algorithms do not 

use a binary code (Michalewicz 1996; Hajela and Lin 2000). Different implementations 

use different techniques for selecting and mating the fit individuals, and some genetic 

algorithms allow fit solutions to survive for more than a single generation. Some genetic 

algorithms employ other “genetic” operators and many implementations include operators 

that are problem specific (Gen and Cheng 2000; Ball et al. 1993; Fwa et al. 1996; M 

Dhonghaile et al. 2000).

Genetic algorithms require a relatively large number of objective fiinction evaluations. 

This carmot be avoided if the algorithm is to explore the search-space adequately. 

However, one feature of genetic algorithms that makes them potentially attractive is the 

fact that the objective fiinction evaluations for an entire population can be carried out in 

parallel (Adeli and Cheng 1994(b); Adeli and Kumar 1995, Huang and Arora 1997). 

Computer hardware and computer networks that have parallel architecture offer intrinsic 

benefits to parallel processes, such as genetic algorithms, which are not available to 

sequential routines. The individual stages in a genetic algorithm are all discussed in greater 

detail in Chapter 3.

1.3 Thesis objectives

This thesis is concerned with the application of genetic algorithms to civil engineering 

problems. The genetic algorithm is a relatively new optimisation technique. Recently it has 

begun to be applied, with varying success, to engineering optimisation problems (Gen and 

Cheng, 2000).

This thesis has three objectives. The first objective is to advance the theoretical basis of 

genetic algorithms. The second objective is to provide guidance on the application of

14



Chapter 1. Introduction

genetic algorithms to engineering problems in general, and civil engineering problems in 

particular. The third objective is to apply genetic algorithms to two particular civil 

engineering optimisation problems, namely; the structural optimisation problem of 

designing double-layer grids, and the transportation optimisation problem of maximising 

the eflScient use of existing traffic networks.

The thesis achieves the first two of these objectives by addressing three questions.

• How and why do genetic algorithms work?

• What type of optimisation problems are genetic algorithms suited to?

• How should genetic algorithms be implemented?

The theoretical development undertaken in this thesis advances the understanding of the 

effects of crossover and provides an exploration of the building-block hypothesis. The 

effects of mutation rate and population size on convergence are also examined and a 

theoretical method that establishes an upper bound on convergence performance is 

presented

This thesis provides a rigorous critique of the genetic algorithm as a method for solving 

civil engineering optimisation problems and provides advice on the method’s successful 

application. Such advice is necessary in light of some of the potential pitfalls associated 

with the technique. Although many papers have been written on genetic algorithms in 

recent years, many fundamental questions concerning the theoretical foundations of 

genetic algorithms remain. Hence, there is a need for general guidelines on applying 

genetic algorithms (Rajan 1995). Similarly, the problems associated with the method do 

not appear to have been highlighted. This may explain some of the difficulties reported in 

applying genetic algorithms to real problems.

1.4 Thesis structure

This thesis comprises eight chapters arranged into three separate sections. Chapters 1, 2

and 3 form an introduction to the thesis, optimisation problems and genetic algorithms.

The second section. Chapters 4 and 5, presents new theoretical developments, explores the
15



Chapter 1. Introduction

convergence behaviour of genetic algorithms and introduces the concept of redundant 

operators. The third section. Chapters 6, 7 and 8, comprises the two major applications and 

finally, conclusions.

Chapter 2 is devoted to an examination of optimisation problems. This analysis is 

necessary, because, in the first instance, genetic algorithms are computationally expensive 

and it is ineflBcient to use them to tackle problems that can be solved using traditional 

methods. Secondly, genetic algorithms are stochastic processes and hence are not

guaranteed to identify global optima. Thus, it is important to identify the objectives of an 

optimisation and evaluate whether genetic algorithm techniques can achieve them before 

implementing such an algorithm. Chapter 2 addresses these issues and examines different 

optimisation problems, categorising them according to the class of information being 

optimised. Later chapters confirm that knowledge of the problem’s search-space 

characteristics is essential when implementing a genetic algorithm.

Chapter 3 comprises a literature review that examines the mechanics of genetic algorithms 

in detail and their recent applications to civil engineering optimisation problems. The 

chapter traces the origins of genetic algorithms starting with the work of Malthus published 

over two hundred years ago. The very large body of work carried out by population 

geneticists is often overlooked, which is unfortunate for two reasons. First, natural 

selection is the inspiration for genetic algorithms and nature employs many potential 

beneficial operators not yet incorporated into current genetic algorithms. Second,

population geneticists have been studying convergence in natural populations and their 

work can be shown to be directly relevant. The chapter continues by reviewing modem 

literature on genetic algorithms starting with the work of Holland and his students. Holland 

is acknowledged as the father of genetic algorithms and this body of work is central to the 

field of genetic algorithms (Holland 1975; Goldberg 1989; Mitchell 1996). The traditional 

theorems associated with the method which Holland developed, namely the schema 

theorem and the building-block hypothesis, are presented. This chapter also introduces 

some of the traditional operators used in what is generally referred to as the Simple 

Genetic Algorithm, SGA. This is an implementation of a genetic algorithm presented by 

Goldberg, one of Holland’s students (Goldberg 1989). The operators reviewed include

mutation, crossover and the different schemes used to govern the selection of fit

individuals used to generate subsequent generations.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 4 presents a number of new, and important, theoretical developments. In this 

chapter some aspects of genetic algorithms are considered in a critical light and limitations 

of the method are identified. The importance of the encoding system is examined and the 

influence that different encoding approaches have on the manner in which a genetic 

algorithm converges, are considered in detail. The effect of different encoding systems is 

shown to be particularly important. A number of authors give general advice on choosing 

parameter values that is based on experimental results (Wardlaw and Sharif 1999), whereas 

the convergence behaviour of genetic algorithms is shown to be a function of the encoding 

system adopted.

One critical aspect of applying a genetic algorithm is deciding on the population size. 

Chapter four examines this question in detail and presents some new results that explain 

some of the effects that a restricted population size can have on convergence. The 

tendencies predicted in this section mirror what is experienced in certain natural 

populations.

The effects of mutation and crossover are also considered in detail in Chapter 4. Mutation 

is shown to be effective in introducing, or reintroducing, only minor variations in the 

genetic code. Selecting an appropriate value for the rate of mutation is considered in detail 

and a link is established between mutation rate and the number of bits in the genotype. The 

effects of different types of crossover operator are considered in detail in this chapter. The 

Hardy-Weinberg law, a cornerstone of population genetics, is shown to be o f relevance to 

genetic algorithms and is used to explain why crossover is an effective operator. Holland’s 

schema theorem, which is the fundamental theoretical theorem of genetic algorithms, is 

extended to reflect the beneficial effects of crossover and quantify the mechanism behind 

the building-block hypothesis.

Chapter 4 concludes with an investigation into the convergence characteristics of genetic 

algorithms. Convergence is examined by studying how populations of optimal solutions 

respond when acted upon by genetic algorithms. This technique is used to examine the 

effects of different crossover operators and to establish an upper limit on the convergence 

performance of genetic algorithms. A number of minor additional factors are also 

considered in this chapter including the effect of ordering the population prior to applying 

the crossover and mutation operators.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 5 is concerned with the application of genetic algorithms to real problems. The 

chapter begins with a critical appraisal of evolution as an optimisation strategy. Many of 

the characteristics of evolution are linked to the theoretical results presented in Chapter 4. 

This analysis continues by attempting to identify problem types and encoding systems that 

minimise the potential difficulties associated with genetic algorithms.

Chapter 5 also describes a new technique that might overcome some of the potential 

problems identified. This chapter introduces the concept of adding problem-specific 

operators whose activation is controlled by the genetic code. The term redundant operator 

was chosen to describe such operators. These operators are redundant in the sense that the 

solutions they introduce could occur via the traditional operations of mutation and 

crossover. This technique falls within the scope of the schema theorem and forges an 

additional link between the traditional genetic algorithm and the field of genetic 

programming. Genetic programs are similar to genetic algorithms with the difiFerence that, 

in genetic programs, the genetic code being operated upon, defines an algorithm or 

program (Koza 1992; Sanches 2000; Soh and Yang 2000). In genetic algorithms the 

genetic code usually describes a data structure The use of redundant operators is 

demonstrated by appljang the technique to a simple structural design problem.

Chapter 6 describes the application of a genetic algorithm to the structural optimisation of 

double-layer grids, a form of steel space truss construction used to roof large open spans 

(Makowski 1965, 1981; Agerskov 1986; IflEland 1982, 1987; Chilton 2000). The purpose 

of including this application, and the application described in Chapter 7, is twofold. First 

these chapters demonstrate and investigate the application of genetic algorithms to real 

civil engineering optimisation problems. Second, the applications have merit in 

themselves.

The double-layer grid problem involves optimising the topology, member sizes and some 

aspects of the support conditions of a double-layer grid such that the grid’s weight is 

minimised while constraints on the member stresses and deflections are satisfied. The 

optimisation routine developed is a hybrid system that employs a genetic algorithm 

working in unison with more traditional optimisation methods The use of redundant 

operators is detailed and the results are discussed.

18



Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 7 details the application of a genetic algorithm to a traffic optimisation problem. A 

hybrid approach is adopted that uses genetic algorithms and traditional traffic assigrunent 

optimisation algorithms in tandem. The problem tackled is that of assigning lanes and 

restricting turning movements on an existing network of streets such that the sum of the 

journey times is minimised. A real section of traffic network from Dublin city was chosen 

for the optimisation. Data from Dublin Corporation’s traffic model were used where 

possible. This optimisation problem is shown to be potentially ideal for a genetic 

algorithm. The development of the encoding system and the evaluation routines are 

described in detail and problems encountered in applying the genetic algorithm are 

highlighted and related to the theoretical work presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

Chapter 8 contains the conclusions, recommendations on applying genetic algorithms to 

real problems, and a succinct summary of the entire work linking the results of the 

different sections. First the main points of each preceding chapter are presented in 

summary. The material in Chapter 4 is given particular prominence because the new 

theoretical developments presented in this chapter are of general importance to all potential 

applications, whether in the field of engineering optimisation or the wider community. The 

material in Chapter 4 also explains much of the experience gained in the application of 

genetic algorithms described in Chapters 5 to 7.
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Chapter 2: Optimisation Problems

2.1 Introduction to optimisation

Typically, genetic algorithms require a large number o f objective function evaluations 

compared to gradient-based algorithms, which use derivatives o f the objective function to 

guide the search. This is not a difficulty if the objective function is easily evaluated, as is 

the case with many o f the sample objective functions discussed in genetic algorithm 

literature (Goldberg 1989). However, real engineering applications tend to have more 

complex evaluation routines. For example, evaluating a structural design requires a flill set 

o f analyses to establish the member stresses and nodal deflections, and possibly a series of 

checks to ensure compliance with design codes (Koumousis and Arsenis 1998). Although 

all optimisation schemes require the development of an evaluation routine for the objective 

function, genetic algorithms also require the development of encoding and decoding 

routines and sometimes the development o f problem-specific operators.

Because the development o f optimisation routines, including genetic algorithms, is time 

consuming, and hence computationally expensive, it is important to consider the following 

questions before attempting to use a genetic algorithm to search for an optimum solution:

• Are genetic algorithms likely to identify optimal solutions more efficiently than 

traditional methods?

• With what accuracy can the optimisation problem be specified, and how close must 

the solution be to the global optimum?

20
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• Do the potential gains from the optimisation justify the computational expense of 

finding the optimum?

These questions are considered in greater detail in the sections that follow. The advice 

given in these sections should help designers to decide what type, if any, of optimisation 

routine they should apply. Further advice on assessing the suitability of genetic algorithms 

for application to particular problems will be given in Chapter 5.

2.2 Classification of optimisation problem types

The first step in successfully applying a genetic algorithm to a problem is ensuring that the 

technique is applied only where it will find an acceptable solution more efficiently than 

traditional optimisation techniques. The first step toward identifying such problems is to 

examine and classify optimisation problems. There is no loss of generality in concentrating 

on optimisation problems since, from a mathematical viewpoint, problems with only a 

single solution comprise a subset of optimisation problems rather than vice versa.

Optimisation problems can be classified in many ways including according to the form of 

their solutions. Figure 2.1 shows the four main categories that result from this 

classification.

Oplimisation Problem's Solution 
Comprises

Parameter Values Algorithms Knowledge base

Mathematical
Programming
Problems

Groups
Functions
Sequences

Figure 2.1: Categorisation of optimisation problems according to solution form

The most common type of optimisation problem encountered in engineering involves 

finding optimal values for problem variables. The variables can be represented as
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continuous variables in some design problems: the slope of a pipe, the length o f a transition 

curve, or the water-cement ratio o f a concrete mix. In problems that are more difficult to 

solve, the design parameters may be discrete. Parameters may have to take integer values, 

or the design parameters may have to be chosen from a list o f possible solutions. For 

example, the members o f a truss may be constrained to be standard sections, or the choice 

of pipe size may be restricted to existing sizes, similarly, the number o f platforms at a 

terminus must be an integer value. These design problems are relatively straightforward to 

express and the form of solution required is an optimal set o f design parameter values.

Optimisation problems where the objective is to find optimal parameter values can be 

further subdivided into those that can be formulated as mathematical programming 

problems and those that cannot. Mathematical programming problems can be expressed in 

the form:

Maximise, or minimise

z = / (x , ,x2 , . . . ,x j

subject to

Where z  is the function to be optimised, x,,X2 ,...,X^ are the continuous variables to be 

optimised, and  ̂series of constraints.

Traditional optimisation tends to concentrate on problems that can be formulated as 

mathematical programming problems because there are numerous numerical techniques 

available to solve such problems (Taha 1987). However, many important optimisation 

problems cannot be expressed as mathematical programming problems. One familiar class 

of optimisation problem that cannot be formatted as mathematical programming problems 

are integer-programming problems.

Equation 2.1

Equation 2.2
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The second class of problem includes: grouping problems, such as the knapsack packing 

problem, which involves organising a given number of objects into an optimal set of 

groups such that, when each group is packed into a rucksack, the waste space is minimised 

(Falkenauer 1998, Michalewicz 1996, Gen and Cheng 1997, 2000); sequencing problems, 

such as the travelling salesman problem, which seeks the order in which a series of cities 

should be visited such that the salesman’s total journey is minimised (Haupt and Haupt 

1998, Michalewicz 1996; Gen and Cheng 1997, 2000); and problems involving the 

optimisation of a Sanction or relationship. Variational calculus problems, such as finding 

the shape of a chain hanging under its own weight, are examples of the third type of this 

class of optimisation problem. The solution to variational calculus problems are equations, 

not parameter values (Weinstock 1974).

The solutions to the third class of optimisation problem are algorithms or series of 

instructions. For example, consider the optimisation problem of determining how m 

identical indivisible objects should be divided equitably among n recipients. The solution, 

that.

m - n x  Int m
nJj

o f the m recipients, chosen at random, should receive

V - l + i 'V \n J
objects with the remaining recipients receiving one object less.

is a sequence of actions, i.e., an algorithm. A specific instance of this problem could be 

formulated as an integer-programming problem; the general problem cannot. The search 

for good heuristics for tackling the travelling salesman problem is another example of an 

optimisation problem whose solution is a program or algorithm. These are difficult real 

problems that require solution, but they are not suitable for traditional mathematical 

optimisation techniques.

At a more general level still are problems where the solution may be a knowledge base or 

series of relationships between variables, which may be discrete or continuous (Tanimoto 

1995). A good example of such a set of relationships is the set of rules at the heart of a 

medical diagnostic Expert System. In that case the objective is finding the set of rules that 

give the most accurate diagnosis fi'om a spectrum of test results.
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2.3 Optimisation techniques

Many different optimisation techniques exist for dealing with different types of 

optimisation problem and their associated search spaces; linear and quadratic 

programming, gradient based techniques, hill-climbing techniques, variational calculus, 

optimality criteria, exhaustive searches and, of course, evolutionary programs including 

genetic algorithms.

The tradition techniques will be considered briefly. This overview of optimisation will also 

be used to identify search-spaces, and hence problem types, that suit genetic algorithms.

2.3.1 Exhaustive search

The feasibility of carrying out an exhaustive search should be considered before adopting 

other more complex optimisation techniques. An exhaustive search involves evaluating all 

possible combinations of variables and selecting the best combination. This technique is 

simple and is perhaps unique, in that it is guaranteed to find the global optimum, 

irrespective of the characteristics of the search-space. The difficulties with exhaustive 

searches are: first the data to be optimised must be discrete, and second, the number of 

variable combinations to be considered must not be excessive. However, in many cases the 

number of realistic values that can be taken by a particular design parameter is 

considerably less that the number of theoretical values, and modem computers allow large 

numbers of trial evaluations.

2.3.2 Linear and quadratic programming

Linear and quadratic programming methods are used to find the global optimum in linear 

and quadratic mathematical programming problems, problems where the constraints are 

linear and the objective function is either linear or quadratic (Taha 1987). These problems 

have continuous variables and a single local optimum. Linear and quadratic programming
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methods are commonly used sequentially to solve non-linear mathematical programming 

problems that do not have a large number o f local optima.

2.3.3 Hill-climbing algorithms

Hill-climbing algorithms divide into two categories: those that use gradient information 

and those that do not. Gradient-based hill-climbing algorithms are suited to  non-linear 

optimisation problems with continuous variables and a small number o f  local optima. The 

principle behind gradient-based methods is straightforward. Once a feasible non-optimal 

solution, has been identified then gradient information.

^ dz dz dz ^
, is analysed to identify how the solution variables should be modified

to identify a better solution. The gradient information may be generated directly by 

differentiating the objective function, if the objective function is suitable, or indirectly by 

varying each o f  the solution variables in turn and observing the effects on the objective 

function. Once the gradient information has been generated the solution moves, usually but 

not always, in the direction o f  fastest advance.

The second type o f  hill-climbing method does not use gradients directly. These algorithms 

sample the search-space surrounding the current solution looking for a better solution. I f  a 

better solution is identified, then the new best solution becomes the current solution and 

the search continues. Different variations o f  this technique exist, each o f  which suit 

particular problems. These hill-climbing algorithms can be applied to problems with 

discrete variables and problems where lack o f  convexity, discontinuous functions and other 

forms o f  ill-conditioning make gradient based methods inappropriate.

Hill-climbing techniques, whether gradient based or not, generally converge to a local 

optimum. If  the problem has a single optimum, then gradient techniques will find the 

global optimum. If  the problem has multiple optima then the gradient technique should be 

used in conjunction with other search methods and/or repeated fi"om different starting 

points.
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2.3.4 Optimality criteria

Optimisation based on optimality criteria works by identifying a criterion that an optimal 

design should possess and then directing the search to obtain a design that satisfies this 

criterion (Kirsh 1981). This approach can make use of heuristic information. The 

traditional structural design approach o f attempting to design a structure such that all the 

members are fully stressed under ultimate loads is, in essence, optimisation by optimality 

criterion. This approach does not guarantee an optimal solution but does tend to produce 

efficient solutions.

2.3.5 Genetic algorithms and other stochastic processes

Highly irregular objective flinctions with multiple local optima cannot be solved using 

traditional hill-climbing algorithms. Random search, simulated annealing (Haung and 

Arora 1997), and evolutionary programs (Back et al. 1997) are all stochastic optimisation 

methods that have proved successful with some problems of this nature.

Genetic algorithms are robust stochastic algorithms that seek good solutions by mimicking 

the mechanisms o f evolution and they are suitable for optimisation problems with multiple 

local optima (Wardlaw and Sharif 1999). Genetic algorithms are not the most efficient 

technique for solving mathematical programming problems that lend themselves to hill- 

climbing methods. Genetic algorithms are ideally suited to problems where the variables 

are discrete. They have been applied to all o f the four classes o f optimisation problem 

illustrated in Figure 2.1, including grouping and sequencing problems (Falkenauer 1998). 

Genetic algorithms tend to identify good solutions without necessarily identifying the local 

or global optima. Hence, there is scope for hybrid optimisation schemes that combine 

genetic algorithms and traditional techniques.

2.4 Objectives of optimisation

The concepts o f local and global optima are familiar. However, it is sometimes unclear
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what level of performance is required from an optimisation. To find the global optimum is 

the ideal but, in many instances, this may be neither necessary nor possible.

.V

V  '

- r

Figure 2.2: Michell minimum-weight structure for a centrally-loaded beam

(Michell 1905)

Michell’s work on minimum weight structures offers examples where the optimum is 

known but unachievable. Michell discovered the characteristics that a truss of minimum 

weight must have, namely that the compressive and tensile members must be orthogonal, 

and identified minimum-weight solutions to a number of simple load and support 

conditions (Michell 1905). Michell’s solution for a centrally-loaded beam is shown in 

Figure 2.2. Member A-D-F-B is in compression and member A-E-G-B is in tension. Both 

of these members are feasible but the structure calls for an infinite number of tension and 

compression members joining point C to arcs D-F and E-G respectively. In this, and other 

simple cases, the weight and form of the minimum weight structure, though known, is 

infeasible.

Figure 2.3: Symmetrical truss with symmetrical loading
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Other optimisation problems may have optimal solutions that are very difficult to find. For 

example, in the case of problems with discrete variables where hill climbing algorithms are 

most appropriate, the search method is based on the premise that solutions similar to the 

optimum solution are also good. However, it is possible to conceive of problems where all 

solutions close to the global optimum are infeasible. As an example, consider the truss 

shown in Figure 2.3, assume that its topology is fixed and the only parameters that can be 

varied are the overall depth of the truss and the choice of section for each member. 

Consider a hypothetical situation where, for the optimum set of section sizes and truss 

depth, all the members of the truss are fiilly stressed. Further assume that the inclined 

compression members are on the point of buckling and that the truss’ deflection is at the 

maximum allowable. This hypothetical optimum structure lies on the constraints for 

buckling, member stress and deflection. Any deviation fi'om this optimal solution results in 

either a heavier or an infeasible solution. Thus all the points in the search-space adjacent, 

(i.e. only one parameter different) to the optimal solution are either infeasible or less fit. 

This point in the search-space is an isolated local optimum. Such problems are sometimes 

referred to as “needle-in-a-haystack” problems (Naudts and Kallel 2000).

Identifying such an optimum is difficuh. This is an extreme example constructed to 

illustrate the point that it is conceivable that all solutions close to the optimum combination 

of member sizes, topology and structural shape may have poor fitness. If this is the case 

then a genetic algorithm, and indeed any conceivable method, will have difficulty finding 

the overall optimum. It is unsafe to assume that the solution identified by an optimisation 

algorithm is the global optimum unless there is theoretical justification.

The accuracy with which the optimisation problem can be specified should also be 

considered. It is inappropriate to spend time identifying the optimal solution if the level of 

accuracy with which the problem can be specified is less than the difference in 

performance of potential solutions. The trusses shown in Figure 2.4 illustrate this 

phenomenon.

Figure 2.4 shows two trusses designed to resist two lateral point-loads. The trusses are 

determinate and for any values of W1 and W2. Hence, it is easy to calculate the member 

areas for a fully stressed design. If buckling is ignored and the allowable compressive and 

tensile stresses are equal, then, if the force W1 is greater than the force W2, the truss on the
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left will use least material. Conversely, if the force W2 is greater than the force W1 then the 

reverse is true. If the loads W1 and W2 are approximately equal the important point is not 

that it will be difficult to identify the true optimum. The important point is that, for 

W\ = W2,  either structure will be highly efficient.

Thus, while finding global optima is desirable in many cases, what is required is an 

acceptable solution that is competitive. If the optimisation problem is continuously 

changing, then optimisation is an ongoing process and what is important is robustness and 

the ability to find a good solution quickly Goldberg (1989) and others (Parmee 1998) 

pointed out that genetic algorithms are best suited to problems where finding a good 

acceptable solution, or solutions, is sufficient.

Optimisation, using genetic algorithms or other methods, is justified only if the potential 

gains resulting fi'om the optimisation justify the expense incurred in developing and 

applying the optimisation routines. Similarly, the performance required fi'om the 

optimisation procedure should reflect the accuracy with which the problem can be 

specified.

Figure 2.4: Different topologies for similar loading

2.5 Summary
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Genetic algorithms can be applied to a very wide range of optimisation problems. 

However, genetic algorithms are not always the most efficient technique. For example, 

traditional gradient methods are likely to be more efficient for solving mathematical 

programming problems, unless the problems have large numbers of local optima.

Genetic algorithms should only be used where an exhaustive search is infeasible and where 

identifying the global optimum is not a necessity. If the solution is required to be a local 

optimum then a genetic algorithm should be used in conjunction with a hill-climbing 

technique.

More detailed recommendations on the application of genetic algorithms are given in 

Chapter 5.
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Chapters: Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

Since the publication of the key reference works on genetic algorithms by Holland (1975), 

Davis (1987), Goldberg (1989), Michalewicz (1996) and others, genetic algorithms have 

become a widely accepted optimisation technique. As a result, much of the recent 

published material describes the method’s application to real world problems in many 

diverse areas. The breadth and extent of genetic algorithms that have been applied to 

engineering optimisation and design is well chronicled in the recent work of Cren and 

Cheng (1997, 2000). Within Civil Engineering genetic algorithms have been applied to 

structural optimisation, (Adeli and Cheng 1994a, 1994b; Adeli and Kumar 1995; Ball et al. 

1993; Camp and Pezeshk 1998; Gralante 1996; Ghasemi and Hinton 1996; Hajela and Lee 

1995; Hajela et al. 1998; Sarma and Adeli 2000, Koumousis and Arsenis 1998; Jenkins 

1991, 1992, 1997a, 1997b, 1998; Liu et al. 1997, 1998; Nagendra et al. 1996; Ohsaki 1995; 

Park and Grierson 1999; Rajan 1995; Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy 1992, 1997, 1998; Saka 

1998; Shrestha and Ghaboussi 1998; Soh and Yang 1996, 1998, 2000; Tesar and Drizik 

1995; Thierauf 1996; Yang and Soh 1997; Yeh 1999); urban and transportation planning, 

(Balling et al. 1999; Chakroborty et al. 1998; Chan et al. 1994; Cheu et al. 1998; Fwa et al. 

1994, 1996; Gu and Chung 1999; Jong et al. 2000; Ni Dhonghaile et al. 2000; Pattnaik et 

al. 1998; Xiong and Schneider 1995; Yin 2000); water engineering (Parmee 1998; 

Wardlaw and Sharif 1999) and many other civil engineering areas ranging from the 

minimisation of construction time and cost (Feng et al. 1997; Li and Love 1997), to the 

design of calibration tests in pipe networks (Meier and Barkdoll 2000). Despite the 

widespread application of genetic algorithms, the theoretical basis has not advanced
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particularly in recent years. Indeed, some recent papers highlight the need for further 

theoretical study (Rajan 1995).

This literature review concentrates on the fundamentals of the genetic algorithm as 

described by Goldberg (1989) and uses his simple genetic algorithm (SGA) as the basic 

model for a genetic algorithm. Although reference will be made to papers describing the 

application of the method, this review takes pains to avoid drawing general conclusions 

from work based on particular applications. This is prudent because many applications 

involve modifying the algorithm, hence making it problem-specific. Pseudo-experimental 

results fi'om specific applications are often offered as evidence of the overall behaviour of 

genetic algorithms. However, in some cases it is clear that the behaviour reported is a 

function of the particular problem or the encoding system used. For example, many papers 

suggest suitable values for mutation rates based on experience gained with a particular 

application. It will be shown in chapter 4 that the optimum mutation rate is related to the 

string length.

3.2 Evolution and natural genetics

Grenetic algorithms start with Holland (1975). However, the study of interactive systems 

has earlier origins. Evolution, and more particularly natural selection, is the model on 

which genetic algorithms are based. Thus the study of genetic algorithms begins with the 

study of natural evolution. That said, it is important not to overstate the connection and 

mistakenly assume that genetic algorithms should use only operations that occur in nature.

The work of Malthus (1798); Darwin and Wallace (1859); Hardy and Weinberg (1908); 

Mendel (1866); and Watson and Crick (1953) is not just of historical interest. Their 

research offers valuable insights into the behaviour of adaptive systems under the action of 

selection. Malthus identified the selective pressure that drives evolution. Darwin and 

Wallace, working independently, recognised natural selection as the cause of specialisation 

and hence speciation. Mendel discovered the basic laws governing genetic inheritance. 

Hardy and Weinberg worked independently on quantifying the effects of selection and 

Watson and Crick identified DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA (ribonucleic acid) as 

the mechanisms behind the genetic code.
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In 1798 the economist Thomas Robert Malthus published ''An Essay on the Principle o f 

Population” (Carey 1995). This work considered the result of exponential population 

growth. The essay caused bitter debate when it was published because of the philosophical 

questions it provoked. Malthus argued that, where unchecked, the human population 

increases exponentially, whereas agricultural produce increases arithmetically. This 

implies that the exponential growth of population is checked by limitations on available 

resources. Malthus saw war, famine, poverty and plague as the active agents that prevent 

exponential population growth.

Malthus’ essay influenced Charles Robert Darwin. Darwin saw that Malthus had outlined 

the engine behind natural selection (Darwin 1859). If population growth outstrips existing 

resources, then many individuals of a population must die before procreating. It is logical 

to suppose that those individuals most suited to their environment are most likely to 

survive.

In 1859 Darwin published his treatise “The origin of Species”, In this work Darwin 

developed his theory of evolution, labelled “survival of the fittest” by one of his critics. He 

was forced to publish by the knowledge that Alfi-ed Russel Wallace had reached the same 
conclusion independently (Carey 1995). One difficulty that Darwinism faced when it was 

proposed was the absence of any working theory of heredity. However, the power of 

selective breeding was well understood, even where the mechanisms behind it were not. 

Darwin had the examples of selective breeding of racehorses (Cunningham 1991), 

livestock and food crops (Schwartz 1999).

In 1866 Gregor Mendel published a paper on patterns of inheritance in the pea plant. The 

rediscovery of this work early last century led to the development of the field of genetics. 

The marriage of Darwin’s theory of evolution and Mendelian genetics is labelled Neo- 

Darwinism.

Doubtless, many others have advanced the study of evolution, heredity and genetics. 

However, only those whose work can be applied directly, or have relevance to the field of 

genetic algorithms are mentioned here. One such example is the work of the Danish 

botanist Wilhelm Johansen who in 1911 established the distinction between genotype and 

phenotype. The genotype is the genetic code and the phenotype is the living organism. The
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relationship between genotype and phenotype can be complex and environmental factors 

can cause different phenotypes to be produced from the same genotype. A similar 

distinction exists between genotype and phenotype in genetic algorithms.

Most complex natural organisms have a diploid genetic code where every individual has 

two copies of each gene; one copy received from each parent. The different variations that 

a particular gene can have, are called alleles. For example, the eye-colour gene passed 

from a parent to its child could have the allele for brown or the allele for blue. Consider a 

gene for which there are two possible alleles a and A . These two alleles can be combined 

in, and hence inherited, in four different ways; namely, aa, oA, Aa and A A . However, 

these produce only three genotypes because oA and Aa are equivalent. In 1908 Godfrey 

H. Hardy, an English mathematician, and Wilhem Weinberg, a German obstetrician, 

independently developed the Hardy-Weinberg Law. The Hardy-Weinberg Law describes 

how the frequencies of the different genotypes vary from generation to generation under 

the effects of selection. The law makes the following assumptions:

• The population is infinite in size. In reality the finite size of real populations causes

the actual percentage of the genotypes to vary from the percentages predicted. This

effect is referred to as genetic drift.

• Mating is random, that is, there is no tendency for genotypes of one type to seek

mates with a similar genotype. In practice this may not be the case. In the human

case, people choose mates of similar relative height.

• The population is free from evolutionary forces such as migration and natural 

selection. Clearly, this assumption is often violated. However, the Hardy-Weinberg 

law can be used to quantify the magnitude of the evolutionary effects and can be 

modified to predict how the genotype percentages will change under the action of 

selection.

Subject to these assumptions, the Hardy-Weinberg Laws asserts that if there are no 

selective forces acting on the population then, after a single generation of random mating, 

and for all subsequent generations, the genotypes AA, aA and aa will remain in the 

percentages p p , Ipq  and qq where p  and q are the allelic frequencies of A and a
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respectively. The sum of the genotypic frequencies should be equal to 1. For the example 

given, in which there are only two possible alleles, the frequency q must equal \ -  p  and 

hence the condition is satisfied.

A a

A

a

pp pq

pq qq

Figure 3 .1; Proportions of the population that contain genotypes AA, Aa, oA and aa

The steady state situation is shown graphically in Figure 3 .1, The Hardy-Weinberg law can 
be used to predict the effect of selection (Lighthill 1978; Russel 1994),

Homozygotes are genotypes that inherit the same allele from both parents and 

heterozygotes are genotypes that inherit different genes from their parents. Consider the 

effect of some fraction s of the homozygotes aa being culled from the population before 

they have an opportunity to propagate. The culling of the aa individuals will affect the 

relative frequencies of the alleles A and a . The new relative frequencies can be calculated 

as the proportion of surviving alleles divided by the culled population. In this case none of 

the individuals with an A allele is culled but the new population size is reduced to 1 -  sq^ . 

Therefore the new frequency for the allele A becomes:

= ^  Equations.!
\ - s q  \ - s q

Similarly the frequency for allele a becomes:
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Pq + W  -  sq^)  ̂ q{\ -  sq) 
\ - s q ^  \ - s q ^

After reproduction, the genotype frequencies o f AA, aA and aa will be p ' ^ ,2 p ’q' and 

q'^. Thus the long-term effects o f selection on genotypic frequency can be predicted and 

studied. The work o f Hardy and Weinberg, like that o f other biometricians, is rarely cited 

in the literature o f genetic algorithms. It is included here because, in Chapter 4 it is shown 

that this work can be applied to haploid populations, similar to those used in genetic 

algorithms. A haploid genetic code contains only a single copy o f each gene.

Figure 3.2: DNA double helix

In natural genetics the genotype is encoded in the DNA. The structure o f DNA is shown in 

Figure 3.2 and comprises a double helix. The rungs o f the double helix are composed of 

pairs o f nitrogen-containing bases. There are only four types o f base: adenine (A), thymine 

(T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). Adenine always binds with thymine while guanine 

always binds with cytosine. A triplet sequence o f nitrogen-containing bases is called a 

codon, and each codon defines a single amino acid. However, different codons can code 

for the same amino acid. Thus nature uses a degenerate base-four genetic code (Russell, 

1994).
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Proteins are the major components of most cell structures and control virtually all the 

chemical reactions in living matter. Proteins are made up of polypeptides, which are in turn 

composed of chains of amino acids. The order of the amino acids in the polypeptides 

determines the structure and function of the proteins. There are a total of twenty different 

amino acids and the order of these acids in a polypeptide is determined by the DNA 

sequence.

Great advances have been made into understanding the mechanisms behind natural 

genetics. New discoveries are being made into the mechanisms by which the natural 

genotypes are translated into their corresponding phenotypes. These new discoveries may 

suggest novel encoding techniques and operators for use in genetic algorithms in the 

future. A particular instance of such new work is the discovery of homeobox genes. These 

are genes that have a controlling influence over the form of an organism. A very minor 

alteration to such genes can have dramatic effects (Russell 1994, Schwartz 1999).

3.3 Holland and adaptive systems

The field of genetic algorithms is considered to have started with Holland (Davis 1987). 

Holland’s monograph (1975) established a formal setting for the study of adaptive systems 

and introduced the fundamental tenets of genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms are a 

small subset of the set of possible adaptive systems.

The key concepts introduced by Holland (1975) have been the basis of most work in 

genetic algorithms. Holland’s own students, including Goldberg (1989) and Mitchell 

(1996), have been to the fore in much of this work. The notation used to present these 

concepts in this thesis is that used by Goldberg (1989), Michalewicz (1996) and most other 

authors. This notation differs from that used in Holland’s original text.

Before describing the theoretical basis for genetic algorithms, it is necessary to give a 

thumbnail sketch of their operation.
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Genetic algorithms miniic the mechanism of evolution through natural selection. The 

algorithm is cyclic and its main stages are shown in Figure 3.3. The starting point is a 

population of genotypes.

In nature a genotype is the set of genes, the DNA, of an individual. The individual itself is 

referred to as the phenotype. The distinction between phenotype and genotype is important 

because there is not a one to one mapping from genotype to phenotype. In nature different 

codons can define the same protein and hence in principle two different genotypes could 

code for the same phenotype. Similarly, a mutation can alter the genotype without 

changing the phenotype. In addition, the environment can affect the phenotype. Rapid 

cooling following birth causes the characteristic colour of a chocolate-point Siamese cat’s 

ears and paws. In some species chemical concentrations can dictate the size, shape and sex 

of an individual (Maynard-Smith 1993).

Genetic algorithms mimic this separation between genotype and phenotype. Where the 

genotype is a set of problem parameters, the phenotype is the resulting prototype. This 

distinction appears pedantic in the case of simple problems where the genotype may be a 

simple list of parameters or data describing a potential solution. However, the distinction 

becomes clear if one considers the genotype to be a set of instructions describing the 

formation of the phenotype. The importance of this distinction will become clearer in 

Chapter 5, in which the concept of redundant operators is introduced.

l^xfate population of 
genotypes

Assess fitness of 
each fiienotype Introduce randam mutations

Select genotypes an the basis 
of phenotype fitness in the newpopiiation to fonn new 

indvidals

Recon±ine the gpnetic information

Figure 3.3; Genetic algorithm cycle
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The phenotype corresponding to each genotype is evaluated and a new population is 

formed using the “better” genotj^es. The information, genes, contained in these fitter 

genotypes are recombined to form new genotypes. Typically this is done in a manner 

analogous to mating between two individuals in a natural population. Finally, a small 

portion of the genes that comprise the new individuals are mutated randomly and then the 

new individuals are added to the population to replace some or all o f the previous 

generation.

3.3.1 Schema theorem

The schema theorem is the fundamental theorem of genetic algorithms. Before describing 

the schema theorem it is necessary to define what a schema is. Traditional genetic 

algorithms use a genotype written in binary. The following description of a schema follows 

this convention. However, no generality is lost and the argument is valid for other coding 

systems.

A particular schema is defined by specifying the value of the bit or bits at particular 

locations in the genotype. This is best illustrated with an example. Consider a particular 

problem in which a genotype is defined by a binary string twelve characters long. The 

three genotypes;

( 0 0  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0  1 0)

(0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 )

and

(1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0  1)

are all valid. Using the symbol to denote a “wild-card” element, the following 

template;

defines a schema. Some genotypes will contain this schema and others will not, depending 

on whether their bits match the specified bits of the schema. Schemata are most easily 

understood when an association is made between the bits of the schema and the effect
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these bits have on a phenotype. For example, in nature the gene or sequence of genes that 

controls eye colour is analogous to a schema. Schemata have a number of properties, two 

of which are important to the schema theorem. First their order, which is the number of bits 

specified, and second, the length of the schema. The length of a schema is the number of 

bit positions between the first specified bit and the last specified bit plus one.

In nature, an individual’s survival is dependent on its fitness for its environment. If a 

particular sequence of genes confers an advantage on those individuals whose genotypes 

contain the sequence then, under the action of natural selection, the proportion of 

individuals with the beneficial sequence will increase. This follows as a du-ect consequence 

of the Hardy-Weinberg Law. This is also the essence of the schema theorem, stated by 

Goldberg (1989) as,

“short low-order, above-average schemata receive exponentially 

increasing trials in subsequent generations”.

Using the standard notation used by Goldberg (1989) and others (MichaleAvicz 1996; 

Mitchell 1996), the expression for the propagation of a schema //under the action of 

single-point crossover and random mutation is, as given by Mitchell (1996),

m{H, t + \ ) > m { H , t ) - f l -  p, Equation 3.3
/ V / - I  /

where; m { H j )  is the occurrence of schema H  in generation /; / ( / / )  is the average 

fitness of individuals that contain schema H  and /  is the average fitness of the 

population; is the probability of crossover and p^  is the probability of any bit being 

mutated; 8{h ) is the schema’s length, o{h ) is its order and / is the total length of the 

string. Goldberg (1989) gives a simplified version of this equation that is valid for short 

schemata only and Back (1996) gives a variation that includes a term that recognises that 

not all crossovers within the schema length result in the loss of the schema.
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The power behind the schema concept is that, when a particular genotype is evaluated, 

each of the numerous schemata that it is composed from is being sampled. Thus the 

number of schema sampled increases exponentially with increasing string length.

However, care must be taken not to misunderstand the nature of the theorem. It does imply 

that, if y  high for some particular schema H , then H  will be propagated widely in

the next generation. However, a high value for y  necessarily indicate that the

schema H  has a positive effect on the fitness of those individuals that have the schema. 

First, in a real genetic algorithm the population size is finite and hence sampling errors will

occur. Second, a high value for y  indicates that the schema H  is

associated with high fitness in that particular population. Two examples illustrate these 

arguments.

Problems arising from sampling errors are typified by the hitchhiking problem (Goldberg 

1989; Michalewicz 1996; Mitchell 1996). Consider a problem in which the schema

is particularly beneficial. In accordance with the schema theorem, genotypes containing 

this schema will tend to be propagated exponentially in proceeding populations. If a 

majority of the genotypes matching this schema that were sampled early in the analysis 

were instances of

( * * * * 1 1 0 1 1

Then as the frequency of this schema increases from generation to generation so too may 

the fitness associated with the schema

)■
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This “hitchhiking” effect will be discussed in detail later in Section 3.4.5, which describes 

crossover strategies.

The second phenomenon is best illustrated by considering how L  varies from

generation to generation for a case where the schema H  is advantageous. In the initial 

generations, the value for y  should be high. However, as the frequency with which

the schema H  occurs increases, the average fitness of the population will improve and, as a 

co „se ,u e„c e ,/© w iU d ec rea .e .

A different problem occurs due to epistasis. The term epistasis is borrowed from natural 

genetics and refers to the interaction between genes. The effect of a particular gene may be 

dependent on the other genes it occurs in combination with. Its action may be cancelled, 

activated or modified by other genes, regulatory genes such as the homeobox genes for 

example. In mathematical terms the two genes are not independent.

In some simple problems there is no interaction between genes. These problems are ‘uni- 

modal’ and do not have multiple local optima. Such problems are easily and most 

efficiently solved using simple hill-climbing algorithms (Back 1996). As an example, 

consider the “all ones” problem in which the optimal solution is a binary genotype 

consisting of ones and where the fitness of an individual is simply the number of bits that 

are set to “1”.

At the other extreme are problems where there is strong interdependence. With strong 

interdependence, adjacent points in the search space may have very different fitness. The 

degree of epistasis in a problem is sometimes referred to as the epistatic temperature, 

where a high epistatic temperature indicates strong dependence between genes (Haupt and 

Haupt 1998). Gtenetic algorithms tend to be efficient for problems with moderate epistatic 

temperature. This is hardly surprising since genetic algorithms fiinction on the premise that 

searching areas of the search-space that have already yielded fit individuals is an effective 

strategy.
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Equation 3.3 suggests that if the schema being considered is short, then the probability of 

its being destroyed through single-point crossover or mutation is small. On the other hand, 

if the schema is beneficial, then the number of instances of the schema should increase 

exponentially fi'om generation to generation.

3.3.2 Two-armed bandit

The schema theorem described in the previous section suggests that the frequency of 

occurrence of short and fit schemata increases exponentially. Holland showed that such an 

exponentially increasing sampling rate should be optimal (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989). 

The basis for this hypothesis is Holland’s analysis of the two-armed bandit problem.

Consider a gambling machine similar to a “one-armed bandit” with the modification that 

the machine has two arms that have different payback rates, which, as with all gambling 

machines, are less than unity The dilemma faced by a gambler is deciding which arm 

should be played. Obviously the arm which pays back most should be used. However, the 

gambler cannot ascertain with certainty which arm pays most. The only evidence available 

to the gambler is the results of previous trials. Holland’s analysis found that the optimal 

strategy is to give an exponentially increasing number of trials to the arm that appears to 

have the highest payback.

The problems tackled using genetic algorithms can be viewed as multi-armed bandit 

problems. Genetic algorithms sample the search-space and the action of the algorithm is to 

concentrate the search m portions of the search-space that have yielded good resuhs, i.e., 

the rate at which successful schema are sampled increases exponentially. Hence genetic 

algorithms are an optimal approach to tackling such problems, assuming of course that 

there is no knowledge of the problem that would indicate which schemata are likely to 

generate fit solutions.

3.3.3 Building-block hypothesis

Holland’s schema theorem details how genetic algorithms propagate short fit schemata.
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However, the theorem does not describe how longer schema are formed. The schema 

theorem applies to both long and short schemata. However, the effect of mutation and 

crossover are often assumed, as per Equation 3.3, to disrupt long schemata. For this reason 

the schema equation is sometimes over-simplified to a form that is suitable for very short 

schemata only (Goldberg 1989).

The building-block hypothesis suggests that long fit schemata are formed by the 

recombination of the fit short schemata that the genetic algorithm propagates. The short fit 

schemata are the “blocks” and crossover is the recombination operator that does the 

“building”. This hypothesis was expressed by Goldberg (1989) and is repeated in the 

introductory sections of many papers on genetic algorithms. No theoretical proof of the 

building-block hypothesis has been presented. The building-block hypothesis wdll be 

revisited in Chapter 4 when the Hardy-Weinberg Law will be applied to genetic algorithms 

and the schema theorem wall be reworked to include the constructive effects of crossover, 

thus giving a tacit proof of the hypothesis.

3.4 Traditional genetic algorithms

Holland’s influence extends beyond his own work. Many of his former students, such as 

Goldberg and Mitchell, have also become leaders in the field. Goldberg is often cited for 

his work in popularising the genetic algorithm, and his text (Goldberg 1989) remains 

perhaps the most usefial introduction to the subject. This text describes the workings of 

genetic algorithms in detail and gives algorithms and computer code. This work is so 

widely read that the code given by Goldberg in this text is often referred to simply as 

Goldberg’s SGA, a mnemonic standing for “simple genetic algorithm”. The detailed 

workings of a genetic algorithm will be described wdth reference to Goldberg’s SGA. 

Goldberg’s SGA is an ideal reference point for two reasons. First, his algorithm is simple, 

general, widely used, contains the essential operators of a genetic algorithm and is not 

problem specific. Second, the algorithms developed by this author and used in the 

applications described in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are similar to those described by Goldberg.
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Goldberg’s work also cites the work of other mfluential pioneers in the field of genetic 

algorithms. Chief among these is De Jong (1975) who carried out a series of careful 

experiments into the behaviour of genetic algorithms.

3.4.1 Binary coding

The traditional use of a binary code is justified by the argument that a binary representation 

ensures that the maximum number of schemata receive a trial. The size of the search space 

will be approximately the same regardless of whether it is expressed in binary, octal, 

decimal, hex or any other alphabet. Thus, if a binary string of length / is required, for any 

other base k a string length of / ’ will be required such that 2‘ = l<f. With a binary string, a 

total of (2+1)  ̂ schemata receive a trial. For the non-binary coding the number is (k+1)^, 

which is fewer than for the binary code (Goldberg 1989). Therefore, binary is the optimal 

encoding alphabet because a binary system will maximise the number of schemata 

sampled. Holland (1975) coined the label implicit parallelism to describe the phenomenon 

by which 2̂  schemata receive a trial with the evaluation of a single genotype.

The use of binary codes, though popular, is no longer deemed mandatory. Many authors 

use natural coding schemes because binary coding has some disadvantages (Mchalewicz 

1996; Gren and Cheng 2000; Groenwold et al. 1999; Hajela and Lee 2000; Herrera and 

Lozano 2000; Jong et al. 2000; Parmee 1998; Wardlaw and Sharif 1999). Binary codes are 

not ideally suited to encoding discrete variables, unless the number of variables or 

parameters to be encoded for happens to be equal 2" for some value of n. In general the 

number of parameters will lie between 2” and 2" '̂ for some value of n and a binary string 

n ^ l  bits long will be required. For example, if a discrete variable can have one of six 

values, a binary string three bits long will be necessary. In such cases either some binary 

combinations are ignored or else some parameter values must be represented more than 

once.

This is not a substantial difficulty when the parameter is continuous, in which case the 

number of binary bits used to represent it simply dictates the resolution with which the 

parameter is specified. However, representing continuous variables with very high 

precision results in very long binary strings.
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3.4.2 Gray codes versus binary codes

Counting integers from zero in base two generates the traditional binary sequence. Hence 

we have the first two columns of Table 3.1;

Decimal Traditional Binary Gray Code

0 000 000

1 001 001

2 010 Oil

3 Oil 010

4 100 110

5 101 111

6 110 101

7 111 100

Table 3 .1; Comparison of decimal and traditional binary and Gray code

One feature of the traditional binary sequence is that, for some pairs of integers that are 

“adjacent”, i.e. differ by one, their binary codes can be radically different. For example, in 

the case of the binary strings corresponding to integers 3 and 4, namely Oil and 100, all 

the bits are different. This feature of traditional binary encoding could potentially cause 

difficulty.

In contrast, consider the equivalent Gray code, shown in the third column of Table 3.1. A

Gray code uses the same binary alphabet as traditional binary but the encoding and

decoding of such strings is more complex. Algorithms exist to generate such codes

automatically (Michalewicz 1996). Although the coding of Gray codes is more complex,

the usual one-to-one relationship applies and each integer codes to a single Gray sequence.

The advantage of a Gray sequence over traditional binary is that, with a Gray code, the

binary representation of any two consecutive integers will have a Hamming distance of

one, i.e. they will differ by a single bit. For example, observe the Gray sequence in Table

3.1. The assumed benefit is that the search-space for a problem encoded with a Gray code

wiU be “smoother”, less disjointed, than the equivalent search-space for a traditional binary

code. A Gray code reduces the degree of local epistasis. This argument will be developed
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in more detail in Chapter 4. The advantages of Gray codes over traditional binary codes is 

such that Gray-coding has become standard (Back 1996), although Wardlaw and Sharif 

(1999) presented results that showed traditional binary giving better performance for their 

particular application.

3.4.3 Initial populations

Every genetic algorithm begins with an initial population. The most general approach, and 

that used by Goldberg (1989) and others (Adeli and Cheng 1994; Cunha et al. 1999; 

Galante 1996; Hajela and Lee 1995, Naudts and Kallel 2000; Ohsaki 1995; Olmi et al. 

2000, Rajan 1995, Tesar and Drzik 1995), is to generate the initial population randomly 

where each bit in each genotype is either a zero or a one with equal probability.

The use of a perfectly random initial population may not be ideal in some situations. If 

information is available that indicates that optima are more likely to be located in particular 

areas of the search space, then this information may be used in generating the initial 

population (Grefenstette 1987; Ghroenwold et al. 1999; Hajela et al. 1998; Michalewicz, 

1996; Haupt and Haupt 1998; Huang and Arora 1997; Jong et al. 2000; Liu et al. 1997; 

Soh and Yang 1996). Alternatively, the initial population may be generated randomly but 

with infeasible solutions being rejected (Fwa et al. 1996). These approaches are considered 

in more detail in Chapter 5.

Some authors suggest re-initialisation as a strategy (Michalewicz 1996; Rajan 1995). Re

initialisation involves restarting the genetic algorithm following convergence. The 

reinitialised population is seeded with genotypes related to those that the previous 

optimisation converged to. A variation on this approach is to restart or continue the 

optimisation while reducing the search space and concentrating it about the best solution 

(Galante 1996; Jenkins 1997, 1998; Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy 1997).

3.4.4 Evaluation

Calculating the fitness of the phenotypes in a population is a key part of a genetic
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algorithm implementation. The binary genotypes are decoded into their corresponding 

phenotypes first and then the fitness of the phenotypes is established and assigned to the 

original genotypes. In a simple genetic algorithm the fitness associated with a genotype is 

described by a single value. Neither gradient nor other potentially useful data concerning 

the search-space is generated. Thus, the genetic algorithm treats the phenotype evaluation 

as a “black box” function and in the context of Goldberg’s SGA, fitness evaluation is of 

peripheral importance.

Although the evaluation method is outside the main workings of the genetic algorithm, it is 

the evaluation scheme that dictates the characteristics of the search space. This is of 

particular importance for constrained problems where optimal points may lie on the 

boundary of the feasible region. Problems of this sort frequently occur in engineering. In 

such problems many of the phenotypes will be infeasible. A number of methods have been 

suggested for dealing with the problem of infeasible solutions. These include:

• Rejection

• Penalty methods

• Repair strategies

Rejection is the simplest strategy (Balling et al. 1999). It involves giving zero fitness to 

infeasible solutions and ensuring that they are not selected to form subsequent generations. 

This method has the drawback that potentially useful schemata contained within the 

infeasible solution are lost to the population. If the proportion of infeasible solutions is 

high, then this strategy is not suitable. The penalty method is the traditional method of 

dealing with constrained problems (Adeli and Cheng 1994; Galante 1996; Hajela and Lee 

1995; Kim and Ghaboussi 1999; Liu et al. 1998; Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy 1998; Saka 

1998). The approach usually involves penalising the solution, i.e. decreasing the fitness, 

either in proportion to how infeasible the phenotype is or how many constraints have been 

violated (Morshed et al. 2000), by a fixed amount, or by using a combination of both 

approaches (Gen and Cheng 2000; Ball et al. 1993). Simple penalty schemes may apply a 

linear penalty. With more complex penalties, such as quadratic penalty functions, the 

relationship between the magnitude of the violation and the penalty is more complex 

(Camp et al. 1997; Chan Hilton and Culver 2000; Ghasemi and Hinton 1996; Jenkins 

1997; Morshed et al. 2000) and may change during the optimisation (Keane 1995). Repair
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techniques are a third possibility. These involve altering the phenotype so that the 

constraints are not violated (Fwa et al. 1996, Michalewicz 1996).

Other problems of evaluation arise when genetic algorithms are applied to multi-objective 

problems. In these problems the optimum solution depends on the weighting of the 

different objective functions. The objective of multi-objective optimisation problems, 

where the relative weighting of the objective functions is unknown, is to identify a set of 

solutions containing the optimum solutions for a range of weightings. Such a set of 

solutions is called a Pareto set (Cheng and Li 1997; Feng et al. 1997; Weile et al. 1996; 

Keane 1995; Koumousis and Arsenis 1998; Park and Grierson 1999).

3.4.5 Selection techniques

Having evaluated the fitness of the genotypes in a population the next step in Goldberg’s 

SGA is the selection of fit individuals. The selection method should seed the next 

population with the best individuals from the preceeding generation. Goldberg (1989) and 

Mitchell (1996) described a number of suitable schemes that do this and support the spirit, 

if not the letter, of the schema theorem. These schemes include:

• Roulette selection

• Stochastic remainder selection

• Ranking selection

• Tournament selection

All schemes represent a compromise between high selective pressure for fast convergence, 

and lower selective pressure for a wider search. High selective pressure is appropriate for 

uni-modal problems with a single optimum, but with increasing epistasis high selective 

pressure is likely to cause rapid convergence to a local optimum.

The first of Goldberg’s selection schemes is simple roulette selection. This method has the 

advantage that it is random and that the sequence of members in the new population is also 

random.
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fA

Figure 3.4: Roulette Wheel

Roulette selection is based on a notional roulette wheel where each genotype is represented 

by a segment of the wheel. The segment size allotted to each genotype (probability of the 

genotype being selected) is directly proportional to the fitness of the genotype’s phenotype 

relative to the average fitness, i.e.,

P{selection)-  Equation 3.4

where P(selection) denotes the probability of selection. Figure 3.4 shows the segment sizes 

allocated to three genotypes A, B and C, in proportion to the fitness of their phenotypes. 

Roulette selection involves a series of trials where the winner of each trial is selected for 

inclusion in the next generation. The trials are independent and a fit individual may be 

selected many times. The probability of selection of a genotype whose phenotype is of

average fitness is ^  where n is the population size. Hence, in n selections for inclusion in

the next generation, one would expect to select a single copy of such a genotype. Roulette 

selection has been widely use by genetic algorithm practioners (Nagendra et al. 1996; 

Shrestha and Ghaboussi 1998; Tesar and Drzik 1995).

Roulette selection has the advantage and disadvantage that it is random. The random nature 

of the selection means that there is no guarantee that the best individuals will be selected at 

all. This is particularly the case with small populations or where there is little difference in 

fitness between very good and average phenotypes.
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Selection techniques such as stochastic remainder selection attempt to address problems 

that arise due to random selection (Goldberg 1989; Galante 1996; Meier and Barkdoll 

2000; Wardlaw and Sharif 1999). The expected number of copies of an individual that will 

be selected for the next generation under roulette selection is,

E{selection) -  P{selection) x npop Equation 3.5

where npop is the number of individuals in the population. With stochastic remainder 

selection, the next population is generated by first taking a number of the fittest individuals 

equivalent to the whole number portion of their expected occurrence in the next 

population, E{selection). The remaining places in the next population are then filled using 

a scheme similar to roulette selection.

Ranking selection is another straightforward but widely used selection procedure (Fwa et 

al. 1996, Jong et al. 2000; Nagendra et al. 1996, Ohsaki 1995; Tesar and Drzik 1995; 

Wardlaw and Sharif 1999). In its simplest form it involves selecting two copies of each 

genotype in the fittest half of the population. A ranking selection does not follow the 

schema theorem. A very good genotype is not sampled more fi'equently than a good but 
less fit genotype. However, ranking selection and other forms of tournament selection have 

been used successfiilly and do not violate the spirit of genetic algorithms. One potential 

difficulty with selection schemes such as stochastic remainder selection and ranking 

selection is that these operators tend to order the members of a population. This effect is 

easily overlooked. If the selection scheme tends to order the new population in accordance 

with fitness then, if mating pairs are chosen sequentially, the algorithm may encourage 
inbreeding.

Tournament selection combines aspects of both roulette selection and ranking (Chan 

Hilton and Culver 2000; Chakroborty et al. 1998; Ghasemi and Hinton 1996; Wardlaw and 

Sharif 1999). This selection method involves randomly selecting a set of genotypes and 

then selecting the fittest genotype of the set (Back 1996; Falkenauer 1998). Typical 

implementations of tournament selection use a set size of two (Back 1996).

Other selection schemes exist some of which are similar to the methods described but some 

others are radically different (Cunha et al. 1999). In addition, some practioners prevent the
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inclusion of multiple copies of the same genotype or incorporate niche information within 

their selection schemes (Cunha et al. 1999). The notion of a niche within the context of a 

genetic algorithm will be developed in Section 5.5.

Finally, many selection schemes also incorporate an elitist strategy (Bail et al. 1993; Chan 

Hilton and Culver 2000; Goldberg 1989; Hajela et al. 1998; Koumousis and Arsenis 1998; 

Park and Grierson 1999; Meier and Barkdoll 2000; Mitchell 1996; Wardlaw and Sharif 

1999). The most common elitist strategy is to include an unaltered copy of the best 

previous genotype in the next population. Including the best individual encountered in each 

generation has the theoretical appeal of guaranteeing convergence of the genetic algorithm 

to the global optimum (Back 1996). Unfortunately this guaranteed convergence requires an 

unlimited number of generations, in the same manner that a random search with an 

unlimited number of trials will eventually find the global optimum.

3.4.6 Scaling

Scaling is a device commonly used to improve proportional selection, i.e. selection 

schemes that satisfy Equation 3.4. If there is little difference between very good 

phenotypes and poor phenotypes then the selective pressure may be too weak for 

satisfactory convergence (Goldberg 1989; Back 1996; Falkenauer 1998). A different 

problem arises if the difference between good phenotypes and poor phenotypes is 

excessive. In that case the selective pressure is too high, subsequent populations quickly 

become saturated with copies of the best individuals and the algorithms may converge 

prematurely to a local optimum.

Scaling acts like a “governor” that maintains constant selective pressure. The objective is 

to increase selective pressure where it is too low and to reduce it where it is too high. 

Goldberg (1989) and others (Back 1996; Michalewicz 1996; Mitchell 1996) describe many 

different forms of scaling, of which linear scaling is the simplest and most widespread. 

Linear scaling is often applied by modifying the fitness rating /  of each genotype to 

generate a scaled fitness / '  where,

f ' = a f  + b 
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and a and b are constants. The concept is easily understood by considering its efiFect on 

the expected selection of individuals. In the absence of scaling a genotype whose fitness

equals the mean fitness of the population / ,  will have a probability of selection of — —̂
npop

and would expect to be selected exactly once, i.e., E{selection) = \. Without scaling the 

expected number of copies of the best genotype is dependent on the difference between the 

best fitness and the mean fitness / ,  With linear scaling the coefficients a  and b are 

chosen such that the best individual is expected to be selected a suitable number of times, 

two being a commonly chosen value (Goldberg 1989). Furthermore, the coefficients are 

chosen such that a genotype of mean fitness will still expect to be selected once. If this is 

done the sum of the expected selections will equal the population size and the 

redistribution of selection probabilities will be linearly related to the, now relative, fitness.

3.4.7 Crossover or recombination

Once the fit genotypes have been selected they are crossed and mutated to generate the 

next generation. Although these two operations are often carried out as a single process 

they will be considered separately. Goldberg (1989) and others (Camp et al. 1997; Mitchell 

1996; Jong et al. 2000; Wardlaw and Sharif 1999) describe a number of different crossover 

schemes. Goldberg’s SGA uses single-point crossover as described by Holland (1975). All 

the common crossover schemes apply their crossover operation to pairs of genotypes. 

Crossover schemes that combine genes fi"om more than two parent genotypes (Jenkins 

1997) are considered in Chapter 4.

In traditional crossover a pair of genotypes are selected. Next, one or more crossover sites 

are selected and the sections of genetic code between the crossover points are exchanged.

Figure 3 .5 shows the effect of different tj^ies of crossover. With single-point crossover a

single site is chosen at random and the sections of genotype after the crossover point are

exchanged, Figure 3 .5(a). Single-point crossover is the simplest fi’om of crossover and is

widely used (Ball et al. 1993; Feng et al. 1997; Liu et al. 1998; Morshed et al. 2000;

Ohsaki 1995; Parmee 1998; Tesar and Drzink 1995). Two-point and multi-point crossover
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are similar except that more crossover sites are randomly chosen. Figure 3.5(b) and Figure 

3.5(c). Two-point crossover has been used in many recent applications (Chan Hilton and 

Culver 2000; Galante 1996; Groenwold et al. 1999; Hajela and Lee 1995; Huang and 

Arora 1997; Kim and Ghaboussi 1999; Koumousis and Arsenis 1998; Nagendra et al. 

1996; Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy 1992; Sarma and Adeli 2000; Sanchez 2000 ; Soh and 

Yang 1996, 1998; Yeh 1999), principally because it seemingly offers a potential means o f 

removing hitchhiking schemata (see Section 3.3.1). This argument will be explored in 

Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.5: Examples o f different types o f binary crossover

Uniform crossover is a form o f multi-point crossover (Koumousis and Arsenis 1998; Liu et 

al. 1997; Shrestha and Ghaboussi 1998; Resar and Drzik 1995). With uniform crossover 

the bits at each string position are exchanged between the two parent strings with a 

probability o f 0.5 or less, or equivalently, each potential crossover point becomes a 

crossover site with probability o f 0.5 or less.

Crossover, o f whatever type, is usually not applied to all members o f the pairs in the new 

population. The proportion o f selected genotypes, that undergo crossover typically 

ranges between 0.6 and 0.8.
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3.4.8 Mutation

Mutation is very easy to apply. In a binary representation a mutation has the effect of 

changing a bit from a zero to a one or vice versa. Each bit in each genotype has a 

probability of being mutated. Typically the mutation probability, Pm, used in genetic 

algorithms is low with values in the range of 0.01-0.001 being used by many authors. 

However, a minority of papers do link the mutation rate to either the population size 

(Groenwold et al. 1999; Morshed et al. 2000) or the string length (Naudts and Kallel 2000; 

Wardlaw and Sharif 1999).

Mutation is implemented in different ways when natural data representations are used. 

With natural data representations, mutation schemes are often designed to make small 

changes more probable than large changes. In such situations the change arising from 

mutation is described using a Gaussian Distribution.

While crossover is considered to be the primary motive force behind genetic algorithms, 
mutation is also very important. Mutation is seen as a mechanism by which schemata that 

are not present in the current population can be introduced. Traditionally, the term 

‘evolutionary algorithm’ has been used to describe algorithms where mutation is 

considered to be of more fundamental importance (Back 1996).

3.4.9 Inversion and other reordering operators

Inversion is a general uniary operator (Michalevwicz 1996). Its use is often linked to 

combinatorial problems such as the Travelling salesman problem. There has been 

extensive interest in the application of genetic algorithms to combinatorial and grouping 

problems of this sort (Falkenauer 1998; Gen and Cheng 2000).

Inversion involves cutting sections from the genetic code, changing the ordering and 

reinserting the code. Inversion has had a mixed history (Goldberg 1989). Some of the 

various inversion schemes work in totally different ways and general comments can be 

misleading. Where inversion is used in ordering problems the purpose and effect of
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reordering is clear. Reordering a portion of the genotype describing a section of route in a 

travelling salesman problem reverses the order in which the nodes on that section of route 

are visited (Michalewicz 1996).

When inversion is used for problems where parameter values are being optimised, the 

purpose of inversion is different and the meaning associated vwth each bit must remain the 

same following inversion. This is achieved by keeping track of the locus of each of the 

genes in the genotype (Michalewicz 1996). The two principal justifications for including 

an inversion operator are that similar operators exist in nature and that inversion offers a 

means of reducing the schema length of low-order schema that have a long defining length. 

If an inversion operator is used, the encoding system must take the resulting re-ordering 

into account when deriving the phenotype. The theoretical justification behind inversion 

will be considered in greater detail in Chapter 4.

3.4.10 Classifier systems

Genetic algorithms are a robust search and optimisation methodology that can be applied 

to many different classes of problem. One common application of genetic algorithms in the 

field of artificial intelligence is as the optimisation engine in classifier systems. A classifier 

system is an algorithm for optimising a set of production rules (Davis 1987; Holland et al. 

1987; Wilson 1987; Robertson 1987; Goldberg 1989; Michalewicz 1996). At the core of a 

classifier system are mechanisms for determining the fitness of the production rules and for 

generating new production rules. Genetic algorithms are an ideal method of generating 

new production rules.

3.5 Genetic algorithms in structural and transportation 

optimisation

This thesis contains two applications of genetic algorithms to civil engineering 

optimisation problems; one structural optimisation and one transportation optimisation.
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Thus it is appropriate to make reference to existing work on the application of genetic 

algorithms in these areas.

Many authors have published on the application of genetic algorithms to structural 

optimisation problems and a list of some of these papers was given at the start of this 

chapter. These existing papers can be classified in many different ways. Many of the early 

papers describing the application of genetic algorithms to structural optimisation problems 

use structural optimisation as a test area to showcase genetic algorithm techniques. 

However, recently many papers have been published describing the application of genetic 

algorithms to real world structural design problems, the work of Koumousis and Arsenis

(1998) being one such example.

Truss optimisation is the most common form of structural optimisation. The optimisation 

of the cross-sectional areas of the members and coordinates of the nodes of trusses has 

been described by many authors (Adeli and Cheng 1994a, 1994b; Adeli and Kumar 1995; 

Camp et al. 1997; Galante 1996; Ghasemi and Hinton, 1996; Groenwold et al. 1999; 

Hajela and Lee 1995, 1998; Jenkins 1991, 1998). Some of the more complex papers 

discuss the optimisation of topology (Hajela and Lee 1995; Liu et al, 1998, Ohsaki 1995; 

Rajan 1995; Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy 1997; Shrestha and Ghaboussi 1998; Soh and 

Yang 1998, 2000).

Other authors have applied genetic algorithms to other areas of structural engineering 

including; Ball et al. (1993), who did work on laminate layups and Nagendra et al. (1996), 

who optimised stiffened composite panels, both combinatorial problems; Cunha et al.

(1999), who used a genetic algorithm to identify appropriate Young’s moduli from the 

results of dynamic tests; Liu et al. (1997), who sought to optimise a maintenance strategy 

for bridge decks; Park and Grierson (1999), who used a multi-criterion genetic algorithm 

for the structural layout of buildings; Ramasamy and Rajasekaran (1995), who 

implemented a genetic algorithm for optimising the design of industrial roofs; Sarma and 

Adeli (2000) and Soh and Yang (1996) who both implemented genetic algorithms that 

incorporated aspects of fiazzy logic to optimise steel structures and shape optimisation 

respectively; Saka (1998), who applied genetic algorithms to optimise grillage systems; 

Tesar and Drzik (1995) who used genetic algoriths for the dynamic tuning of structures;
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and Yeh (1999) who incorporated a fiilly stressed design optimality criterion to generate a 

hybrid genetic algorithm.

Genetic algorithms have also been applied to transportation optimisation though, relatively 

few papers appear to have been published in the mainstream civil engineering journals. 

Key authors include; Balling et al. (1999) who applied genetic algorithms to urban 

planning; Chakroborty et al. (1998), who sought to optimise the scheduling of transit 

systems over a network; Fwa et al. (1996), who tackled the programming of road 

maintenance and rehabilitation with a genetic algorithm; Jong et al. (2000), who used both 

genetic algorithms and GIS (geographic information systems) in preliminary highway 

design; Gu and Chung (1999), who tackled scheduling of incoming aircraft; Pattnaik et al. 

(1998) and Ni Dhonghaile et al. (2000), who tackled urban bus route network optimisation, 

Yin (2000), who tackled the bilevel problem of transportation system planning; and Cheu 

et al. (1998) who used a genetic algorithm to calibrate the FRESIM program, a program 

that models freeway corridor trafiBc operations

3.6 Summary of literature review

A large section of this chapter was devoted to early work in the field of population 

genetics. The inclusion of this material is important because the links between population 

genetics and genetic algorithms are very strong. There are close links between Holland’s 

schema theorem and the work of population geneticists describing the changes in the 

allelic frequencies of genes at a particular locus. It is surprising that the relevance of the 

work of earlier population geneticists is rarely acknowledged or utilised.

Holland’s schema theorem and his building-block hypothesis are the key theorem and 

explanation describing how and why genetic algorithms work. Holland’s work on the two

armed bandit problem demonstrates that the way in which a genetic algorithm searches is 

close to an optimal search strategy.

Goldberg’s work (1989) and that of Mitchell (1996), Michalewicz (1996), Haupt and 

Haupt (1998), and Gen and Cheng (1997, 2000) are excellent introductions to genetic 

algorithms. Also Goldberg’s SGA, simple genetic algorithm, is widely accepted as the
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standard, although in practice few authors use the simple genetic algorithm unchanged. 

Much of the advice given by different authors is problem-specific or coding-specific. Most 

authors agree that crossover is the most important operator in a genetic algorithm. Outside 

that consensus authors differ when recommending mutation rates, coding schemes, 

crossover types, inversion operators, and selection schemes. This is not surprising 

considering that different authors are in essence reporting their experiences in applying the 

method to widely differing problems. The sensible conclusion to draw fi"om this is that 

different implementations suit different problems and there is unlikely to be a single 

optimum form for the genetic algorithm.

Classifier systems and knowledge based optimisation problems are of relevance to certain 

civil engineering problems. However, they are outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 4: Theoretical Developments

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the theoretical developments made by the author during the course of 

this work. The work presented in this chapter is novel. In most instances the material 

presented comprises new techniques sometimes culminating in a new equation. However, 

in one or two instances the material being presented involves a reinterpretation of existing 

data or dogma. The lack of a firm theoretical basis for the genetic algorithm was the 

motivation for the theoretical developments presented.

Although genetic algorithms have moved fi'om being of academic concern only to a 

position where they are being applied to real problems, their theoretical foundations are 

incomplete. This fact provided the motivation for the theoretical work developed as part of 

this thesis. Many authors, while happy to apply the method, have highlighted the need for 

clear guidance in some basic areas (Rajan 1995). For example, while many authors have 

suggested values for population size, and mutation and crossover rates, these suggestions 

are in the main based on empirical evidence. Establishing a theoretical basis for selecting 

appropriate values for these variables is one of the primary goals of this thesis.

The effects of mutation, crossover and other operators are not independent. For example, 

when crossover acts to disrupt existing schemata it can generate new schemata, a role often 

assigned to mutation. Although the basic operators do not act in isolation they will be 

considered one by one in the following sections. This will allow new ideas to be introduced 

separately. Once each operator has been considered separately, interaction between the 

various operators will be considered.
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4.2 Mutation limits

Mutation is the most easily understood operator and is also the most standardised. In a 

binary representation a mutation involves switching a bit from one to zero or vice-versa. In 

more complex data representation systems the details are more complex but in all cases 

mutation involves random change.

In most genetic algorithm literature the purpose, or assumed effect, of random mutation, is 

to introduce new schemata or reintroduce schemata that have been lost from the 

population. Traditionally genetic algorithms place less reliance on the power o f mutation to 

search the solution space than evolutionary programs do. However, mutation is still 

intuitively thought of as the mechanism whereby the current best solution, which is very 

close to the optimum, evolves into the optimum. The following analysis explores the 

consequences of this assumption and uses it to calculate “optimal” mutation probabilities.

Consider the effect of mutation without crossover assuming a mutation probability of 

The probability that a specific schema of n bits only will be changed by mutation is.

Equation 4.1

where I is the total number of bits in the string. If a genetic algorithm converges to a 

solution that differs from the optimum by one or two bits only, or if an important schema 

has been lost from the population, what value of should be chosen to maximise the 

likelihood of the necessary changes being introduced through mutation?

Assuming that for any given problem formulation, the value of / will be fixed, then the 

optimum value for p^ can be obtained by differentiating Equation 4.1 with respect to p„ 

and equating the result to zero. This gives,

_ „x, _ y -. + „p.-' (1 0
dPn,
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=  ’ 0 -  P m  y~” ' («(l n)p„ ) -  0

=>/?„= y  Equation 4.2

This value of is shown to correspond to a local maximum in Appendix A. 1. Hence, the 

probability of mutating a particular n bits while leaving the remaining ( / -« )  unchanged 

is maximised by setting equal to ^ . In particular the mutation probability that 

maximises the probability of changing a particular single bit while leaving the rest of the 

string unchanged is Similarly, for a two-bit change the optimum probability p„ is

. Other authors, using different rational, have also suggested that a mutation probability

of Yi suitable (Back 1996; De Jong 1975; Wardlaw and Sharif 1999).

In the case where p„ is to be chosen with the aim of introducing missing schemata, and 

where disruption of the rest of the string is to be tolerated, the optimal value of p^ is,

= încorrect Equation4,3
Ylschema

where n.̂ orrect the number of incorrect bits in the schema and is the schema

length. Of course the optimal value for p^ will be a compromise based of the relative 

numbers of schemata with one, two or more incorrect bits. However, in practice too high a 

value for p^  will result in excessive disruption of existing schemata.

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the curves for Equation 4.1 for n=l and n=2 with a string 

length of 100, While the curves are somewhat similar in shape they are plotted to very 

different scales. The maximum probability for an n bit change, obtained by setting

P m  = and substituting into Equation 4.1 is given by.

y V I .

Equation 4.4
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Hence for a string length of / = 100 the maximum probability of one particular bit being 

changed while the rest of the string remains unchanged is 0.00370.

0 . 0 0 1

0 . 01 0 . 0 2 O . O i

Figure 4.1: Probability of a particular single bit mutation, in a string 100 bits long, for

different mutation probabilities pm

Similarly the maximum probability of a specific two-bit change occurring if the string 

length is 100 is 0.00055

0 . 01 0 . 0 4

Figure 4.2: Probability of two particular bits being mutated, in a string 100 bits long, as a

function of the mutation probability pm

and the probability of a specific 3 bit change occurring is 0.0000014. These figures suggest 

that with a population size of 1000 one could expect between three and four occurrences of 

the favoured 1-bit-change mutation every generation, a single occurrence per two 

generations for the 2-bit change while the favoured three-bit mutation will occur only once 

every 700 generations. This analysis supports the use of a Gray code rather than the 

tradition binary code since, with Gray code, all adjacent points have a Hamming distance 

of one.
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The purpose of mutation is to introduce or re-introduce short schema. The analysis above 

indicates the optimal mutation rates with this purpose in mind. However, mutation has the 

negative effect of disrupting good schema. If the optimum has been found, been 

propagated, and has survived crossover, or has been introduced by crossover, then it must 

survive mutation to be introduced into the next generation intact. The probability of the 

optimum surviving mutation is,

P n o  nruu^on  = 0 “  )' Equation 4.5

The greater the mutation probability the lower is the probability of a string being 

unaffected by mutation. Substituting the value for pm given by Equation 4.2 into Equation 

4.5 gives

no mutation 1-1
h

Equation 4.6

The probability of a string not being mutated, given by Equation 4.6, varies very little with 

the string length /, and as / —> oo,

— - ^ ^ ■ ' = 0 -3678794. . . Equation 4.7

More generally, for a mutation probability of

The probability of a string not being affected by mutation is.

Equation 4.8

P.no mutation i - i  
h

Equation 4.9

and as / —> tx), Equation 4.9 rapidly approaches a constant value
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P n o _ n n ,,a t io n  Equatioil 4.10

Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.10 suggest that the mutation rate should be a function o f the 

string length. Some authors relate p m  to the population size because, for any given 

probability, if the population size is increased then so too will the expected occurrence.

Figure 4.3 below shows the curve generated by plotting Equation 4.5, for a string length of 

100, for different values o f mutation probability p m  (with the curve shown in Figure 4.2 

amplified by 100 superimposed upon it).

0

0

0

0

0 . 0 50 . 0 30 . 01

Figure 4.3: Probability of zero mutations and probability o f a particular single bit mutation

plotted to different scales

Figure 4.3 clearly shows that the rate at which single bit mutations are introduced is 

relatively insensitive to small changes in mutation rate, whereas the survival o f long 

schemata decreases rapidly with increasing p ^ . Therefore the value for p ^  that leads to

the best overall results may be somewhat less than the value for p ^  suggested by Equation 

4.3. Initially during an optimisation the length of the schemata should be small but as the 

algorithm converges the short schemata will be combined to form longer schemata.

Therefore there is an argument for p „  to be or greater initially but to be reduced as the

algorithm converges. This point will be developed further in Section 4.7, in which the 

convergence of genetic algorithms is discussed.
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4.3 Population size

The size o f the population is crucial to a genetic algorithm. Different problems require 

different population sizes and the population size needed may vary during the course o f the 

optimisation. The traditional, and sensible, advice on choosing the population size is to use 

as large a population as possible. The largest population that does not result in excessive 

run times should be used. Larger populations sample greater areas o f the search-space and 

hence are more likely to find more good points and implicitly, better solutions.

An argument has been made for reducing population size for on-line optimisations, that is, 

when applying genetic algorithms to problems that are changing (Goldberg 1989). 

Improvement in performance reported for moderate population sizes is related to 

inbreeding: smaller populations lead to faster convergence but to a less wide-ranging 

search.

The preceding analysis concerning mutation, developed in Section 4.2, offers insight into 

the minimum population size required in certain situations. The schema theorem and 

building-block hypothesis suggest that genetic algorithms work by testing schemata, 

propagating the schemata according to how well they perform, mixing successful schemata 

using crossover and relying on mutation to introduce new schemata. In the light o f this, 

and the mutation analysis given is section 4.2, the following questions should be 

considered.

• What happens if the shortest schema that is intrinsically fit is more than three or 

four bits long? That is, what if the degree o f epistasis in the genotype is such that 

the effect o f a particular bit is dependent on the values o f two or three other bits?

• Can mutation be relied on to introduce or reintroduce large schemata into a 

population?

• Will the building-block mechanism find the optimum?
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Consideration of these questions gives a valuable insight into the relationship between 

convergence and population size. If a particular schema is not composed of shorter fit 

schemata then it is unlikely to be generated by crossover via the building-block hypothesis. 

The previous analysis of mutation suggests that, whereas mutation is likely to reintroduce 

schemata that are similar to existing schemata, it is highly unlikely that mutation will 

reintroduce long schemata that differ substantially fi'om the schemata in the current 

generation. Therefore, for such schemata to be propagated they must be sampled in the 

initial population.

Suppose the schema,

( * * 10* 01* * * * * * 001* * * * )  

is particularly fit, whereas the schemata,

and
*  3tc :(c  *  *  *  *  ♦  * Q Q  I

show no particular promise. In such a case the probability of the schema

prospering and being propagated depends on the probability of its being sampled. 

Traditional genetic algorithm schema theory assumes that all schemata are sampled 

However, this can only be the case where the population size is larger than 2̂  where / is 

the string length. In practice not all schemata are sampled.

The probability of a particular schema being sampled in the initial population is directly 

dependent on the schema’s length. As schema length increases so too does the number of 

other possible schemata. Table 4.1 gives the number of different schemata that could 

specify a particular n bits. For example, in the case of any five bits there are 32 different
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ways of specifying all five bits while there are 128 different ways in which seven bits can 

be specified.

Therefore, in the example, the good schema is only one of 128 possible schemata that 

specify the values of those particular bits. The good schema may occur in combination 

with other fatal schemata. Therefore for it to have a reasonable chance of surviving it 

should be sampled a number of times. If the population size is too small then propagation 

of the schema is dependent on chance.

Table 4 .1: Number of different possible schemata for schema orders fi"om 1 to 7

2 ‘ =  2

2  ̂ = 4

2^ =  8

t  = 16

2̂  = 32

t  = 64

= 128

The probability of a particular schema being sampled in a population of npop is calculated 

as one less the probability of it not being sampled, which expression is given by.

P = 1Sampled Equation 4.11

where k  is the schema’s order, that is, the number of bits specified in the schema. For 

example, with a population size of 50 the probability that a particular schema, of order 

seven, is included among the initial population is 0.324.

It is important to ensure that potentially valuable schemata are sampled in the initial 

population. This point is developed further in Section 5.6, where the problems associated 

with population bottlenecks are discussed.
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4.4 Genetic algorithms and the Hardy-Weinberg Law

A rigorous examination of crossover is very important because it is widely acknowledged 

as the most important operator in genetic algorithms. Crossover is assumed to be the 

primary operator in a genetic algorithm and crossover lies at the heart of the “building- 

block” hypothesis. Similarly, in the natural world sexual reproduction, crossover’s model, 

is presented as being a means of removing harmful mutations: with asexual reproduction 

such mutations threaten to accumulate within the population.

The mechanisms of the different types of crossover discussed in Chapter 3 are well 

understood. However, the theoretical justification for crossover is less clear and there is a 

notable lack of theory describing how and when crossover is effective. Although many 

authors, (Michalewicz, 1996; Mitchell, 1996) suggest similar values of approximately 0.7 

for probability of crossover, p̂ , all base their recomendations on empirical evidence.

Indeed the schema theorem, as described by Goldberg (1989), Holland (1975) and others, 

describes only the destructive aspects of crossover and is sometimes worded to suggest that 
it is valid for short schemata only. In fact Goldberg (1989) gives a variation of Equation 

3.3 that is a simplification that is valid only when the schemata considered are short. 

Equation 3 .3 is valid for schemata of any length. The equation suggests that the disruptive 

effect of crossover is small in the case of short schemata. However, because the equation is 

also valid for long schemata it is clear that this equation is incomplete.

The theoretical work explaining why crossover is so successfiil, and why the schema 

theorem, as usually expressed, does not give the full picture, can be developed from one of 

the fundamental “laws” of population genetics. The Hardy-Weinberg Law, introduced in 

Section 3.2, describes how dififerent diploid allele combinations are propagated in a 

population. Although this law was developed to describe how the percentages of alleles 

vary in diploid reproduction with and without selection, in Section 4.4.1 the law will be 

shown to be valid for haploid genetic systems, where each genotype contains a single copy 

of each gene only. In such a system the Hardy-Weinberg law can be used to describe the 

propagation of combinations of different genes. The law can be used in this way to study 

the propagation of individual genes or combinations of genes. It can also be used to gain 

insight into the effects of crossover.
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In Section 4.4.2 the Hardy-Weinberg Law, is applied to predict the frequency of 

occurrence of pairs of genes in a haploid population. The analysis shows that rate of 

propagation of pairs of fit genes increases when crossover is used. Furthermore the 

analysis shows the multiple paths by which favourable pairs of genes may occur in a 

population. This analysis justifies the building-block hypothesis.

4.4.1 Validity of Hardy-Weinberg as applied to genetic 

algorithms

The validity of the Hardy-Weinberg Law in a haploid population, as used in a genetic 

algorithm, can be established quite simply. The benefit in establishing its validity is that 

the Hardy-Weinberg approach can be used to develop a simple expression that supports the 

building-block hypothesis.

Consider two traits in the phenotype caused by the genes P  and Q in the genotype. The 

absence of either gene can be represented as P and Q respectively. Under the action of 

uniform crossover, or mating, the genetic makeup of the population is randomly mixed. 

Four possible types of individual exist in the population depending on which genes they 

contain; PO, PQ, PQ or PQ . If the proportion of the population that has the gene P is p  

and the proportion of the population that has the gene Q is q then, under a random 

shuffle, the proportions of the four possible types in the initial population are 

p q , p { [ - q \ { } -  p)q and { i - p ^ l - q ) .

When the population undergoes random crossover or mating there are a total of ten 

different possible mating combinations, which are;

~{PQxPQ) {PQy-PQ) [p Q ^ P q ] {p Q ^ P Q )  ^ Q ^ P Q )  (p Q ^ P Q )
P q x p q ) [p q x p q ) [p q x p q ] ^ x T q )

The proportion of each of the four basic types is known and pairs are selected at random. 

Therefore, the proportions of the ten mating combinations can be calculated as.
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p̂ q'̂  Ipq^i^-p) 2p^q{\-q) l p q { \ - p ) ^ - q )  { \ -pfq'^ 2pq{[-p>^-q)

2 { \ - p Y q { \ - q )  2p { \ - p ' ^ -q ) -  p^{l -q) '  (l - (l -  .7)'

For many combinations crossover, that is mating, generates offspring that are identical to 

the parents. For example, PQ xPQ  will yield two copies of P Q . Other mating 

combinations generate offspring that differ from their parents, ff the probability of 

crossover occurring such as to separate the P-or-P  and Q-or-Q  genes isP^ then the 

outcome of each of the ten types of potential mating can be described thus,

"PQ~̂

[pQJ

(PQ\
[ p q ]

''PQ^

[pQJ
^PQ^

yPQj

'PQ

P.

kPQj 
^P_Q  ̂

kPQj j

^PQ^

yPQj
kPQ)  

^PQ^ 

yPQ, j

PQ
{p q )

PQ
kPQj

' p ^

[ p q ]

The proportion of each of the four types PQ, PQ, PQ and PQ in the new population can 

be calculated by gathering terms thus:

Proportion of PQ ■ \p̂ q̂  + pq̂  (1 -  P) + -  9) + (1 -  WO - pXi -  )̂1
[ + p . p < i i \ -  J

Proportion of PQ ■ pq^(}-p) + P,pq{i -  pXi -  ̂ ) + 0 -  p)'
+(1 -  -  pX i -  <7)+^(1 -  p Y  (1 -  <l)

Proportion of PQ =

Propo„,on of f  ^  ^ ^

These simplify to.
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Proportion of PQ -  pq  

Proportion of PQ = (l -  p)q 

Proportion of PQ -  p(l -  q)

Proportion of PQ = (l -  ~

Thus, without selection, the percentages o f the different combinations of genes P  and Q 

remain stable and are predicted by the Hardy-Weinberg Law. Stable equilibrium is 

achieved after a single generation where there is no selection. In this case the terms 

involving P̂  cancel and the percentages of each of the four possible combinations remains

unaltered. As stated, this result is in agreement with the Hardy-Weinberg Law. 

Interestingly, the percentage of couples that undergo uniform crossover has no effect on 

the makeup of the next generation.

4.4.2 Hardy-Weinberg and the building-block hypothesis

The situation becomes more interesting when the effect of selection is considered. If 

selection is applied to the four possible combinations, then crossover begins to have an 

effect. Again the Hardy-Weinberg law can be applied to haploid genotypes with different 

gene combinations to predict the effects of selection.

In the simplest example consider the situation where the individuals with PQ  genes are at 

a competitive disadvantage and a proportion, S , of them are culled. Figure 4.4 illustrates 

the situation graphically.

P P

Q

p(i-q)Q

Figure 4.4: Proportions of different gene combination in a population
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If the population is crossed randomly after selection has been effected, the proportions of 

the ten mating combinations identified earlier become,

2 2 
P q 2pq^( \ -p ) 2p^q{\-q)

[ i - ( i - p X i - ^ X i - - ^ ) f [ i - ( i - / . x i - ^ x i - ‘̂ )r [1-- ( i - / ^ x i - ^ x i - ‘5')r

i ^ - p f q ^ 2 p ^ ( l - p X l - ^ )
[i - ( i - p Xi - ^ X i - ^ F [i - ( i - p Xi - ^ X i - ^ F [1-- ( l - ; , X l - ^ X l - ‘̂ )F

^ i l - p f q i ^ - q ) p ^ { ^ - q f
[ l - { l - p t l - q \ l ~ S ) f [ i - ( i - / > X i - ^ X i - ‘5)f [1-- { l - p t l - q X l - S ) f

{ l - p n - q f { l - S f

This information can be used to calculate the proportion of each of the four possible gene 

combinations. For the particular case of genotypes that contain both P and Q, gathering 

terms gives.

Proportion of PQ

p^q^ + pq^ ().-p) + p^q{[-q)  + i } -  P, )pq{} -  p^}. - q ^ ~ S )  
+ P^pq{\-pt\-q)

This simplifies to,

Proportion of PQ Equation 4.12

The second section of the Hardy-Weinberg Law, as developed by Fisher and others (Russel 

1994, Lighthill 1978), states that, where there is selection, then the proportions of

PQ, PQ, PQ and PQ after random uniform crossover will be given by,

Proportion of PQ ~ p'q' =( p  ^ f   ̂ 1[[\- ̂ (i - pXi - q)v l̂ [i-5(i-/?Xi-̂ )]J Equation 4.13
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Proportion o f PQ = (l -  p'^j' ~ ^~p   q______
[l -  5(1 -  /7X1 -  q)]) t  [1 -  5'(l -  /?Xl -  q)\

Equation 4.14

Proportion o f PQ  = /?' (l -  '̂) = f  ^  1 ^ -q
l [ i - ‘S '(i-/?Xi-^)]j ^ [ i - 5 ( i - / 7Xi-^)]J

Equation 4.15

Proportion o f PQ = p'q' = f 1 f  1 A

Qi - 5(1 - pXi - t[l-5'(l-/>Xl-̂ )lJ Equation 4.16

where p' and q' are the proportions o f the population having the genes P  and Q post

selection. The proportion of PQ  predicted by the Hardy-Weinberg in Equation 4.13 agrees

with that calculated directly in Equation 4.12, if the probability o f crossover P̂  is set to

one. This is a particular instance of a general result. Hardy-Weinberg can be used to 

predict propagation under the action of crossover.

Equation 4.12 demonstrates why crossover is such a powerful operation and how it lies at 

the heart o f the building-block mechanism. Consider and compare the rate o f increase in 

the proportion PQ  predicted by the two versions o f Equation 4.12 generated by setting the 

value of the crossover probability P^=0 and P^=\.

P . =0 Proportion of PQ pq Equation 4.17

= 1 => Proportion o f PQ  = \  - — -----------—  I Equation 4.18
[ [ i - 5 ( i - p X i - ' ? ) J  J

Both Equation 4.17 and Equation 4.18 indicate that the effect o f reducing the percentage of 

PQ  individuals is to increase the proportion o f PQ  individuals. Equation 4.17, which is 

the result o f setting P̂  to zero, corresponds to selection without crossover. In this case the

increase in the proportion o f PQ  individuals is ------ 7—  r . This represents an
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increase since  ̂ the case where crossover occurs, the increase is

1 Y
— - 7 ---- w  r  . Therefore the rate of propagation is considerably greater with

crossover. This is an important result because it quantifies the benefits of crossover and 

identifies why crossover is effective.

In the example given, the proportion of only the PQ individuals is reduced. In the general 

case where,

A -  proportion of PQ culled 

B  = proportion of PQ culled 

C = proportion of PQ culled 

D = proportion of PQ culled

Then the proportion of PQ individuals in the next generation changes fi-om pqXo
f  /

{pq) where {pq) is given by

p ^ q ^ (A ^ - a b - a c + a d - a +c +b - d +pX - a d +b c + a - b - c +d ))

+ p q ^ A C  -  A D - C  - D + pX A D - B C -  A + B + C -  D))

+ p ^ q { A B - A D - B  + D + P X A D - B C - A  + B + C - D ) )
+ pq{l + A D ~ A - D  + P X -A D  + BC + A - B - C  + D))

[pq{\ -  A)+pq{\ -  B)+pq{\ -C)+pq{\  -

Similar expressions are easily developed to give the new proportions of the other three 

possibilities.

4.5 Schema generation and disruption via single-point 

crossover

The analysis presented in the previous sub-section shows that many of the PQ individuals 

in a population are the result of crosses between PQ and P Q . The schema theorem, as
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defined by Equation 3.3, ignores this effect completely. However, the schema theorem, and 

Equation 3.3, can be modified to include the constructive effects of crossover.

There are different ways of implementing crossover, from single-point and two-point 

crossover, to uniform and parameterised crossover. However, the following analysis 

concentrates on single-point crossover because it is the most basic type of crossover and as 

such, is the easiest to examine. The notation used in the following section is as per 

Goldberg (1989). However, the formula that results differs substantially.

Consider the following simple model. In a given population certain traits confer an 

advantage on the individuals that have them. To visualise the problem more easily these 

traits can be labelled as, having-red-hair and having-green-eyes. Thus there are four

possible states, -  and H- - ,  where i?,i?,Gand G indicate whether a
f\G R G  HCj

genotype has or has not red hair or green eyes. The fittest individuals are those containing 

the schemata for both traits, . Thus,

AHj ,)
/  /  /  /

)while the relative fitness of those who have neither red hair nor green eyes — is the 

worst.

If mating in this hypothetical population follows the procedure of haploid single-point 

crossover, as per Goldberg’s SGA (simple genetic algorithm), consider how the number of 

red-haired green-eyed individuals /n(//^Q,«) varies from generation n to generation n+1.

Most, but not all, of the many different ways in which the schema can be propagated

from generation n to generation n+1 are outlined in Figure 4.5.

The number of red-haired green-eyed individuals in the next generation, +

includes the number of that survive into the next generation without being crossed 

plus those which are crossed in such a way as to leave H undisrupted. To these must be
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added instances of H that occur in the next generation through crossing H and H-^ 

favourably. All these instances of must also survive mutation. This tally does not 

include instances of that occur as a resuh of mutation.

No. Hjjq in new generation 
t+1 prior to crossover and 

mutation

Crossed

Witli H. With^^; With

\ \
Crossover 
point not 
inside 
schema

Crossover 
position not 

inside 
schema

I I

With

I
Cro ssover 

position not 
inside 

schema

I

Uncrossed

No. o f  H g
individuals

Crossed

With

Crossover 
po sition 

between 
and

schemata

I
Figure 4.5; The different ways in which red-haired green-eyed individuals can either 

survive crossover or be formed by crossover -  these individuals must also survive mutation

After some manipulation, which is given in full in Appendix A.2, and using the 

nomenclature of Goldberg (1989) outlined in Section 3.3.1, the following expression for 

+ 1) can be developed:

+ p.

f

Term{A) -  Term{B)

where.

Equation 4.19

Term{A) -  m [ H ^ - ) m [ H ^ ^ , n ) f ( H ^ \ d { R G ) - S { G ) - 5 { R ) ]  Equation 4.20
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and

TerniB) = m(H„ , « ) / ( / / ^  „ ) / ( / / ,  )?(G) Equation 4.21

This expression yields a lot of information. In the first instance, because there are no 

higher powers of in this expression, it can be concluded that the optimum value of

for generating will be either 1 or 0, depending on whether Term(A)-Term(B) is

positive or negative. The sign of Term(A)-Term(B) is dependent on: the occurrence of the 

schemata, the relative fitness of the sub-schemata, and the schemata’s lengths and 

positions. Thus crossover can act favourably on some schemata and unfavourably on 

others simultaneously. Therefore the choice of a value for P̂  is a compromise.

Equations 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 offer insight as to why crossover is so powerfijl. If 

m { H ,«) = 0, that is, there are no instances of green-eyed red-haired individuals in the 

population, then Term(B) will equal zero and crossover acts to generate such individuals. 

In general a substantial number of individuals with the property will be produced

through individuals containing the H -  schema being crossed with individuals containing

Early in the optimisation the number of individuals with red hair and green eyes will be 

related to the independent occurrence of these traits. If p  is the proportion of the population 

with red hair and q is the proportion with green eyes then the proportion of the population 

having both red hair and green eyes would be expected to be approximately p q . These 

individuals would be propagated in accordance with their fitness so that the following 

generation should contain.

Term{B)

f
Equation 4.22
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where.

+

(I-p)qf{H-j5(R)
+ p(\-q)AH^ )̂5(G) 

(\-pi\-q)f{H--)s(RG)
Equation 4.23

instances of H rg  that occurred through this route. The number of green-eyed red-haired 

individuals that occur through crossover is:

ijxi-p q̂-pq +̂pV]f{H.3 -  (̂G) -  -SWl
npop* f  * ( / - l )

Equation 4.24

If green-eyed individuals and red-haired individuals are also above average fitness then the 

number of instances of Hrg that occur via this route (Equation 4.24) may be greater than 

those occurring through direct propagation (Equation 4.23).

Another consequence of Equations 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 that contradicts the usual comments 

on crossover is that, for any non-zero value of the schemata that are most likely to be

formed by single-point crossover, are those for which the sub-schema are far apart. This 

follows from the observation that the only positive section in Term(A) is multiplied by 

5{HR), the defining length of the schema .

The magnitude of Term(A)-Term(B) can be increased by artificially preventing crossover 

occurring within S{r ) or S{G). In the early stages of the optimisation this might be 

counterproductive because crossover also tends to act as a mutation operator at a macro 

level. This difficulty might be overcome by limiting the locations where crossover can 

occur only midway through the optimisation. Crossover would be allowed only between 

sections of the genotype that define different genes.

Equations 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 are also affected by scaling the fitness function and any 

sorting of the data that influences the probability of similar schemata being crossed with
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each other. Some manipulations reduce the amount of mixing and limit the introduction of 

new schema.

It is hoped that once the optimum is found it will continue to be propagated. On the basis 

that crossover of itself should not have the effect of decreasing the proportion of optimal 

solutions, there is an argument for choosing the mutation probability and maximum scaling 

factor such that,

{ \ - y . { S c a l i n g  factor)>\ Equation 4.25

That is, the relationship between the mutation probability and the selective pressure should 

be such that the proportion of optimal solutions in the population should increase from 

generation to generation. This will be considered further in Section 4.7.

4.6 Crossover types

A comparison of Equation 4.17 and Equation 4.18 confirmed the importance of crossover. 

However, this comparison suggests that, the higher the crossover probability , the faster

fit schemata are propagated. This raises the question of why single-point crossover enjoys 

any popularity. If the coding contains no epistasis and the effect of each bit is independent 

of the value of all others, then single-point crossover is less efficient than uniform 

crossover, where the probability any particular bits being exchanged between mating 

partners is typically 0.5. This follows directly from the analysis presented in Section 4.4.1. 

However, if there is a high degree of epistasis then single-point crossover is less likely to 

disrupt newly formed schemata before they have a chance to propagate.

Following from this reasoning, two-point crossover mixes the genes of a mating pair more 

than single-point crossover does and conversely single-point crossover disrupts existing 

schema less than two-point crossover. However, it is worth remembering that single-point 

crossover does mix sub-schemata that are at opposite ends of the genotype almost every 

time it is applied. Two-point crossover is sometimes advanced as superior to single-point 

crossover because it apparently provides a mechanism for removing hitchhiking bits. Two-
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point crossover is more eflBcient at removing such bits primarily because it mixes genes to 

a greater extent than single-point crossover.

Consider the hypothetical situation where a large population contains proportions p  and q 

of two schemata:

; |t3 |e * 4 c  I

but no instances of the desired schema 

or of either of the following schemata

: |c ^ :|c ^  I  I  ^

For a string with a total of / bits there are /-I possible crossover locations. If schemata lost 

or introduced through mutation are ignored, then with two-point crossover the expected 

number of strings in the next generation, Eopnmai, that have the desired schema is,

^ ^ npop 2 ^  ^
Eop,nû  = X X Equation 4.26

In contrast, single-point crossover cannot generate copies of the desired schema in a single 

step. However, if the selective pressure is not excessive, then instances of the two 

schemata

ic :|l :(c :|c *

generated through crossover in the first generation, will survive into the next generation. In 

this case the expected number of optimal solutions that single-point crossover will generate 

over two generations is,
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Optimal
^  ^  -fsu b  optimal2 p q x  — -- X X =

i ~ \ f
X p x

/ - I
Equation 4.27

Two-point crossover can also generate optimal solutions in two steps. Hence the total 

expected number o f  optimal solutions that two-point crossover would generate in two 

generations, for the simple hypothetical problem, is given approximately by:

F -^O p tim a l  —

^POPI p q x  X

 ̂̂  npop 2 ^2pqx~^—̂ x - -------
2 

+
f

^  J  sub _ optimal

x 2

Equation 4.28

7 - 1  ( i - i f /
X  p x

/ - I

The expected number o f the desired schemata generated by two-point crossover is greater 

than that generated by single-point crossover. In this hypothetical example, two-point 

crossover was able to cut out the hitch-hiking schema in a single step. Unfortunately it 

cannot do this for all hitch-hiking schemata. For example, two-point crossover cannot 

change the schema to (******] 11 j ju a single step.

In general, the greater the number o f crossover sites, the higher probability o f removing 

hitch-hiking genes but also the greater the disruption to schemata that are not formed from 

sub-schemata that are fit. Uniform crossover is at one extreme and mixes the bits randomly 

while at the other extreme, single-point crossover has the minimum amount o f schemata 

disruption for short schemata. The analysis given in Section 4.4 demonstrated that, under 

the action o f  selection, mixing o f  the population leads to a greater rate o f  propagation. This 

did not rely on the schemata being undisturbed by the mixing operation. However, the 

Hardy-Weinberg based analysis does not take account o f  epistasis. Thus for a given 

problem, the optimum number o f  crossover points is a function o f the epistasis o f the 

problem.

One final point o f  interest concerning crossover is that uniform crossover is not quite a 

random shuffle. The crossover operators described thus far, all work with pairs o f  

genotypes. If a coding has no epistasis, then there is no advantage in limiting crossover to 

acting on pairs o f  genotypes. Uni-mix crossover comprises a true random shuffle. With this
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form of crossover the i* bits of each of the genotypes in a population are randomly 

shuffled throughout the population. The i'*’ bits always remains in the i* position of a 

genotype, but during crossover the i* bits are randomly reassigned between genotypes.

4.7 Crossover prevents mutation accumulation

The schema theorem describes how fit schemata are propagated and the building-block 

hypothesis and Hardy-Weinberg explain how crossover acts to combine sub-schemata. 

However, binary crossover operators, crossover operators that cross genotypes in pairs, 

also act to remove harmful mutations in an interesting manner. Consider the effect of 

uniform crossover on two strings that contain one harmfiil mutation each. If the mutated 

bits are in different locations, then there is a 50% chance that the effect of uniform 

crossover is to combine both mutations in a single individual, leaving the second string 

without a harmful mutation. Thus crossover can act to generate error-free genotypes by 

accumulating errors in other genotypes. When two genotypes of average fitness are 

crossed, it is beneficial to produce one very fit and one very unfit genotype because only a 

proportion of a population have progeny.

4.8 Convergence

An ideal genetic algorithm maintains population diversity while converging rapidly. 

Unfortunately the goals of rapid convergence and maintaining population diversity are 

conflicting. As a genetic algorithm converges, the population must lose diversity.

The convergence behaviour of a genetic algorithm is difficult to predict (Naudts and Kallel 

2000). Indeed, it is difficult to suggest what rate or type of convergence one would ideally 

seek because a successful genetic algorithm involves balancing selective pressure such that 

the algorithm converges rapidly without losing valuable schemata. The two-armed bandit 

analysis developed by Holland (Holland 1975; Goldberg 1989) suggests that, in principle, 

a genetic algorithm represents an ideal compromise between these mutually exclusive 

goals. Nevertheless, in practice, values must be chosen for crossover and mutation
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probabilities, scaling factors, population size, crossover type and other genetic algorithm 

parameters.

4.8.1 Convergence experiments

One of the key novel results presented in this thesis is that valuable insight into the 

convergence behaviour o f genetic algorithms can be gained by studying the effects of a 

genetic algorithm applied to a population comprised entirely o f optimal individuals. When 

a genetic algorithm is applied to a population comprised entirely of optimal individuals, 

mutation causes the population to diverge from the situation where all individuals are 

optimal and converge to a different equilibrium state.

The use o f a particular example or examples to justify general predictions is questionable. 

However, in the case o f an investigation o f population convergence, the “counting ones” 

problem may give some general information. The counting ones problem uses a binary 

representation and the objective function used to calculate the fitness is simply the number 

o f bits in the genotype that are set to “1” (Back 1996). This problem is unimodal, that is, it 

has a single local optimum, and there is no epistasis. Thus, if  the mechanisms by which 

genetic algorithms converge are assumed to be the schema theorem and building-block 

hypothesis then, this is one o f the easiest conceivable problems for a genetic algorithm. 

Hence, subject to the aforementioned assumptions, the behaviour of a genetic algorithm 

with respect to this problem may establish an upper bound, the best possible performance, 

on its convergence characteristics. The “counting ones” problem also has the advantage 

that the divergence from the population comprised of optimal genotypes and convergence 

to the stable state can modelled using probability theory. Thus, the effect of random 

number generators and drift effects, which occur with small populations, can be avoided 

and/or monitored.

Figure 4.6 shows the convergence o f the average population fitness o f three populations 

that were operated on by genetic algorithms. The average population fitness is shown in 

preference to the best individual fitness because it is a more reliable indicator o f overall 

convergence behaviour. The fitness, as graphed, is the number of incorrect bits divided by 

the total number o f bits in the string. Thus, this is a minimisation problem. In the case of 

the plots coloured red and black, the analyses started v^th randomly generated initial
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populations. Hence, the initial average population fitness o f these initial populations is 50, 

that is, half the bits where incorrect. The plots show how, as the number o f generations or 

iterations increases, the average fitness o f the populations converges towards a value close 

to zero. The converging populations differ due to the form of the crossover operator used. 

The red plot is for a single-point crossover implementation while the black plot, which 

converges more rapidly, is for an analysis using uniform crossover. This resuh is as 

expected; because the problem’s coding contains no epistasis the Hardy-Weinberg Law 

suggests that uniform crossover would lead to faster convergence than single-point 

crossover. In both cases the crossover probability used was unity.

Uniform Crossover 

Optimal Population 

Single-point Crossover

■ > - 0 > r ^ i n r o x - o 5 N - m f 0 ' t - a ) i ^ i o c o T - c n r ^ m■ > - C N M - > t ' i - m t D h - o o c o a ) O T - r M ( N r o ' 5 r

Generation Number

Figure 4.6: Convergence o f average population fitness for a population comprising optimal 

solutions and two populations comprising randomly generated solutions

The diagram also shows a third case, coloured blue, where the initial population was 

seeded with optimal individuals. In this case the average fitness o f the initial population 

was zero. As the population was operated on by the genetic algorithm, mutation caused the 

average fitness to increase and the population diverged from the optimal and converged to 

the same average fitness that both randomly generated populations converged to. This 

convergence behaviour is not coincidental. Figure 4.7 shows two similar divergence and 

convergence runs for different mutation probabilities, p„ = 1/L and pm = 2/L.

The same genetic algorithm and same mutation probability were used and, in each case, the 

initially random and initially optimal populations converged to the same average
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population fitness. This observation suggests the very important result that the populations 

converging from initially random and initially optimal populations converge towards the 

same stable equilibrium state. This hypothesis is examined in more detail in Section 4.8.3.

Most significantly, Figure 4.7 also shows that, the higher the mutation probability, the 

ftirther the average fitness o f the stable state will be from the optimum. The analysis using 

the higher mutation probability will search further, in Hamming distance terms, from the 

optimum point.
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Figure 4.7: Convergence o f average fitness for two different mutation probabilities

Interestingly a fiirther analysis shows that the convergence behaviour is not always 

intuitive. Figure 4.8 shows two separate sets o f convergence analyses o f the “all ones” 

problem. In the first analysis a string length o f 100 bits was used and a mutation 

probability o f 0.01, or 1%, was adopted. The fitness function was the percentage of 

incorrect bits, that is, the number o f incorrect bits divided by 100. In the second analysis a 

string length o f 200 bits was used. For this analysis the fitness function used again 

comprised the percentage o f incorrect bits, that is, the number o f incorrect bits divided by 

200. Thus the second analysis was similar to the first except that the resolution at which 

the search-space was modelled was increased.
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Figure 4.8: Convergence o f average fitness for different resolutions

The probability o f mutation for the second analysis was maintained at 0.01. Therefore the 

expected fitness after mutation is the same for both analyses. One would expect on average 

that one bit would be mutated in the first analysis and two bits mutated in the second. This 

should result in an expected reduction in fitness o f 1 in each case. However, the behaviour 

o f the two analyses is markedly different. The average fitness that the populations of 

strings 200 bits long converged to, was significantly worse than the average fitness to 

which the populations with strings 100 bits long converged.

This result is important because many engineering optimisation problems have continuous 

variables. When encoding such variables one must decide on the level o f precision, or 

number o f bits, used to represent them. This analysis shows that increasing the level of 

precision used to represent the variables changes the equilibrium state that the genetic 

algorithm converges to. The implication o f this result and the material presented in Section

4.2 is that the mutation probability should be related directly to the string length.

4.8.2 Percentage of optimal solutions

Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 give details o f the average population fitness. Clearly 

the extent to which the average population fitness converges is determined by the mutation 

probability. However, although the average fitness is a very good indicator o f the 

behaviour o f a genetic algorithm, the best individual identified is usually more important.
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Similar plots for the best individual for the “all ones” examples given would show that, for 

the mutation rates mentioned, the genetic algorithm finds the optimum. However, as the 

mutation probability increases, the probability o f the algorithm identifying the optimum 

decreases. This effect is easily studied by monitoring the percentage o f optimal solutions in 

the population.

A ranking selection was used in these analyses. The selection scheme used ranked the 

solutions and selected two copies o f the best half o f  the population for propagation. This 

form o f selection the convergence behaviour can be easily modelled analytically. Other 

selection schemes can be modelled analytically and are easy to implement. However, for 

selection schemes other than ranking selection it is difficult to ensure that the same 

selective pressure is applied to both the “counting ones” problem and the real problem. 

Thus, it is more difficult to draw firm conclusions as to the convergence behaviour for non

ranking selection schemes.

4.8.3 Analytical convergence algorithm

Figure 4.9 shows the percentages o f the populations that are optimal solutions for three 

different crossover schemes. The three schemes considered are single-point crossover, 

uniform crossover and the uni-mix crossover scheme, mentioned in Section 4.6, which 

involves shuffling the n'*’ bits randomly between members o f the population. Uniform 

crossover between pairs o f individuals approaches a random shuffle but is different.
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Figure 4.9: Proportion o f the population that are optimal for different crossover types and 

for both a genetic algorithm and a mathematical simulation
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For the “all ones” problem examined, the uni-mix crossover converged to a population 

approximately 20% of which were optimal. Slightly more than 13% of the uniform 

crossover population were optimal and 7.5% of the population for single-point crossover 

were optimal. This result is in keeping with the theoretical work in Section 4.4.1. The 

difference in performance is due to the different efficiencies o f the crossover operators. 

Uni-mix crossover shuffles the bits more than uniform crossover, which only shuffles bits 

between mating pairs, and both uni-mix and uniform crossover shuffle the bits more than 

single-point crossover.

Figure 4.9 also contains two additional lines that are the theoretical percentages o f optimal 

solutions for uni-mix and uniform crossover. In the case o f both crossover methods, the 

genetic algorithm converges as predicted. A ranking selection scheme was used in the 

theoretical algorithms.

Figure 4.10 is a simple schematic o f the theoretical algorithm used. The iterative algorithm 

functioned by monitoring theoretical percentages of the population with different numbers 

of bits set to “0”.

Update Z(n)

Crossover, Selection

Update Z(n) Update Z(n)
percentages percentages

Mutation

Figure 4.10: Algorithm for predicting theoretical convergence
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Starting from a situation where the entire population comprises optimal solutions, the 

algorithm monitors the effects of; crossover, which tends to distribute the inconect bits 

among the population; mutation, which introduces incorrect bits; and selection, which 

involves rejecting those members of the population that have most incorrect bits and 

duplicating those with the fewest incorrect bits. This algorithm converges to a steady state 

where the percentages of individuals with n incorrect bits, Z(n), do not change from 

iteration to iteration. The algorithm is given in pseudo-code in Appendix A.3.

In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 the average population fitness was shown to converge to the 

same value as the ideal population tended to diverge to. It was also found that, for similar 

mutation probabilities and crossover types, optimal populations and random initial 

populations converge to the same stable set of Z(n) values. This result was found for both 

the experimental genetic algorithm implementation and the corresponding theoretical 

calculation. A comparison of how the percentages of the population with zero, one, two 

and three incorrect bits for the initially optimal and initially random populations is shown 

in Figure 4.11.

1.00 n

0.90 - —  % 0  in co rrec t bits. Initial population  random  

% 1 in co rrec t bit. Initial population  random

0.80 - % 2  in co rrec t bits. Initial popu lation  random

0.70 - % 3  in co rrec t bits. Initial popu lation  random

0.60 - % 0  in co rrec t bits. Initial popu lation  optim al 

%  1 in co rrec t bit. Initial population  optim al

0.50 - % 2  in co rrec t bits. Initial popu lation  optim al

0.40 - % 3  in co rrec t bits. Initial popu lation  optim al

0.30 - 

0.20  -  

0  10  -

Figure 4.11: Percentages of individuals with zero, one, two and three incorrect bits for 

initial populations comprised of random and optimal solutions
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Figure 4.11 shows that the populations are clearly converging to the same equilibrium 

state. This graph is for single-point crossover. Similar agreement was observed for other 

crossover schemes.

The stability o f these equilibrium states was tested with the mathematical/theoretical 

simulation by seeding the initial population with a set o f population percentages different 

from an ideal population and observing that this population converged to the same state.

The practical implications of this study are clear. Because the “all ones” problem contains 

no epistasis it should be particularly easy for a genetic algorithm. A genetic algorithm will 

converge more readily for this problem than for problems that contain a degree of epistasis, 

and hence are not uni-modal. Thus, for similar selective pressure, theoretical predictions of 

the convergence of a population in the “all ones” problem can be used to establish a 

notional upper bound on probable convergence. Hence the theoretical predictions can be 

used to select appropriate values for mutation probability such that there is a reasonable 

chance o f identifying the optimum. If the mutation value chosen is so high that the 

expected occurrence o f ideal individuals is negligible, then the algorithm will find the 

optimal solution by luck only.
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Figure 4.12: Percentage o f optimal solutions in the post convergence population for

different mutation probabilities for the “counting-ones” problem with a 100-bit genotype
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Figure 4.12 shows how the percentage of optimal solutions in the post convergence 

population, calculated using the theoretical algorithm, reduces as the mutation probability 

increases. The values indicated in this figure represent an upper bound for any other 

optimisation problem with a 100-bit genotype and the same ranking selection and 

crossover probability; the percentage of optimal solutions will be less if the problem is not 

uni-modal.

4.8.4 Further insights gained from the convergence experiments

Two interesting points came to light while carrying out the investigation of convergence. 

The development of the theoretical algorithm enabled the comparison of theoretical and 

experimental convergence This comparison identified two potential sources for 

discrepancy.

Non-random mating was the first potential source of discrepancy. Initially the experimental 

genetic algorithm selected mating pairs by selecting individuals sequentially. Thus, the 

first and second members of the population formed the first mating pair and the third and 

fourth members formed the second mating pair. This scheme is acceptable if the ordering 

of the population is random. However, selection schemes such as ranking and stochastic 

remainder selection without replacement tend to order the population. Mating non-random 

pairs of individuals will influence the convergence behaviour of the algorithm, but 

interestingly, the effect of such mating is not necessarily detrimental. In the case of the 

convergence analysis for the “counting ones” problem, it is advantageous to mate good 

solutions with good solutions. The effect of deliberately selecting mating pairs is discussed 

in fiirther detail in Chapter 5

The second potential source of discrepancy identified lies in the quality of the random 

number generator used in the genetic algorithm. Initially the relatively simple random 

number generator described in Monro’s (1985) text on Fortran 77 programming was used. 

This random number generator appeared to work. When large populations of 100 bit 

strings were mutated with a probability of 0.01 the total number o f mutated bits was very 

close to the theoretical prediction. However, on further examination it was found that the 

distribution of these mutations was not perfectly random. The number of individuals with 

zero, one, two and more mutated bits did not correspond with the numbers predicted by
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probability theory. This had a very marked effect on the equilibrium state to which the 

genetic algorithm converged. The problem was corrected when a more sophisticated 

random number generator was substituted. Therefore the random number used in a genetic 

algorithm should be chosen carefully, (Nagendra et al, 1996; Davis 1987).

4.9 Theoretical conclusions

The theoretical conclusions presented in this chapter are new and can be summarised as 

follows.

• There is a strong argument for relating mutation probability p m  to the length o f the 

genetic string. Appropriate values for mutation probability are likely to be p „ < - ^  

where / is the string length.

The population size limits the proportion o f the search space sampled. More 

particularly the population size limits the length of schemata that are sampled 

effectively and limits the occurrence o f advantageous mutations. For a given value 

of p m y  there is a corresponding expected occurrence of optimal solutions. If the 

expected occurrence is low, a large population size is necessary.

• The Hardy-Weinberg law can be applied to describe the frequency of different gene 

combinations in a haploid population. Hence the Hardy-Weinberg laws can be used 

to predict the effect o f crossover. Such an analysis shows that crossover increases 

the rate o f propagation of compound schemata. For problems without epistasis, 

uniform crossover increases convergence exponentially.

• Equation 4.19 describes the constructive effect o f crossover. This equation 

represents a considerable advance over Equation 3.3. It verifies the building-block 

hypothesis and justifies the often cited assumption that crossover is central to the 

operation o f genetic algorithms.

• The form of Equation 4.19 shows that there can be no theoretical optimum 

crossover probability P c  that is optimal for the propagation of all schemata. Hence
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choosing the best crossover probability value, or values, is a matter of trial and 

error. The form of Equation 4.19 also indicates the potential advantages of, 

operators that reorder the coding, and limiting the positions at which crossover can 

occur.

• Two-point crossover is more efficient at removing hitchhiking genes than single

point crossover. In general, the greater the number of crossover sites, the more 

efficiently the strings being crossed are mixed but the greater the disruption to 

schemata whose sub-schemata are unfit. However, a mechanism by which single

point crossover can remove hitchhiking genes was identified in Section 4.6.

• The convergence experiments indicate that, for a uni-modal problem, genetic 

algorithms converge to the same stable state regardless of whether the initial 

population is seeded with optimal solutions or randomly generated solutions. The 

higher the mutation probability, the smaller wUl be the number of optimal solutions 

in the steady state population and the greater the difference between the average 

population fitness and the optimal fitness. If the building-block hypothesis and 

schema theorem are assumed to be the principal mechanisms in a genetic algorithm 

then uni-modal problems should be the easiest class of problem that genetic 

algorithms can be applied to. An upper bound on the convergence behaviour of 

genetic algorithms can be established by applying them to such problems, although 

matching the selective pressure between the “counting ones” problem and real 

problem may be difficult if selection schemes other than ranking selection are used.

• The convergence experiments confirmed that uniform crossover is more efficient

that single-point crossover for uni-modal problems. For such problems the

behaviour of uni-mix crossover was found to be even better,

• The convergence experiments highlighted the sensitivity of genetic algorithms to

low quality random number generators.

• Ordering of the population was found to influence convergence, though not 

necessarily in a detrimental manner.
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Chapters: Successful Application of 
Genetic Algorithms

5.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 dealt with the classification o f optimisation problems, solution techniques and 

optimisation goals. Chapter 3 presented the major tenets of genetic algorithms and Chapter 

4 expanded their basis by presenting new theoretical material. This chapter is concerned 

with the successful application of genetic algorithms to civil engineering optimisation 

problems. To apply genetic algorithms successfully it is necessary to use the results from 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4.

Chapter 2 identified genetic algorithms as a technique that might be eflFective, and 

efficient, for certain optimisation problems that are not amenable to solution by traditional 

techniques. However, not all optimisation problems that cannot be solved easily using 

traditional methods, are suitable for genetic algorithms. The implications o f the schema 

theorem, presented in Chapter 3 and developed in Chapter 4, combined with the 

investigation o f mutation and population size, which was also presented in Chapter 4, are 

that genetic algorithms are not suited to problems with a high epistatic temperature. Uni- 

modal problems, which have no epistasis, are also unsuited to genetic algorithms because 

they can be solved more efficient using existing hill-climbing algorithms. Therefore 

genetic algorithms are most suitable for problems with a moderate to low degree o f 

epistasis.
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The first topic dealt with in this chapter is the choice o f coding system. The coding system 

used is very important because poor encoding systems can increase the degree of epistasis 

even for simple parameter-optimisation problems. This point is highlighted with examples, 

and advice is given on developing coding systems.

Problems with epistatic codings may have multiple optima. Applying sufficient selective 

pressure to cause convergence while still preventing premature convergence to local 

optima is the key aim in the successfiil application o f genetic algorithms. The second 

section of this chapter examines mechanisms for controlling selective pressure.

The material presented in Chapter 4 linking population size and the length o f schemata that 

are sampled efficiently, highlighted the need to maintain the number o f fit solutions in the 

population. This hypothesis is supported by numerous examples o f the damaging eflFects in 

natural populations caused by founder effects and population bottlenecks (Jones, 1993; 

Russel 1994; Dawkins 1995). Similar negative effects due to small populations can be 

observed in genetic algorithms where the population has gone through a bottleneck. 

Preventing such effects is of particular relevance in constrained problems. In such 

problems it is important to ensure that initial populations contain as large a number of 

feasible solutions as possible. Otherwise, even if the population size is large, the 

succeeding generations tend to evolve fi-om a handful of fit solutions in the initial 

population. Methods for limiting these negative effects are outlined in Section 5.4.

In Chapter 4 it was noted that non-random selection of mating pairs could affect 

convergence. Section 5.5 discusses this and other procedures for encouraging niche 

exploration. The generation o f initial populations is discussed in Section 5.6 and the related 

topics o f restarts and elitist selection are covered in Section 5.7 and Section 5.8 

respectively.

The analysis presented in Section 4.8 showed that, if the mutation probability is too high, 

then the probability o f a post-convergence population containing an optimal solution will 

be low. Therefore, if the optimisation problem demands that solutions are at least local 

optima, then there is a justification for using genetic algorithms in conjunction with local 

search techniques such as hill-climbing algorithms or, reducing the crossover and mutation 

probabilities in the latter generations to prevent the best solutions being lost fi'om the
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population. The use of hybrid algorithms is also sensible in some situations where some of 

the problem variables are continuous. The generation of hybrid algorithms is considered tn 

Section 5.9.

The convergence analyses of Chapter 4 indicate the sensitivity of genetic algorithms to 

mutation rates, crossover operators and selection procedures. The choice of appropriate 

values and operators is discussed in Section 5.10. In Section 5.11, redundant operators are 

introduced. Redundant operators are a potential means of incorporating heuristic rules to 

introduce long schemata that could not be generated via the building-block process. A 

detailed example of the application of redundant operators is given in Section 5 .12.

5.2 Encoding systems

The importance of the coding system chosen is difficult to overstate. A problem may either 

yield to a genetic algorithm approach or prove difficult to solve, depending on the way that 

the problem’s variables, constraints and objectives are encoded.

This is best illustrated with an example that shows the problems inherent in choosing a 

coding system for even a very simple problem. Consider the problem of choosing six 

points on the circumference of a circle such that the points are equally spaced. The 

problem is trivial and two potential solutions are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

X

Figure 5 .1: Different optimal solutions to the problem of spacing six points on the

circumference of a circle such that the points are equidistant
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Ideally each point should be positioned 60° apart from each of its two nearest neighbouring 

points, as per the two examples in Figure 5.1. There are many ways of encoding the nodal 

positions. The location of each node can be described either in terms of angular position or 

the length of the arc from some reference point. The simplest coding system identifies the 

nodal positions by giving their absolute position, expressed as either an angle or arc length, 

relative to a fixed reference point. Thus, taking the examples in Figure 5.1, if angles 

measured counter clockwise from the X axis are used to denote the positions of the nodes, 

and nodes are listed according to their distance from the reference, then the two solutions 

shown in the Figure are specified as,

(0° 60° 120° 180° 240° 300°) and (30° 90° 150° 210° 270° 330°).

Consider what happens when two such codes are mutated or crossed. For clarity the 

phenotype is expressed directly rather than using the binary genotype. Thus under single

point crossover;

(020° 090° 165° 
(005° 050° 100°

240° 300° 355°) (020° 090° 165° 160° 220° 300°)
160° 220° 300°) ^ (0 0 5 °  050° 100° 240° 300° 355°)

The first problem is that the nodes will not necessarily remain in order under either 

mutation or crossover, which is shown above. This can be rectified easily by reordering the 

nodes. If a binary or Gray code has been used, then the code defining the parameters can 

be decoded first, the parameters rearranged in order, and then the solution can be re-coded 

to reflect the reordering.

Rewriting the code at each evaluation seems a drastic step that alters, if not undermines, 

the schema theorem; since reordering will translate the schemata positions. However, 

consider the difficulties that arise if the coding is not rewritten. If the optimal solutions, 

(60° 120° 180° 240° 300° 360°) and (360° 300° 240° 180° 120° 60°), are 

not reordered consider what happens when their strings are crossed. Both resulting strings 

will be poor even if the cross occurs between the genes that define separate nodal 

positions. For example, consider the result of crossing the two optimal solutions just 

mentioned via single-point crossover at the 3"* potential crossover position, namely,

(60° 120° 240° 180° 120° 60°) and (360° 300° 180° 240° 300° 360°).
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Both o f these solutions are poor. Clearly this encoding is flawed and the convergence will 

be very poor.

This encoding has diHiculties even if the binary code is rearranged. For example, consider 

the two optimal solutions, (30° 90° 150° 210° 270° 330°) and 

(l5° 75° 135° 195° 255° 315°). Both o f these solutions are optimal. For this coding 

the number o f optimal solutions depends on the number o f digits used to identify the 

nodes’ positions. Thus if the positions o f the nodes are specified with an accuracy of 1° 

then there will be 360 optimal solutions. The existence o f multiple unrelated optima 

presents problems because particular schemata, such as (* * 135° * * *), are neither 

intrinsically good nor bad: their fitness depends on other parameters in the string. Thus, 

the lowest order schemata that are intrinsically either fit or unfit are twice the length o f a 

single parameter. The problem is more difficult still because although the schema (* * 135° 

195° * *) and the schema (060° 120° * * * *) are both fit the schema (60° 120° 135° 195° 

* *) is poor and hence the rate o f convergence will be poor. Figure 5.2 shows the 

convergence performance using this encoding scheme.

250.00 n
Best individual

200.00
Average population 
fitness

<2 150.00 - (0 
0) c

100  00  -E

50.00 -

0.00
O  tv. Tl-
CN CN CO

T - CO

Generation No.

Figure 5.2: Convergence using sub-optimal coding system

One easy approach could be to fix the position o f the first node, for example, (030° * * * * 

*). This would then mean that the schema (030° 090° * * * *) would propagate and after 

this schema had become common in the population then the schema (030° 090° 150° * * *)
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would prosper and so on. However, there are two disadvantages to this system. First, a 

situation where all the individuals in the population converge to a single instance o f the 

many optimal solutions may not be desirable. Second, the convergence will be slow 

because the not all the parameters will begin to converge immediately. The value o f the 

second and sixth parameters will converge first because if the first angle is fixed to A then 

the schemata {A (^4+60°) * * * *) and (A * * * * (^-60°)) will start to propagate 

immediately. The schemata (A * (A+\20°) * * *) and (A * * * (A-120°) *) will not be 

particularly fit until the values o f the second and sixth parameters begin to converge. Thus, 

the values o f the third and fifth parameter will converge only after the second and sixth 

parameters have converged. Similarly convergence o f the fourth parameter will only occur 

after convergence o f the third and fifth parameters.

A better coding is to define the first parameter as the first node’s position and define the 

positions o f the other five nodes by specifying the angle o f arc between adjacent points. 

Under this coding the two solutions shown in Figure 5.1 are, 

(0° 60° 60° 60° 60° 60°) and (30° 60° 60° 60° 60° 60°). In this way the 

schemata (* * 60° * * *) and (* * * 60° * *) can be combined successfiilly with crossover 

and will both be propagated immediately, thus realising the genetic algorithm’s potential 

for parallel processing.
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Figure 5.3: Convergence using optimal coding system
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Figure 5.3 shows the convergence performance using this improved encoding system. 

Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 can be compared because the same crossover and mutation 

probabilities, selection scheme, and fitness evaluation fianction were used in their 

generation. The selection scheme used was a simple rank selection, single-point crossover 

was applied to all strings, the mutation probability was 1/54, which corresponded to 1/L, 

and the population size was set at 500.

The choice of coding has a profound effect on the rate of convergence. This should be 

remembered when assessing recommendations on mutation and crossover probabilities that 

were developed by observing the rates of convergence for test functions (Goldberg 1989; 

Gen and Cheng 1997; Haupt and Haupt 1998). An eflBcient encoding system must avoid 

the problems identified. The following guidelines should be considered when developing 

an encoding system.

• Assume the validity of the building-block hypothesis, and select an encoding 

system that facilitates the building-block hypothesis and facilitates parallel 

convergence.

• Where possible minimise epistasis: avoid encoding systems where the meaning of a 

particular bit is dependent on the status of other bits or schemata.

• Where possible avoid encoding systems that can represent the same solution with 

different codes. N 1 mappings increase the extent of and disrupt the search 

space.

• Consider how the solution is likely to progress and identify any obvious potential 

for convergence to local optima.

Some practitioners suggest including the mutation and crossover probabilities as variables 

within the coding (Davies 1987). Thus the genotype will specify the solution and the 

crossover and mutation rates that should be applied when the genotype is mutated and 

mated. This approach has theoretical merits. The genetic algorithm will sample schemata 

governing mutation and crossover in exactly the same manner as other schemata. 

Individuals with appropriate values will propagate while others will not. However, the 

inclusion of these extra problem parameters will increase the search space and hence, if 

this approach is adopted, it is prudent to increase the population size.
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5.3 Fitness and penalty functions

The encoding system is vital to ensuring that the mechanisms of mutation and crossover 

can effect evolution. However, it is the selective pressure, applied via the evaluation 

function and scaling routines, that is the motive power behind evolution. The amount of 

selective pressure applied affects the behaviour of a genetic algorithm significantly. If the 

selective pressure is too high, then convergence will be rapid but the rate that schemata 

disappear from the population will be high and convergence may be premature. If the 

selective pressure is too low then the convergence will be too slow and the population may 

not converge satisfactorily (Mitchell 1996).

Scaling, which was discussed in Section 3 ,4.5, is a popular method of altering the selective 

pressure. However, different forms of potential objective function can also affect selective 

pressure. For example, consider the problem described in Section 5.2. One simple 

objective function for this problem would be to sum the absolute difference from the 

correct relative separations. For example, if a potential solution, using the recommended 

coding, were,

(21° 49° 88° 69° 57° 62°)

Then one simple objective function, based on the absolute difference from the optimal 

node spacing, is,

|49° -  60°| + 188° -  60°| + 169° -  60°| + 157° -  60°| + 162° -  60°| -  53

This is not the only possible objective function. Another option would be to square the 

difference between the actual angular separations and the ideal angular separations.

(49° -  60°)' + (88° -  60°)" + (69° -  60°)' + (57° -  60°)' + (62° -  60°)' = 784

Both objective functions have zero value for an optimal separation and each will penalise 

sub-optimal solutions according to how far they are from optimal. The first objective
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function applies a linear penalty. The second function applies a quadratic penalty. The 

quadratic penalty applies more selective pressure than the linear penalty.

The objective function defines the topological characteristics o f the search-space, and this 

has a profound affect on the performance o f the genetic algorithm. This is particularly the 

case when the objective function includes penalty functions. Constrained optimisation 

problems are common in engineering. The traditional technique for dealing with 

constrained problems is to include a penalty component in the objective fijnction 

penalising potential solutions that do not satisfy the constraints. The penalty is usually 

increased in accordance with the magnitude o f the constraint violation. The form o f the 

penalty function should be considered carefully because the penalty function affects the 

search-space’s shape. This can be particularly important because, in many constrained 

problems, the optimum solution lies on a constraint. If  the penalty function is too severe 

then solutions that are close to the optimum but infeasible will be rejected and any 

information they contain will be lost. That is the disadvantage o f strategies that involve 

rejecting all infeasible solutions.

If the penalty function is not severe enough then the population may become filled with 

“good” but infeasible solutions. A sensible approach to achieving the optimum selective 

pressure is to ensure that feasible solutions are evaluated as having higher fitness than good 

infeasible solutions, and to limit the propagation of infeasible solutions such that their 

expected selection for inclusion in the next generation is less than or equal to one. This can 

be achieved by ensuring that the fitness o f infeasible solutions is forced to be less than or 

equal to the average population fitness. This approach was applied in many o f the 

applications described in this thesis. This prevents infeasible solutions propagating 

exponentially.

Where possible the ideal procedure for dealing with feasibility constraints is to incorporate 

the constraints into the problem formulation in such a way that all solutions satisfy the 

constraints. In the majority o f situations, where this is not possible, an alternative approach 

is to rehabilitate infeasible solutions such that they satisfy all the constraints. This is a good 

approach. The disadvantages to this approach are practical. First, it is often not obvious 

how infeasible solutions should be altered to make them feasible, and second, problem- 

specific routines can be expensive in terms of programming effort and execution time.
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Evaluating and rejecting solutions is expensive in terms o f execution time. Where efficient 

means o f establishing the feasibility of solutions exist, they should be used to avoid time 

lost in a full evaluation. A further method o f reducing evaluation time is to record the 

fitness o f all genotypes previously evaluated. Thereafter, prior to evaluating a new 

genotype, the database can be checked and if the genotype has been evaluated previously, 

the fitness can be retrieved without recourse to a fiill evaluation.

5.4 Bottlenecks

Population bottlenecks cause problems in natural systems. If a species evolves from a 

small population o f individuals, then the characteristics of those original individuals have a 

profound effect on the characteristics of the generations that follow. This phenomenon is 

called founder effect (Russel 1994). The genetic defects present in large percentages o f the 

populations o f certain Polynesian islands are a direct result o f the fact that one or more 

members o f the small number o f initial settlers carried these defects (Jones 1994). 

Interestingly, this effect is predicted by the theoretical work presented in Section 4.4.

Similar effects can, and do, occur in genetic algorithms if the selective pressure is too high 

and excessive rejection reduces the effective population size. If, at any stage during the 

optimisation, the members o f the current population are all descended from a handfijl of 

individuals in the previous population, then subsequent populations will echo the traits o f 

this handful, while traits missing from the reduced population will be lost. This is 

particularly the case with problems with a high degree o f epistasis because the order o f the 

shortest intrinsically fit schemata will be high.

Scaling the fitness function is the most common method o f controlling the selective 

pressure, (Goldberg 1989; Michalewicz 1996; Mitchell 1996). However, bottleneck and 

founder effects can occur even where the maximum selective pressure is limited by 

restricting the number o f copies o f the best individual reproduced in the next population to 

two. The bottleneck effect is particularly likely to occur in the initial populations o f highly 

constrained problems where only a few individuals are feasible.
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Small populations are also more subject to genetic drift (Russel 1994; Cheng and Li 1997). 

This is one argument against the use o f roulette selection and in favour o f methods like 

stochastic remainder selection. Stochastic remainder selection and similar methods attempt 

to reduce the sampling errors that arise when taking a small number o f samples from a 

small population.

5.5 Niche generation

Consider the hypothetical search space shown in Figure 5.4. If the region o f  the search 

space that is coloured blue represents infeasible solutions, then the feasible region 

comprises four separate regions o f the search space. Such regions are sometimes referred 

to as niches. Crosses between solutions from the same niche will tend to produce solutions 

from the same region o f the search space. Crosses between genotypes from different niches 

will tend to produce offspring that do not lie close to the search space region o f either 

parent. Therein lies both the advantage and disadvantage o f deliberately promoting crosses 

between individuals from similar regions o f the search space. On the one hand, mating fit 

individuals from the same region o f the search space is likely to produce offspring that are 

fit; this follows directly from the analysis presented in section 4.5. On the other hand, such 

a policy will leave large regions o f the search space unsampled.

z
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of a search space where niche formation would improve convergence
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With real optimisation problems, there will normally be considerably more than two design 

variables and hence their search spaces are multi-dimensional. Identifying niches in multi

dimensional search spaces is more difficult (Lin and Yang 1998).

One simple way of promoting the development of niches is by ordering the selected 

population prior to crossover. There are many ways in which a population can be ordered. 

It can be ordered with respect to any combination of the different problem parameters or it 

can be ordered simply in accordance with fitness.

Promoting crossover between individuals from the same niche reduces the scope of the 

search and can lead to the premature convergence of the population to a single niche. 

Reducing the selective pressure can reduce this effect. A pragmatic approach is to 

experiment with ordering the population and to monitor the resulting performance.

It is interesting to note that, if stochastic remainder selection or ranking selection has been 

used, it is necessary to randomly shuffle the population prior to crossover if ordering is to 

be avoided.

5.6 Initial populations and random search

Engineers value determinism and hence may question the procedure of starting an 

optimisation with a randomly generated initial population. Genetic algorithm problems 

typically have large search-spaces, and for the genetic algorithm to be suitable, the set of 

sampled points must be miniscule in comparison to the total search-space. If the number of 

points is small, there may be doubt that a random selection will cover the search-space 

adequately. Such scepticism is easily understood.

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of twenty points on a unit square. The co-ordinates of 

each of the twenty points were generated at random and the points plotted. A grid dividing 

the square into sixteen sub-regions has been superimposed on the square. Because the 

distribution of the points is random, there are areas of the unit square that have more or less 

points than others. In particular there are two squares that contain no points. In the light of 

this diagram, the argument for using a more regimented initial population seems valid.
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Figure 5.5: Showing the random distribution o f 20 points on a unit square

A grid o f  search points might be a good idea. Alternatively, in case the grid might coincide 

with some pattern in the search-space, a series o f grid points could be chosen with the 

random points constrained to lie within a given distance o f these loci.

The binary (binary or Gray) encoding poses a slight problem when considering how a grid 

search should be organised. As the length of a gene increases, the number o f possible 

schemata increases:

2 ' = 2  2 ^ = 4  2 ^ = 8  2 ' ' =16
2 ^ = 3 2  2 ^ = 6 4  2’ =128 2 ^ = 2 5 6

2 ^ = 5 1 2  2'® =1028

An ideal initial “random” population should include as many schemata as possible. For any 

given length o f binary genotype the two patterns,

00000000........

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .........

cover all, single-bit, schemata. In a similar manner the patterns,

00000000  000000000........

01010101   011011011..........
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l l l l l l l l
10101010

010010010

110110110

111111111

101101101

100100100

cover some but not all the two-bit and three-bit schemata. For example, the schema

1*0*****........  is not included in the list of two-bit schemata on the left. This subject is

developed in greater detail in Appendix A.4 and it is shown that, for a string length of n 

bits, 2(« + 1) “grid” strings are required to guarantee that all two-bit schemata are sampled. 

The probability that a particular /-bit schema is sampled in a randomly generated 

population with npop indi\dduals is given by Equation 4.11, which in the case of 1=2 

becomes.

O  1
—  X  —  

v 2  2.

npop

Equation 5.1

Thus, for a population with ten randomly generated members, the probability of any 

particular two-bit schema being sampled is 0.944. Note that the probability of a particular 

schema being sampled is independent of the string length. Moreover, with a randomly 

generated population there is no bias. Thus, random searches have advantages.

5.7 Restarts

The convergence experiments of Chapter 4 demonstrated that genetic algorithms do not 

always converge to the local optimum, even for a uni-modal problem. One procedure 

designed to overcome this difficulty is the practice of restarting the algorithm following its 

initial convergence. The widespread use of this procedure was described in Section 3.4.3. 

Restarts effectively concentrate the search on a particular region of the search space that 

has shown itself to be fit in previous searches. This approach appears sensible because, in 

natural systems, new species evolve from populations of individuals that are already fit, 

not fi-om randomly generated populations.
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With dynamic optimisation problems, problems where the optimum solutions are 

continuously changing, genetic algorithms can be visualised as tracking changes in the 

environment. In this situation each iteration o f the genetic algorithm constitutes a restart. If 

an existing solution is available from another source, generated using an alternative 

optimisation method perhaps, then this solution can be used to generate an mitial 

population.

5.8 Elitism and Markov Chains

Diflferent researchers advocate diflFerent selection schemes in which some members o f the 

previous generation survive into the next generation. This was described in Section 3.4.4. 

A simple version of this approach is to include a copy to the best solution identified in the 

next generation. This procedure has advantages. First, a separate record of the best 

individuals in each generation does not need to be stored and searched to find the best 

individual. That is, the current population always contains the best solution identified. 

Second, by including the best individual in the population, it will undergo mutation and 

crossover with other fit solutions and may generate an even better solution. From a 

theoretical, as distinct from a practical approach, this procedure transforms the problem 

into a Markov chain and theoretically the algorithms must find the optimum, given an 

infinite number o f generations (Back 1996).

5.9 Hybrid algorithms

In the context o f genetic algorithms, a hybrid algorithm is one that uses a genetic algorithm 

in combination with other optimisation techniques. This is a sensible approach for certain 

problems where the parameters to be optimised comprise a mixture of continuous and 

discrete variables. For example, in traditional truss optimisation, the sub-problem of 

finding the optimum shape of a truss once its member section sizes and topology have been 

defined, can be solved very efficiently using traditional gradient methods. Hybrid 

algorithms are also ideal if there is a requirement that the final solution is a local optimum.
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Consider an optimisation problem where the fitness of a phenotype is a function of a set of 

parameter values;

where the variables are being optimised by a genetic algorithm and the

variables yuyiy-^ym being optimised using another technique. If the values of the

two sets of design variables are independent of one another, then the two optimisations can 

be carried out independently. If, as is more usual, there is interdependence then the overall 

optimisation should be arranged such that the optimisation of the >’1 , >'2 , •••,>’„ variables is

a sub-procedure carried out for each set of variables in each population of

each generation of the genetic algorithm. This structure is shown in Figure 5.6. This form 

of optimisation algorithm is a genetic algorithm because the values of the variables 

are associated with the variables. Hence, the other optimisation

routines can be considered to form part of the procedure for evaluating the x,,x 2 ,...,x„ 

variables.

f

Fitness
Evaluation

Loop through 
population of 
X variables

Select a set of X variables

Optimise the Y variables 
for the particular set 
of X variables using 
a separate optimisation 
procedure____________

Associate the fitness of 
the phenotype generated 
using the X variables and 
optimised Y variables 
with the genotype for the 
X variables

Figure 5 .6: Structure of a hybrid genetic algorithm
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Other possible structures exist where the genetic algorithm is a sub-process o f the overall 

optimisation. In such cases the overall optimisation carmot be considered to be a genetic 

algorithm.

5.10 Genetic operators and operator parameter values

Traditional genetic algorithms typically use mutation and crossover. The effects of these 

two operators were described in Chapter 4. There are other potential genetic operators, 

such as inversion, which different researchers have applied, with varying degrees of 

success (Michalewicz 1996, Groenwold et al. 1999). Inversion involves reordering the 

position of the bits in a phenotype while altering the decoding system to take account of 

these changes. The theoretical material presented in Chapter 4 explains the importance of 

the defining length of schemata vis-a-vis their propagation.

The theoretical material in Chapter 4 also suggests that restricting the location of crossover 

to sites between genes, that is, between sections of the genotype that define phenotypic 

parameters. However, restricting the potential crossover locations in this manner ignores 

the action of crossover as a macro-mutation operation.

With respect to the crucial question of choosing appropriate values and operator types for 

crossover mutation and selection, a sensible approach is to experiment with different 

parameter values and operator types. This is very prudent and should be considered good 

practice because the problem characteristics will govern the best form of crossover, 

appropriate values for crossover and mutation probability and the most suitable method of 

selection.

The alternative approach mentioned earlier is to include the mutation and crossover rates in 

the encoded solution in the hope that the genetic algorithm will cause good mutation and 

crossover values to evolve. The difficulty with this approach is the increase in the number 

of evaluations required.
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5.11 Redundant operators

The nature of optimisation problems was explored in Chapter 2. One result of this 

exploration was the realisation that optimisation is not restricted to problems involving the 

optimisation of a series of parameter values. The solutions to real optimisation problems 

include not just data but may involve functional relationships, ordering, algorithms and sets 

of rules.

In the natural world the genetic system, which is the inspiration for genetic algorithms, is 

not restricted to representing parameter data. While some genes do control specific traits in 

the phenotype others, such as homeobox genes (Schwartz 1999; Russel 1994), act as 

controls that activate or de-activate sections o f the genetic code. Genetic programming, 

which is closely related to genetic algorithms, is based on the notion of the DNA as a 

“computer code” acted on and improved by natural selection (Koza 1992, Sanchez 2000), 

Similarly, the encoding system of a genetic algorithm is not confined to encoding and 

decoding parameter data but may incorporate more complex data structures. Classifier 

systems, which were described briefly in Section 3.4.10, are an example of the use of 

genetic algorithms for optimising complex data structures (Goldberg 1989; Davis 1987).

This section introduces the concept of redundant operators. Redundant operators provide a 

means of introducing heuristic rules and expanding the potential of genetic algorithms. 

They represent a tentative step toward the philosophy behind genetic programming. The 

redundant operators are bits, or series of bits, that control the activation of user defined 

operators. Redundant operators represent a very simple extension of the traditional 

parameter based encoding paradigm.

The motivation behind the introduction of these operators is two-fold. First, the analyses 

presented in Section 4.2 demonstrate that mutation cannot be relied upon to introduce long 

schemata into a population. Second, Section 4.3 demonstrates that a population of hmited 

size will contain only a limited proportion of all the possible long schemata. Thus, there 

may not be any mechanism for sampling long fit schemata that are not composed of shorter 

fit schemata. Some constrained problems are likely to have solutions in which the optimal 

values of the problem variables are highly interdependent. Such problems will have long
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schemata that are not composed o f short schemata that are intrinsically fit. This potential 

problem may be relatively common in engineering optimisation because engineering 

optimisation problems are usually highly constrained, for example, the truss optimisation 

example described in Chapter 2.

Redundant operators are a potential means o f introducing long fit schemata into an 

optimisation. This may allow genetic algorithms to be applied to constrained problems, 

which have a high epistatic temperature. Additional redundant bits are introduced into the 

encoding scheme. Each series o f redundant bits acts as a control on one or more redundant 

operators. For example, the activation o f a particular operator may be controlled by a 

single bit; if the value o f the redundant bit is one, then the associated operator is activated 

and applied to the rest o f the genetic code. In a standard genetic algorithm optimisation, the 

value of a single bit in the genotype may have a similarly profound effect on the 

phenotype. However, with a redundant operator, the effect is applied to the genotype prior 

to decoding. Because redundant operators alter the genotype they do not introduce 

solutions that could not evolve naturally. This is the sense in which they are redundant.

The introduction of redundant operators presupposes knowledge of the problem. This is 

clearly a limitation. In addition, redundant operators may also have a tendency to reduce 

the scope of the search and cause premature convergence. However, because engineering 

optimisation problems are rarely blind searches, redundant operators are a possible means 

of introducing heuristic rules or other problem-specific knowledge. Empirical rules aid the 

solution o f many problems. These rules may not be rigorous but often speed up the design 

process. Such rules can be introduced into an optimisation routine by using redundant 

operators.

As an example o f how redundant operators might be beneficial in practice; consider a 

structure supporting a set o f loads positioned symmetrically about its mid-span. For such a 

symmetric load the optimum structure will be symmetric. If the structure is designed for 

this load pattern alone then the designer need only model half the structure. However, if a 

genetic algorithm optimisation routine is being developed to design many structures under 

varying loading conditions, then the optimisation routine must not assume symmetry. It 

would be advantageous if the optimisation routine could avail o f symmetry where 

appropriate without sacrificing generality. By adding a redundant bit to the genetic code,
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symmetry of the structure can be controlled. This extra bit can be used to control the 

operator such that, when its value is zero the coding remains unchanged, but when the bit 

is set to 1, i.e., turned on, symmetry is forced. Such an operator, or control bit, is 

redundant; when the bit is turned ofiF, all possible structures can be represented. However, 

the inclusion of this bit offers a possible short cut to convergence for symmetric structures.

5.11.1 Propagation of redundant operators

The bit or series of bits controlling a redundant operator can be considered as a schema. 

Therefore the propagation of the operator control schema will proceed in accordance with 

the schema theorem and Equation 3.3. In the particular, but typical, case where the schema, 

H , controlling the operator comprises a single bit, 0{h \  the number of defined bits in the 

schema is equal to one. A schema with a single fixed position has a defining length 

5 (//) = 0 and therefore is not affected by crossover. Hence Equation 3.3 becomes:

+ l) > n^H, t) ■ ] Equation 5.2

Because the propagation of the schema H  is proportional to — , the propagation of the

redundant operator is in keeping with the general philosophy of genetic algorithms. If 

having the bit turned on is advantageous at a particular stage in the optimisation, then 

individuals with the operator activated will tend to be reproduced. If the operator leads to 

inferior solutions, then those members of the population with the bit turned on will be less 

likely to be reproduced and therefore the number of individuals in the population that have 

the bit activated will decrease.

5.11.2 Lamarkian or Darwinian operators

There are two ways in which an operator can be designed to alter the genotype. The

operator can either rewrite the genetic code or, it can override, or mask, sections of the

code. These two operator types are most easily understood by describing them as
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Lamarkian and Darwinian. Consider a symmetry operator that forces the right-hand side of 

a structure to become the mirror image of the left-hand side. The structure can be made 

symmetric by altering the coding that describes the right-hand side so that it becomes the 

same as the left hand side. Alternatively the coding describing the right-hand side can be 

unaltered but ignored and the information for the left-hand side used to define both sides. 

The first, Lamarkian type operator alters the genetic coding while the second, Darwinian 

type operator does not.

While the Darwinian operator appears closer to the natural model, it has one undesirable 

property. Once it has propagated throughout a population it is difficult to deactivate or turn 

off. This is because the sections of coding that are masked by the operator, and hence do 

not affect the individual’s fitness, are not subject to natural selection. These sections of 

code get propagated regardless of whether they are good or bad. When an operator is 

deactivated the previously masked section of code will be reactivated. The reactivated 

sections of the genotype will tend to code for inefficient solutions. Thus, once activated, 

the operators are not easily turned off.

There is very little evidence of Lamarkian heredity in nature, though attempts have been 

made to apply Lamarkian principles to optimisation (Hayes 1999). However, although 

natural evolution is the inspiration for evolutionary optimisation, there is no reason why 

the natural systems should be mimicked slavishly The operators used in the examples 

cited in Sections 5.11.3 and 5.12 were applied as Lamarkian operators.

5.11.3 Simple redundant operator example

Consider minimising the function;

/(x,_y) = +(x + >̂ )̂  Equation 5.3

This function has its global minimum at x = 0,>' = 0 and has a steep sided valley along the 

line x = y  (see Figure 5.7). Hence the imposition of symmetry, that is, setting x = y ,  will
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place a solution in the valley and should promote rapid convergence to the global 

minimum.
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Figure 5.7: Function z = (x -  yY  + (x + yY  for 0 < x ,>> < 10.5

Figure 5.8(a) and Figure 5.8(b) show the convergence of the population average fitness 

toward the minimum. Figure 5.8(a) is for a standard genetic algorithm while Figure 5.8(b) 

is for a genetic algorithm in which a Lamarkian symmetry operator is turned on in the 

initial population with a probability of 0.5. The graphs show that convergence was faster 

where the symmetry operator was present.
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(a) Without symmetry operator available (b) With symmetry operator available 

Figure 5.8: Convergence of average fitness for objective function of Equation 5.3
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The function,

= 1 2 2 0 0 + for 0 < x ,;/< 1 0 .5  Equation 5.4

is plotted in Figure 5.9 for 0 < x < 1 0 .5 , 0 < > ’<10.5. The shape is similar to that o f the 

flinction defined by Equation 5.3 but inverted.
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Figure 5.9: Function z = 12200 —((x- > ’)”' +(x + >>)̂ ) for 0 < < 10.5

Over this range the function has a ridge a 

operator is not advantageous. Figure 5.10(a) 

the minimum for this function.
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Figure 5.10; Convergence o f average fitness for objective function o f Equation 5.4
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Figure 5 .10(a) shows convergence of the population average fitness for a standard genetic 

algorithm without the symmetry operator. Figure 5.10(b) shows convergence when the 

initial population has the Lamarkian symmetry operator turned on with a probability of 

0.5. It is most significant that the presence of the operator has little adverse effect on 

convergence.
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(a) Eqn. 5.3 -  symmetry advantageous (b) Eqn. 5.4 -  symmetry not advantageous

Figure 5 .11: Occurrence of the symmetry operator for Equations 5.3 and 5 .4

Figure 5 .11 shows the percentages of the populations that have the operator turned on, for 

the two functions defined by Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.4, as the genetic algorithm 

progressed. In Figure 5.11(a), where symmetry was advantageous, the percentage with the 

operator turned on increased. In Figure 5.11(b), where symmetry was deleterious, the 

percentage of the population with the operator active, dropped rapidly to zero.

5.12 Truss optimisation example

In order to assess the viability of redundant operators, they were applied to the optimum 

design of a simple eight-node pinned truss. The horizontal and vertical co-ordinates of the 

two support nodes and the horizontal co-ordinates of the other six possible nodes were 

defined. Two nodes were positioned at one quarter the span, two at mid-span and two at 

three quarters of the span. The loads comprised three point loads of equal magnitude 

applied at one quarter, half and three quarters the span. The vertical co-ordinates of all the 

non-support nodes were variables for optimisation. The number of members and the nodes 

they connected were also variable as were the cross-sectional areas of all members.
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Figure 5.12: A sample truss showing the variety o f shape and topology allowed
\

This freedom of form, which allowed different truss shapes, topologies and member sizes, 

allowed the trusses to vary widely: the truss was free to take any form from that shown in 

Figure 2.3 to that illustrated in Figure 5.12. The aim was to select the shape, topology and 

member cross-sectional areas that generated the lightest valid truss. Trusses that were 

stable under the pattern o f applied loads, and which had no over-stressed members, were 

accepted as valid. Trusses that would be unstable under asymmetric load patterns were 

allowed.

5.12.1 Genetic coding of truss

The coding used was similar to, but differed from, previous applications o f genetic 

algorithms to truss optimisation. The genetic coding that described the truss comprised 

three parts. The first part defined the vertical co-ordinates of the six non-support nodes. A 

series o f six eight-bit binary strings specified the vertical co-ordinates o f the six nodes. 

The second section o f the genotype defined the member connectivity.

The twenty-eight possible connections between eight nodes are identified in Table 5.1 and 

were represented in the genetic coding by twenty-eight bits. If the appropriate bit was 

turned on, the member was deemed to exist; if the bit was turned off, it was not. For
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example, if bit number II had a value of “1” then the truss included a member between 
nodes 2 and 6.

Table 5.1; Member connectivity table

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 8 9 10 11 12 13

3 14 15 16 17 18

4 SW ASSWSjWA: 19 20 21 22

5 smmmt
"

23 24 25

6 26 27

7
: k ¥J'X^X'S>^m*x <

28

The third section of the coding defined the cross-sectional area of each of the twenty-eight 

possible members. Each cross-sectional area was defined using an eight-bit binary string. 
Therefore each truss was defined by a binary string with 300 bits, 48 for vertical co

ordinates, 28 for connectivity and 224 for member areas. The binary code used to describe 

the nodal co-ordinates and the member cross-sections was a Gray code. This was used to 

facilitate final convergence where advances might only occur through mutation.

One potential disadvantage of this coding system is that, when members are turned off, the 

sections of code defining the cross-sectional areas of those members, does not affect the 

fitness of the truss. Hence these sections of code will not evolve and, should the member 

be turned on again later in the optimisation, its cross-sectional area may not be 
competitive.

The variety of trusses this coding can represent is considerable. For a binary string 300 bits 

long, there are 2x10®° possible combinations. Every individual has 300 near neighbours 

in the search-space differing by a single bit, 89,700 that differ by two bits and 26,730,600 

that differ by three bits or 1% of the coding.
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5.12.2 Details of genetic algoritliin code

The genetic algorithm developed and used by the author is similar to Goldberg’s (1989) 

Simple Genetic Algorithm, (SGA). The objective function comprised the truss weight and 

included neither a cost per node nor a cost per member. Non-viable structures, which were 

either unstable mechanisms or had undersized members, were penalised by adding a 

variable penalty to the truss weight. A linear scaling was applied to the fitness such that 

the best individual would have an expected occurrence of two in the next generation, 

before crossover and mutation. The penalty applied to infeasible solutions was such that 

they would have an expected occurrence in the next population of not greater than one. The 

selection process used was a stochastic remainder selection without replacement.

The number and variety of different topologies present in the population was such that 

crosses between different topologies were probable but unlikely to produce fit offspring. 

The population was sorted according to shape and topology to increase the incidence of 

mating between similar topologies. This procedure encouraged the development of niches. 

The population was then taken in pairs and single-point binary crossover was applied with 

a crossover probability of 0.75. Following crossover, each bit in the genetic code of every 

individual was mutated with a probability of 0.003. With a string length of 300, one would 

expect approximately one mutation per individual.

A population size of 150 individuals was used. The initial population was generated 

randomly. The bits that defined the nodal co-ordinates and the member cross-sections were 

turned on or off with equal probability. The bits that described whether members existed or 

not, were turned on with a probability of 0.75, a value that was found to lead to acceptable 

results. The problem with removing members with a probability of 0.5 is that an excessive 

number of members in the initial population would have been infeasible and founder 

effects could be introduced.

5.12.3 Redundant operators

The redundant operators applied in the optimisation included;
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• Symmetry operators

• Operators that turned oflF groups of members by setting sections of the connectivity 

matrix to zero

• Operators that rationalised the truss

Two hybrid symmetry operators were included in the optimisation. One altered the genetic 

code such that the co-ordinates, connectivity and member sizes o f the right-hand side of 

the truss mirrored the truss’s left-hand side. The second was similar but caused the left- 

hand side of the truss to mirror the right. In forcing symmetry, these operators also 

removed some of the members interconnecting the right and left sides.

When the nodes of a truss are numbered sequentially the connectivity matrix of a truss 

tends to have the majority of its members close to the diagonal. In this scenario, nodes that 

are close to one another, are more likely to be connected. The operators that set sections of 

the connectivity matrix to zero, facilitated the formation of such an arrangement by 

removing members that connected nodes that were far apart. For example, one of these 

operators had the effect of removing members labelled 5, 12, and 18 in Table 5.1. Another 

had the effect of removing members 4, 11, 17 and 22.

The first rationalising operator removed a node and the members connected to it if the 

node was neither a support nor a node at which a load was applied and which had two 

(non-colinear) members or less connected to it. Such a node serves no purpose since, from 

equilibrium, the members connected to it must be unstressed. The possible disadvantage of 

such an operator is that it is difficult to re-establish a node and its connections once the 

node has been eliminated.

The second rationalising operator removed all members that had zero cross-sectional area. 

Members of zero area that were still turned on in the connectivity matrix could reappear if 

any of the eight bits defining their cross-sectional area was turned on through mutation. 

Turning these members off" in the connectivity matrix made them less Ukely to be 

reintroduced through mutation.

Each of the operators was controlled by one bit in the genetic code.
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5.12.4 Truss example -  convergence
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Figure 5 .13: Convergence o f truss weight with and without redundant operators (Bold line 

represent average population fitness, thin Imes represent best individual in generation).

Figure 5.13(a) shows the rate of convergence for the genetic algorithm without any 

redundant operators applied. The vertical axis gives the truss weight and the horizontal axis 

shows the number o f generations. The bold line indicates the average weight, or fitness, of 

the population and the lighter line gives the lightest valid truss per generation. Figure 

5.13(b) shows the same information for the analysis that included redundant operators, all 

the other genetic algorithm parameters, such as population size and mutation probability, 

were the same for both analyses.

Figure 5.14: Optimum truss shape and topology, as found by the genetic algorithm when

redundant operators were used
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The truss topology and shape to which the program converged when operators were used, 

is shown in Figure 5.14. The topology of the truss was established after approximately 

sixteen generations. The truss shown in Figure 5.14 is a mechanism for any asymmetric 

pattern of loads. Similarly, if the vertical co-ordinates of the two quarter-span load points 

are not equal, or if the geometry of the structure is not such that the horizontal component 

of the compression and tensile members meeting at the left-hand support are not equal, 

then this truss is invalid. However, it is the ideal shape for the loading given and the 

constraints on topology. In practice, this structure would be stabilised by adding additional 

members of nominal cross-section.

5.13 Conclusions on the application of genetic algorithms

This chapter began with an investigation of the importance of coding systems. Because the 

choice of coding system is vital, it is clear that a genetic algorithm should not be treated as 

a “black box”. The coding system should be chosen such that it supports the schema 

theorem and building-block hypothesis.

Genetic algorithms are suited to problems with more than a single local optimum. 

Encouraging convergence to the global optimum, or to the region of the global optimum, 

requires choosing an appropriate degree of selective pressure. Because different problems 

will have different degrees of epistasis, there is no simple set of rules that work on all 

occasions. The chapter describes the potential advantages of a number of different 

techniques for controlling the selective pressure or improving convergence. However, 

when applying a genetic algorithm to a new problem, it is prudent to experiment with 

different selective pressures and to explore the effects of ordering the population prior to 

mating. Restarts are also worth considering. In the truss example it would be prudent to re

optimise the structure for shape and member sizes once the final topology has been 

identified.

The chapter also discussed hybrid algorithms in which genetic algorithms and other 

optimisation techniques are combined. Hybrid algorithms are an appropriate approach for 

problems with mixed t3q)es of variable. Programs can often be formulated such that the 

traditional optimisation techniques are part of the evaluation routine of the genetic
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algorithm. If an optimisation requires a solution that is a local optimum, then a hill 

climbing algorithm, or similar, should be used in conjunction with the genetic algorithm.

Finally the chapter introduced the concept of redundant operators and explained their use 

with two examples. Redundant operators represent a potential method of introducing long 

schemata that are not composed of shorter fit schemata without restricting the scope of the 

optimisation. As such they provide a means of introducing empirical rules into a genetic 

algorithm optimisation without affecting the generality of the coding. The propagation of 

these operators is dependent on whether they improve fitness and therefore the concept of 

redundant operators is in keeping with the general philosophy of genetic algorithms. The 

potential disadvantage of redundant operators is that they may alter the coding in a manner 

that is difficult to reverse; hence they can be difficult to eliminate once propagated. Despite 

this drawback, redundant operators were shown to resuh in considerable improvements in 

convergence in the example problems and are recommended by the author as a potentially 

valuable innovation.
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Chapter 6: Double-layer Grids

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 developed the theoretical foundations of genetic algorithms and Chapter 5 

interpreted the theory and gave advice on their application. The advice given in Chapter 5 

is best illustrated with examples. However, although much of the advice given in books 

and papers on the use of genetic algorithms is based on examples, there is a danger in 

extrapolating from the particular to the general. Therefore, in interpreting experience 

gained from particular implementations, including those presented in this work, one should 

be vigilant in identifying effects that are specific to the problem or encoding system used.

Structural optimisation is often used as a test-bed for assessing optimisation techniques. As 

a result there are many papers describing the application of genetic algorithms to structural 

optimisation. A brief list of such papers was given in Chapter 3. Some traditional structural 

optimisation problems are not ideally suited to optimisation using a genetic algorithm: not 

because genetic algorithms caimot be used to solve them but because more efficient 

methods exist. Traditional optimisation techniques are significantly more efficient for 

solving problems in a continuous domain (Haung and Arora 1997). One common class of 

structural optimisation problem where genetic algorithms have considerable potential are 

problems where the design parameters are discrete. Steel section sizes must be chosen from 

the set of section sizes available, the dimensions of reinforced concrete sections are 

typically constrained to being multiples of 25mm, and when considering truss connectivity, 

members are either present or not. These discrete value problems are considerably more 

difficult to solve than similar problems where the design variables can have any value, and
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although integer-programming algorithms exist, they are problematic (Taha 1987; 

Schrange 1991).

The problem described in this chapter involves the optimisation o f a set o f design variables 

that describe a double-layer grid (Makowski 1965, 1981, 1987; Iffland 1982, 1987; Chilton 

2000; Agerskov 1986). The design parameters, which will be described in detail in a later 

section, comprise both continuous and discrete variables. The approach adopted in this 

application was to combine a genetic algorithm with conventional routines to produce a 

hybrid program.

6.2 Problem description

Double-layer space grids are three-dimensional structures that span in two or more, not 

necessarily orthogonal, directions. The structural members in such grids are usually 

arranged in two interconnected parallel horizontal planes. Structurally, double-layer grids 

function as a slab composed o f a large number o f individual members. A photograph of a 

typical double-layer grid is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Photograph of a double-layer grid
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These structures are an extremely efficient form for spanning large areas with minimum 

internal support.

The example problem chosen to illustrate the application o f genetic algorithms and 

described in this chapter describes the application o f a genetic algorithm to minimise the 

weight o f orthogonal double-layer space grids spanning rectangular plans. The class o f 

space-grid considered was confined to orthogonal layouts; triangular layouts were not 

considered. This is clearly an omission because the use o f double layer grids that are based 

on a triangular module is common. However, modules based on a triangular layout are less 

suited to rectangular plans. The scope o f space grid was reduced further and only space 

grids with continuous external edge supports were considered.
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Figure 6.2: Plan views o f typical double-layer rectangular grids

Double-layer space grids are generally constructed fi'om a repeating module. Typical 

layout patterns for an orthogonal grid are shown in Figure 6.2, where green indicates 

members in the top layer, red indicates members in the bottom layer and blue indicates 

members that interconnect the top and bottom layers. A grid’s topology can generally be 

defined by specifying the basic module and the number o f times it is repeated in each 

direction. For a rooC'fioor space o f fixed size, the number o f times a module is repeated 

dictates the size o f the module and hence the dimensions o f the module members. The 

depth between top and bottom layers is usually constant. Therefore, once this depth and the 

distances spanned in the two orthogonal directions are specified, then the co-ordinates o f
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all nodes and the length of all members are a function of the topology of the basic 

structural module and the number of times it is repeated. Other more complex methods of 

specifying the geometry of such structures exist (Noosin 1975, 1981), but were not utilised 

here.

Thus the parameters used to define a double layer space grid include:

• the topology of the basic module

• the number of times the module is repeated in each of the two orthogonal directions

• the depth of the structure

• the member sections used

• the distribution of the member sizes within the structure

• the support conditions

Practical considerations dictate that space grids are usually constructed using a limited 

number of member sections (Agerskov 1986). Choosing the number of member sections to 

be allowed involves balancing increased complexity against the possible reduction in 

weight. In this optimisation nine different member sections were allowed, three sections 

for the top grid, three for the bottom and three for the members connecting the top and 

bottom layers.

The optimisation of the parameters that describe such a structure cannot be formulated as a 

mathematical programming problem. The topology, the number of times the basic module 

is repeated, the member sizes and their locations are discrete, not continuous, variables. 

Because the number of members and the basic topology are not fixed, and because almost 

all the problem parameters are discrete, this problem could not be readily solved using 

conventional techniques. However, the problem is ideal for illustrating the application of a 

genetic algorithm.

6.3 Encoding system

The importance of choosing an appropriate encoding system was highlighted in Section

5.2, An optimisation problem may either “lend itself’ to a genetic algorithm or prove
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difficult to solve depending on how the variables, constraints and objectives are encoded. 

The double-layer grid optimisation that forms the subject of this chapter provides a clear 

example.

In accordance with the recommendations given at the end of Section 5.2, it is desirable to 

devise an encoding system that supports both the schema theorem and the building-block 

hypothesis and that promotes simultaneous convergence o f the problem parameters being 

optimised. Ideally, epistatic effects should be minimised such that the phenotypic traits 

associated with schemata in the genotype should remain constant during the optimisation 

and independent o f the values o f other schemata.

The encoding system used required a binary genotype o f 89 bits to define a potential 

solution. The first 79 bits defined the structure’s topology, depth, support conditions and 

member section sizes. The last ten bits, 80-89, controlled the activation o f various 

redundant operators. A Gray code was used.

6.3.1 Encoding of topology

The overall topology of the each double-layer grid was defined by three phenotype traits 

specified by three separate sections o f the genotype. The first two sections o f the genotype, 

bits 1-4 and 5-8, defined the number o f repetitions o f the basic module in the two 

orthogonal span directions, notionally labelled East-West and North-South. A binary string 

four bits long can represent 16 different values, for example, the numbers 1 to 16 or 5 to 

20 , The results presented later in this chapter were for a square plan 48 metres by 48 

metres. In most cases for this particular optimisation the number o f repetitions was 

restricted to lie between 8 and 15, i.e., module length/width ranging fi"om 6m to 3.25m. 

Thus, only the first three bits o f these four bit sections were used. This artificial reduction 

in the search space was implemented to reduce the execution time. This restriction was 

lifted for one o f the optimisation runs and for this particular case, the fiill range for the 

number of repetitions of 8 to 23 was available.

Double-layer grids constructed using different basic modules will differ greatly. However, 

it is probable that the optimum value for number o f module repetitions should not vary
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greatly. This is because, regardless of the topology of the basic unit, the optimum value for 

the number of module repetitions involves a compromise between; fewer heavily stressed

members with a heavy cladding system capable of spanning between widely spaced

supports, or a lighter cladding system and an increased number of less heavily stressed 

structural members.

The second characteristic defining a grid’s topology is its structural depth. Bits 9-16 

defined the depth of the grid. These eight bits give 256 possible values. Thus, this eight-bit 

string could be used to describe structural depths between 0.00m and 12.75m with a 

precision of 0.05m. However, a structural depth of 0.00 is a nonsense. Therefore, a more 

useful range and level of precision should be chosen, such as, for example, a range of 

2.000m to 6.375m with a precision of 0.025m. Alternatively, since the East-West and 

North-South spans are given as input variables, it is best to relate the range of possible 

depths to the span dimensions. Double layer grids have typical span-to-depth ratios in the 

range of span/10 to span/50. Thus a sensible approach is to use the eight bits to cover this 

interval. This procedure was used and the depth of the structure was defined as;

bit string ^   ̂ ,----------- — Equation 6.1

where mspan is the minimum clear span. It is probable that the optimum structural depth 

will be largely independent of the module shape. Thus good values for structural depth 

should be common to difFerent modules. This is highly desirable because it should lead to 

the convergence of the structural depth and other parameters simultaneously.

Bits 63-79 defined the topology of the basic module. The modules were based on a 3 by 3 

grid, top and bottom, with seventeen difFerent switches controlling seventeen diflferent 

symmetric connection relationships. The effects of each of the seventeen bits are detailed 

in Figure 6.3. In each case “1” in the appropriate bit position specified presence while “0” 

specified absence of these members. The top row of the figure shows the members 

included in the top grid when bits 63-66 were active. The second row shows the action of 

bits 67-70, which dictated the bottom layer of the space grid, and the following nine 

diagrams show the effect of bits 71-79, which dictated how the two layers were 

interconnected.
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Figure 6.3: Structural members added by the different bits which controlled the topology

These seventeen bits, 63-79, are very important because they defined the basic modular 

building-block that was repeated to form the structure. This coding system has the 

advantage that the property associated with a particular topological bit does not depend on 

the values o f other bits. Unfortunately, this coding is still imperfect. The two apparently 

dissimilar modules shown in Figure 6.4 generate similar topologies; each is offset relative 

to the other by half a module in the East-West and North-South directions. The coding 

system used does not recognise this and the genetic codes for these modules are very 

different.
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Figure 6.4: Dissimilar modules that result in similar structures

Similarly a module and its inverted form have completely different genetic codes. This is a 

disadvantage and better means o f  encoding this problem may exist.

The sub-string defining the topology o f  the module was seventeen bits long. Therefore 

2 ' ’’ =131072 different topologies could be represented. The typical population size used in 

this problem was 500. Therefore, the probability o f  the optimum topology being sampled 

in the initial population was remote. The optimum topology will only evolve during the 

optimisation if it is composed o f  sampled sub-schema that are themselves fit. In this case it 

was hoped that bits 63-66, which defined the top grid connectivity, bits 67-70, which 

defined the bottom grid connectivity, and bits 81-89, which defined the shear members’ 

connectivity, would form such sub-schema. Unfortunately, the interconnection o f  the top 

and bottom  grid was still defined by a sub-string nine bits long and that is still too large, 

2 ^ = 5 1 2 .  Because each o f  the seventeen topological bits controlled the presence or 

absence o f  a particular set o f  members it was hoped that the activation o f  each particular 

topological bit would tend to be either good or bad. However, the benefits o f  having a 

particular bit active are very likely to be directly dependent on the other topological bits 

that are active.

Bit number 62 was the final bit that influenced the structure’s topology. The double-layer 

grid was assumed to be supported along all four sides. Bit number 62 dictated whether this 

support was provided to edge nodes in the top or bottom layer. In most circumstances the 

bit was set such that the support was provided to the edge nodes in the top layer.
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6.3.2 Encoding of member section sizes

Bits 1 7 - 6 1  defined the sizes o f the nine member section types, three for each layer. Each 

member section was defined by a series o f five bits. Thus bits 17 -  21, 22 -  26 and 27 -  31 

dictated the three member section sizes used in the top layer o f  the grid. These three 

sections can be labelled in order o f section size, A, B  and C where A > B > C .  In this 

formulation the member sizes were chosen fi'om a library of thirty-two standard circular 

hollow steel (CHS) sections. Details o f the section properties o f the thirty-two sections are 

given in Appendix B.2.

The simplest coding system that could be used is to encode the three section sizes 

independently o f one another with the three member sizes being obtained on decoding the 

string. In this case the three member sizes. A, B  and C, will not always be in order. If the 

genotype is not rewritten, the encoding system will not support the schema theorem. 

Consider what happens when two strings containing the optimal member sizes, A, B  and 

C , but ordered differently, are crossed.

None o f the potential crosses within the selected area can result in propagation o f any 

permutation o f  A ,  B , C  .

The most obvious, and easiest, way to avoid such problems is for the genetic code to define 

the largest member size and then identify the two smaller sections by specifying by how 

many section sizes they are smaller than the next largest section. Unfortunately this 

encoding system also has drawbacks. First, the optimisation cannot proceed in parallel, 

consider

If the section sizes defined as being Si sizes and S; + S2, sizes smaller than section A

improve the fitness of the string, then the probability that this schema is propagated is
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good. However, Si and S2 are only good when they are associated with A. I f  A is mutated 

or if the string is crossed in the region o f  A such that the value o f  A is altered, then the 

section described by S/  and S2 will be different. S/  and S2 do not have an independent 

meaning and their optimisation will not be supported by the schema theorem until the 

schema defining the largest section has converged.

Once the largest member size has converged to section A,  then the schema 

should converge followed by the schema

Convergence under this encoding scheme would be sequential rather than parallel. This 

system suffers the additional difficulty that the crossover operation can result in invalid 

member sections. In the double-layer grid example, where there are 32 available sections, 

consider the effect o f  crossover on the following two strings.

^ ^  2 Q  J Q  * * * * *  y

 ̂ * * * * *  ^  J Q  J g  * * * * *  ^

The potential outcome under the action o f crossover

 ̂*****  ̂2Q Jg * * * * *  y

is invalid because the smallest section is only 31 section sizes, not 20+18=38 section sizes, 

less than the greatest section.

The encoding system adopted encoded the three member sizes independently but when 

they were translated the genetic code was rewritten such that the member sizes occurred in 

order o f  their cross section, largest first. This reordering was necessary to avoid the 

problems identified in Section 5.2. This procedure may not be in strict observance o f  the
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schema theorem, as developed by Holland (1975) or expressed by Goldberg (1989), but it 

does observe the theorem’s central premise.

Because there are thirty-two potential sections, binary sub-strings five bits long were used 

to describe the member sizes. A binary string five bits long can have thirty-two different 

values. Thus there is no redundancy in the section-size coding. The structural properties of 

the thirty-two sections are listed in detail in Appendix B.2. As with the previous 

parameters, the optimum member sizes are likely to be broadly similar for different 

topologies and support conditions, although shallower structural systems require heavier 

sections

A binary string six bits long would have allowed a section library of sixty-four sections. If 

the number of options is not an even multiple of 2”, then a binary string will have some 

redundancy. This is often presented as a difficulty. In practice this is only a minor 

inconvenience. Many recent implementations of genetic algorithms use non-binary number 

systems that overcome this difficulty. Binary coding is used in this example because, in 

addition to the theoretical advantages related to maximising the number of schemata being 

sampled, a binary coding is the most basic implementation of a genetic algorithm. The use 

of non-binary encoding systems introduces additional variability as regards mutation and 

crossover operators.

6.3.3 Redundant-operator control

Bits 1-79 defined the structure. However, a number of additional bits were included in the 

string. These bits, 80-88, controlled redundant operators. The genetic algorithm was 

written such that these operators could be ignored if required. Thus the effect of including 

or excluding an operator or operators could be assessed.

The redundant operators introduced into this application can be broken into two categories. 

The first category comprised operators that applied heuristic rules. The operators in 

question included one that, on activation, set the depth of the double-layer grid to span 

divided by 20, a typical value given in literature (Agerskov 1986; Chilton 2000). Another 

alternative operator set the depth of the double-layer grid such that the diagonal members
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interconnecting the top and bottom layers made an angle of 45° with the vertical. Both 

operators altered the double-layer grid by rewriting bits 9-16, the bits that dictated the 

grid’s depth. These operators were included to improve the rate of convergence early in the 

analysis. Operators were included that had the effect of reducing or increasing the size of 

the member sections. Other operators were included that controlled the number of modules 

in the East-West or North-South directions such that the plan shape of the basic structural 

module would be square.

The second category comprised a series of redundant operators that affected the topology 

bits. These operators were designed to introduce known modular forms. The number of 

possible topologies was so large that the search-space of topologies might not be sampled 

effectively and important traditional double-layer grid topologies might not be sampled. 

This set of redundant operators was controlled by a series of bits, 85-88. The first bit 

governed whether the original topological bits of a genotype were to be altered, i.e. it 

controlled whether the topology of the grid would be modified. Three further bits dictated 

the form such a modification would take if the first control bit was activated. The 

topologies introduced by the operators were those commonly used in practice (Makowski 

1965; Iffland 1982, 1987; Agerskov 1986; Chilton 2000).

Adding these good topologies also had the effect of adding good sub-schema into the 

population. Thus the possibility of generating new novel schema remained. How operators 

are added into a solution and whether they are removed automatically is a problem specific 

matter. In this application the operators rewrote the string in a Lamarkian fashion because, 

as outlined in Section 5.11.2, operators that mask the string can cause other difiBculties. 

The alternative is to apply the operators after the string has been translated. However, if 

this is done then the information encoded in the string will be redundant and will cease to 

be optimised in accordance with the schema theorem. In addition, under this system if an 

operator is deactivated then the fit information associated with it is lost.

The eight potential topologies that could be introduced into the population are shown in 

Figure 6.5. The graphical scheme used in Figure 6.5 shows members and nodes in the top 

layer coloured in green, members and nodes in the bottom layer coloured in red, and shear 

members, which connected the top and bottom layers, coloured in blue. Nodes that are
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coloured in black are support nodes. The bottom and top layers are drawn oflf-set relative to 

one another to make the inter-layer connections clear.

The double-layer grids formulated by the genetic algorithm were symmetric about two 

axes. Therefore it was sufficient to show and analyse one quarter of the structure. The blue 

nodes indicate nodes that lie along an axis of symmetry. These conventions are used in all 

the double-layer grid graphical representations presented. In the larger-scale figures it is 

possible to identify the directions of restraint of the support nodes. Movement is prohibited 

perpendicular to the yellow lines that intersect support nodes. The blue nodes on the lines 

of symmetry required restraint to prevent them fi'om being unstable. In some special cases 

mid-member nodes lying on an axis of symmetry also required vertical restraint to prevent 

them ft-om being unstable.

The use of an overall control bit followed by a sequence of other bits that are interpreted if 

the control bit is active provides a mechanism for introducing operators that could be in 

competition with one another. If each of the seed topologies was controlled by a separate 

bit then the order in which the control bits was processed would disadvantage some 

operators and give an advantage to others. For example, more than one topology operator 

may be active, but whichever is activated last will dictate the final topology. This can be 

overcome by grouping operators that are in conflict. However, the control coding should 

be chosen to carefully and with reference to the building-block hj^othesis and the advice 

given in Section 5.2.

6.4 Problem specific procedures

Not all possible topologies are viable. Many if not most of the topologies generated 

randomly using the coding described are unstable. A special procedure was introduced to 

improve the percentage of feasible solutions in the initial population. This procedure 

involved checking the viability of the topology of each of the genotypes in the initial 

population. If the topology defined by a string was not viable, then the bits defining the 

topology were replaced with a new, randomly generated, series of bits and the topology 

reassessed. This test was implemented to minimise the potential loss of schemata, 

described in Section 5 .4, which occurs when a population goes through a bottleneck.
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The viability test involved checking the topological bits to see if they satisfied a series of 

simple conditions necessary for stability. The conditions were necessary but not sufficient 

to ensure viability. This check was of less importance in later generations but was vital in 

the initial populations. Details of the conditions necessary for stability are given in 

Appendix B.l.

6.5 Double-layer grid program procedure

The overall structure of the program is given in the flowchart shown in Figure 6.6. The 

genetic algorithm applied here used linear scaling and selection was based on a stochastic 

remainder selection without replacement. The scaling factor was such that two copies of 

the best individual were included in the next generation, prior to crossover and mutation. 

Infeasible individuals were penalised so that they had an expected occurrence of less than 

one in the next generation. This was achieved by relating the penalty fiinction to the 

average population fitness.

Excessive penalties can cause problems when using linear scaling. The mechanism used in 

linear scaling is such that the fitness of the least fit member of the population can have an 

undue influence on the occurrence of the best individuals in the next generation. Relating 

the penalty to the average population fitness overcomes this problem.

An optional procedure that sorted the individuals according to their topology was 

introduced between selection and crossover. This optional routine encouraged structures of 

similar topology to be crossed with each other. In theory this should help by encouraging 

clustering. Even when the sorting routine was deactivated, the selection process, stochastic 

remainder selection without replacement, had a tendency to sort the individuals, because 

highly fit individuals are added into the next population before less fit individuals. If the 

selection scheme used has the effect of ordering the new population prior to crossover and 

if this ordering effect is to be avoided, the new population must be shuffled. In this 

application the population was shuffled by assigning a randomly generated sorting number 

to each genotype and then sorting the population on the basis of these numbers.
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Continue Loop?
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Set up initial 
population

Scale fitness values

Calculate population 
statistics

Evaluate each individual in the 
population

Select fitest individuals for next 
population

Take individuals in pairs and mate 
and mutate them

Figure 6.6: Flowchart for the genetic algorithm

The selection scheme used was elitist and following selection, mating and mutation, a

single genotype in the new population was replaced with a copy o f the best individual from

the previous population, un-crossed and un-mutated. The mutation probability pm was set

at l/L  and a crossover probability Pc of 0.75 was found to be satisfactory. The algorithm

was run a number o f times with the redundant operators active and switched ofif
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6.5.1 Evaluation routine

The most complex routine in the overall procedure was that for assessing the fitness of 

each individual in a population. The flowchart for evaluating the fitness is shown in Figure 

6.7, Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10, This procedure sifted through the population and 

calculated the fitness of each individual.

The first principal stage of the fitness evaluation was the subroutine that applied the 

redundant operators. If any of the redundant operator control bits was active then the 

operator was applied to the string, causing it to be rewritten.

Each genotype, comprising a binary Gray string, was then decoded. This involved 

separating the string into its component “genes” and decoding each one separately. The 

translation procedure was straightforward. The string contained code specifying the three 

top member, bottom member and shear member sections. As outlined in Section 6,3.2, 

under the action of mutation and crossover, these sections might not occur in order. This 

was particularly true of the initial population. If the member sizes were not rearranged, 

then the schema theorem would have been undermined. Therefore the three member 

sections were decoded and, if their order was incorrect, the code was rewritten such that 

the member section genes were ordered correctly.

The topology was then subjected to the series of tests described in Section 6.4 and 

Appendix B, 1. Compliance with these simple conditions does not guarantee that a topology 

is feasible but these fast checks eliminated the majority of defective topologies without 

requiring rigorous and lengthy analyses.

The next subroutine generated the topology of the basic structural module from the 

translated topological information. The decoded parameters included the number of 

modules in the North-South and East-West directions and the depth of the grid. This 

information was sufficient to define the co-ordinates of all the potential nodes in the double
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Figure 6.7 First stage o f the routine that calculated fitness
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layer grid. Many of these potential nodes were obsolete; for example, there were nodes at 

which no members either started or ended. Such nodes can be seen in some of the 

topological modules shown in Figure 6.4.

Each node was defined by its x, y  and z co-ordinates. Every node also had a position in at 

least one module. The subroutine constructed an array that stored the global node number 

of each of the 18 potential nodes in each of the modules. For example, global node 21 was 

also recorded as being the central top node (module node 5) of the module 2-East -  1- 

North.

The topological information defined the master block and, fi"om this, the overall structure 

could be constructed module by module, member by member. The structure was defined 

by an array of nodal co-ordinates and an array of member incidences. At this stage the 

loads applied to each of the nodes in the top layer were calculated. The basic load 

comprised a uniformly distributed load of 2.5 kN/m^. The loads applied to the nodes were 

a function of the number of modules and the area of the roof likely to be supported by each 

node, thus the loading on a particular node also depended on the topology of the basic 

module. The loads applied to nodes at the edges and comers were reduced because edge 

and comer nodes support smaller areas of roof as compared with similar internal nodes. 

Loads were only applied to nodes in the top gird that could support such loads, i.e. nodes 

that were either connected to inter-layer members or that were supports. Although the 

structure was analysed for single load case only, the results fi"om this analysis were used to 

calculate the member forces for a second load case comprising a net upward uniformly 

distributed load of 0.75 kN/m^.

This stmcture still required substantial refinement before being analysed. The required 

modifications were carried out by a subroutine that pmned and rehabilitated the structure. 

Many possible topological combinations include unstable members. The routine examined 

each node and counted the number of members that either started or terminated at the node. 

If no members were connected to the node then it was removed and the node and incidence 

arrays were updated. If one member was connected to the node and it was not a support, 

then this member was unstable and both node and member were removed and the arrays 

corrected. If only two members connected the node then one of two situations must have 

existed. If the members were co-linear then the node was redundant and it was removed
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and the two members were replaced with a single member. This follows from the fact that 

a member with a hinge in its interior cannot resist compressive loads and would cause the 

structure to be unstable. If the members were not co-linear, then static equilibrium dictated 

that the force in both members must be zero and hence the node and both the members 

connected to it could be removed. The necessity for such a routine highlights the 

difficuhies involved in automatic topology generation. This difficulty is typical of those 

encountered with real problems where many of the solutions in a population may be 

infeasible and hence may need to be altered to ensure compliance with the problem 

constraints.

Having defined and refined the structure, the question of assigning section properties to the 

members arises. This is a particularly interesting problem because it highlights the 

difficulties arising in real, non-mathematical programming, problems. Without knowing 

the number of members and the number of modules in the North-South and East-West 

directions, it is impossible to dictate which members should be assigned the properties of 

the heavy, medium or light sections. This can be specified only after the topology has been 

developed and refined.

A coding system could be incorporated in which rules such as;

heavy sections in the top and bottom grid should be located in the centre and

heavy shear members should be located close to supports

were specified. In the absence of such an ideal code, a hybrid system was adopted. Initially 

all top, bottom and shear members were assigned the heaviest section from the group of 

three top, bottom and shear member sections as appropriate. The structure was then 

analysed for the case uniformly distributed vertical load. If the analysis proved that the 

structure was stable then appropriate member section sizes were allocated based on these 

initial results.

The procedure for allocating member sections was as follows. Each member was 

considered separately. For each class of member, top, bottom or inter-layer, there were 

three section sizes, which were specified by the genotype. The lightest section was tried 

first. The capacity of the section was checked for both axial load and buckling under
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vertical uniformly distributed loading of 2.5 kN/m^ and -0.75 kN/m^. If the section had the 

capacity, then the section was assigned to the member. If the section was insufficient then 

the next heaviest section was checked. If the heaviest section was inadequate then the 

member was assigned a heavy section that was adequate but uncompetitive. The structure 

with new section sizes was then reanalysed and member sizes reallocated.

From Figure 
6.7

Is the  s tru c tu re  
stab le

Yes

C ontinued in 
Figure 6 .10

R eanalyse

C h eck  deflection
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double-layer grid
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b a s is  of th e  Initial s tiffn ess  analysis

Figure 6.8: Assessment of individual solutions and selection of appropriate member sizes
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Figure 6.9: Plan view o f a section o f a two-layer grid indicating arrangement o f top, 

bottom and shear members and support details

Figure 6.9 shows a schematic plan view o f one quarter o f a double-layer truss indicating 

the relative member sizes following resizing. The solid lines represent the largest top, 

bottom and shear member sizes. The lines with large dashes represent the intermediate 

member sizes and the lines with the smallest dashes indicate the smallest member sizes. 

Thus, as one expects, the largest shear members are found at the supports and the largest 

bottom members are found in the centre o f the structure.

This member section reallocation procedure did not guarantee that no members were 

overstressed but it was sufficiently accurate for comparative purposes. Reallocating the 

member sections and re-analysing until convergence is verified would remove this problem 

but would increase execution time, almost certainly unnecessarily. Minimising the 

execution time is important because the execution time imposes a limit on the largest 

population size that can sensibly be used.
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In this particular problem the structural analysis and model generation was written in such 

a manner that full advantage was taken of symmetry. Thus, because the program was 

specifically written for rectangular plans, it was possible to calculate the stresses in all 

members of the structure by modelling only one quarter. The execution time for a stiffiiess 

analysis is related to the square of the number of degrees of freedom. Thus, the execution 

time for one quarter the number of degrees of freedom should approach one-sixteenth the 

execution time for the total structure. Availing of symmetry did require additional effort 

when considering the allocation of loads to nodes that lay along the lines o f symmetry and 

the stiffiiess and buckling lengths of members that lay parallel with or at right angles to the 

axes of symmetry also needed adjustment. In addition, the nodes along the axes of 

symmetry required external restraint to prevent the stiffness matrix for the sub-structure 

being singular.

The performance of the structure was assessed following the final analysis. The stresses in 

each member were checked under a vertical load, and an uplift load and all members were 

also checked for buckling. In addition, the overall deflection of the structure was checked 

to ensure that the maximum vertical deflection was less than span over two-hundred 

(Agerskov 1986). The deflection check was based on the deflection with the member sizes 

prior to final selection. This deflection should be indicative of the true deflection; 

reanalysis for the sake of calculating deflection to a slightly greater accuracy was 

unjustified.

A fiirther nuance was added to the program. In each generation the “modal average” of the 

population was identified and its fitness assessed. This was achieved by assessing the 

frequency distribution of “0” and “1” bits in the population at each locus in the genotypes 

of the current population. By concatenating the mode at each locus a solution was 

generated that represented, in some sense, a modal average of the population. These mode 

solutions were assessed at every generation. The analysis presented in Chapter 4 indicated 

that when the genotype has a large number of bits, there is a significant probability that 

there may be no copies of the optimal solution, even when the population as a whole has 

converged to the region of the optimum. That is, each of the best solutions may have 

errors.
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Figure 6.10: The final fitness value was a function of the structure’s weight the number of 

members, joints and the distance which the roof sheeting had to span.

6.6 Results

The genetic algorithm was run a number of times with slight variations in the algorithm’s 

parameters. A population size of 50 individuals and a total of 25 generations was used in

each of the runs reported here. Execution time constrained the population size and number

of generations that could be used. Even this limited population size of 50 and limited 

number of generation resulted in execution times of up to 100 hours on a 600MHz Pentium 

III.

The results of four different runs are presented here, namely, performance with;

• all the redundant operators disabled

• all the redundant operators enabled

• only the topology operators enabled

• topology shape 7, as shown in Figure 6.5, enforced
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By choosing these four cases, the performance of the redundant operators could be 

assessed. Figure 6.11 shows the best solution that was identified for the case with all the 

redundant operators disabled. This solution was also the best solution identified overall.

2 5  0 .5 0 4 1 1 8 S 2 E + 0 S  0 . 14392556E + 06  0 . 2 6614733E +06 0 . 5 0 4 1 18S2E+05 □ . 44679350E + 06

Figure 6.11: Best without operators and with single point crossover

This is encouraging fi-om the viewpoint o f genetic algorithms. It shows that the genetic 

algorithm identified better solutions without guidance than with guidance. However, it 

does show that the inclusion o f redundant operators is not always beneficial.

Figure 6.12 shows the average population fitness for each o f the four trials. This figure 

indicates that, in each case, the genetic algorithm fijnctioned and improved the overall 

performance o f the population as a whole. The trials in which operators were activated had 

better initial average population performance. This was due primarily to the low number of 

infeasible solutions that were generated when the operators were used.
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Figure 6.12: Average population perfonnance for different runs

Infeasible solutions were penalised heavily. Figure 6.13 confirms infeasible solutions as 

the reason for the poor average performance.
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Figure 6.13: Number o f feasible solutions in the population

Figure 6.14 shows the best individual performances for the four trials. An elitist selection 

scheme was used and therefore, in most cases, the best individual improved throughout the 

optimisation. The case where all the operators were allowed, represents an interesting 

exception. Because the effect o f some of the operators was to alter the existing genotype, 

the genotype o f the best solution could be altered during its assessment.
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The difiference in best performance between the four optimisations is notable. One o f the 

reasons for the poor performance o f the trials in which the operators were active, relates to 

the form o f the fitness flinction.
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Figure 6.14: Best individual in each generation

Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 show the topologies identified for the case where all operators 

were active and for the case where only the topology operators were active. In both these 

cases the distances between adjacent nodes in the top (loaded) grid are larger than the 

distance between adjacent nodes in Figure 6.11 or Figure 6.17. The fitness o f each double

layer grid was inversely proportional to the total weight o f the grid. The total weight 

comprised the sum o f the member weights plus an estimation o f the weight o f  the roof 

sheeting. The weight o f the roof sheeting material was taken to be a discrete fiinction o f the 

shortest perpendicular distance between adjacent nodes in the top layer. For topologies 

with adjacent nodes closer than 2m apart, the weight o f roof sheeting was taken as 

lOkg/m ; for nodes fiarther than 2.0m apart and less than 4.5m apart, the sheeting weight 

was taken as 30kg/m^; and for grids with nodes between 4.5m and 6.0m apart, the sheeting 

weight was taken as 60kg/m^. These sheeting weights were designed to recognise that, 

once the distance between adjacent nodes exceeds the distance that can be spanned by the 

sheeting material, a separate system o f support stringers is required.
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Figure 6.15: Best with all operators on and with single-point crossover

The number of modules in each direction was limited to sixteen. An examination of the 

topologies shown in Figure 6.5 shows that, in the case of each of the introduced topologies, 

the maximum distance between adjacent nodes is greater than Î2 times half the 

dimensions of the module in the East-West or North-South directions. Thus the closest 

distance between adjacent nodes for the topology shown in Figure 6.5 is 2.12m. In 

contrast, because the basic topological unit of the double-layer grid shown in Figure 6.11 

includes numerous internal nodes, the distance between adjacent nodes is 2m. Thus the 

solutions identified in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 are in a distinctly different region of the 

search space from the solution shown in Figure 6.11.

The influence of the sheeting weight also explains the asymmetry of the grid shown in

Figure 6.11. In general it is more efficient to limit the number of compression members in

a structure and have a smaller number of more heavily loaded members, because slender

compression members are limited by buckling. In his 1917 treatise “On Growth and Form”

the naturalist D’Arcy Thompson showed that this leads to the evolution of natural
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structures, trees for example, where the number o f compression members is limited 

(Thompson 1992). In the double-layer grid optimisation it is more efficient to limit the 

number o f compression members. The grid shown in Figure 6.11 has 12 modules in the 

East-West direction and this gives a distance o f 2m between adjacent nodes. However, 

there is no advantage, in terms o f limiting the sheeting weight, in having 12 modules in the 

North-South direction. Thus, by having eight modules in the North-South direction the 

number o f compression members is reduced. However, if the number o f modules in the 

North-South direction is reduced too much then the grid will tend to span in one direction 

and the benefits o f two-way spanning will be lost.

0.274 '72S01E +06 50 . 11634027E+O60 . 11634827E+06 0 . 13352S97E+05

Figure 6.16; Best individual with only topology operators active

The number o f repetitions in the North-South and East-West directions was limited to 

between eight and fifteen in the first three optimisations. In the fourth optimisation the 

topology was set to topology seven in Figure 6.5. This was the topology o f the optimal 

solution for the run with only the topology operators active. Because this topology uses a
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limited number o f nodes per module, it was possible to increase the number o f modules 

allowed in each direction without incurring excessive execution times. Thus, the number of 

modules in the East-West and North-South directions was allowed to vary between eight 

and twenty-three. The best individual identified is shown in Figure 6.17. In this 

optimisation the increased number o f modules resulted in grids with adjacent nodes less 

than 2.0 metres apart. Thus the performance o f these grids was closer to the performance 

o f the grid in Figure 6.11. In fact, the particular solution that evolved has adjacent nodes at 

exactly 2m.

0.81399959E +O S 0 . 10637847E+06 0 . 10714973E+06 0 .2 1 1 7 3 0 0 9 E + 0 6  5

Figure 6.17: Best solution for optimisation where the topology shape 7 was imposed and 

the number o f module repetitions in the North-South and East-West directions was allowed

to vary fi-om 8 to 23

The graphs o f average population fitness shown in Figure 6.12 show that the average 

population fitness o f the four populations was still improving when the optimisations were 

terminated. Thus it is highly probable that better solutions would have been identified if
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the algorithms had been allowed to continue. However, the execution time available was 

limited.

The plots shown in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 show the level o f activation of each o f the 

different operators during the second optimisation, when all the operators were allowed. 

Figure 6.18 shows the level o f  activation of each o f the non-topological operators. 

Operator 1 had the effect o f setting the number o f module repetitions in the North-South 

direction such that the basic shape o f the module would be square in plan. Operators 2 and 

3 altered the distance between the top and bottom layers o f the double-layer grid. Operator 

2 altered the distance between the layers such that the depth was set to 1/20 o f  the 

minimum span. Operator 3 altered the depth such that the diagonal members 

interconnecting the top and bottom layers would be at an angle o f 45° with the vertical. 

Operator 4 decreased all the member sizes by one section size and operator 5 increased all 

the member sizes by one section size. Operator 1 was the only operator that propagated 

widely. With hindsight this result is understandable. The encoding system, which restricted 

the range o f the depth o f the double-layer grid to lie within the sensible limits o f Span/10 

and Span/50, makes operators 2 and 3 redundant. It is clear that operators 4 and 5 could 

only be o f temporary benefit at best.
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Figure 6.18: The number o f each o f the five non-topological operators that were active in

the population in each generation

Figure 6.19 shows the level o f activation o f the non-topology operators. The most

important observation is that most o f the topologies were represented in the population.
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Furthermore, Figure 6.20 shows that 6% o f the population in the final generation did not 

have any topology bit active. Thus the population appears to have maintained diversity to 

at least some degree.
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Figure 6.19: The number o f each o f the eight topological operators that were active in the

population in each generation
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Figure 6.20: The total number o f topological operators that were active in the population in

each generation

Figure 6.21 shows the performance o f the best individual, population average and 

population mode. It is interesting that there was an appreciable difference between the
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population mode and the best individual. If  the problem were uni-modal, one would expect 

the population mode to be as good as or better than the best individual. However, with 

multi-modal problems this will not be the case because the population may contain sub

groups o f solutions scattered about different local optima.
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Figure 6.21: Optimisation without active operators

6.8 Summary

This double-layer grid optimisation problem highlights the problems associated with 

applying genetic algorithms to real optimisation problems. The difficulties encountered can 

be listed under the following headings;

• Problem definition

• Coding generation and decoding

• Fitness assessment

Defining the double layer grid optimisation problem appears relatively easy. However, in 

this analysis a very simple optimisation criterion, namely minimisation o f the structure 

weight, was adopted. In practice the objective is to minimise cost or achieve a balance 

between cost, appearance and erection time. The cost is related to the total weight. 

However, in structures o f this type the cost per node is usually high and minimising the
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number o f nodes is crucial (Chilton 2000). Proprietary systems such as Space Deck, Nodus 

or Unibat are well established and have been widely used. It is difficult to quantify the 

benefits o f using an established system versus a specially designed structure because the 

construction difficuhies o f the special structure may be difficult to predict in advance.

The difficulties encountered in developing the encoding system in this example highlight 

the attention that is necessary when choosing an encoding system. In addition, developing 

the routines for generating the geometry o f the space grid required considerable 

prograrmning effort, as did the fitness assessment routines. However, these routines would 

be required regardless o f the optimisation technique used unless a proprietary analysis 

program was used and a fully stressed design adopted. The real restrictions that the 

assessment routines applied, were related to the available execution time. Because the 

assessment routines required substantial time to execute, this limited the population size 

and number o f generations that could be executed. Dealing with infeasible solutions 

successflilly was also problematic.

The performance o f the genetic algorithm was encouraging. The performance of the 

average population fitness is the best indicator o f success when implementing a genetic 

algorithm and Figure 6.12 shows that, in all cases, the performance o f the population 

improved. The solutions identified by the genetic algorithms were interesting, particularly 

the solution identified when no operators were active. It is encouraging that the solution 

generated without prompting, shown in Figure 6.11, was the most efficient solution 

identified.

The member stress, buckling and deflection tests applied to the double-layer grids were not 

in accordance with any particular code. However, it would be a simple step to tailor the 

program to any particular set o f requirements.
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Chapter 7: Traffic Network Optimisation

7.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the application o f a genetic algorithm to a traffic network 

optimisation problem. The optimisation problem is introduced and then the chapter 

continues by describing the application o f the genetic algorithm. The program and the 

encoding systems developed are described in detail, as is the manner in which the 

algorithm was implemented. The purpose o f detailing the implementation is to give a 

second demonstration o f the application of the principles that were developed in earlier 

chapters. The problem chosen is complex but is a good example o f a problem that is 

ideally suited to genetic algorithms and not amenable to solution using traditional methods. 

The application presented does not use redundant operators, but does illustrate how genetic 

algorithms and other optimisation techniques can be combined sensibly and successfully to 

produce hybrid optimisation algorithms.

7.2 Traffic optimisation

Genetic algorithms have been applied to various transportation problems in the past. A list 

o f the genetic algorithm applications to transportation problems that have appeared in the 

major civil engineering journals was given in Chapter 3. The applications listed included a 

wide range of problems but, as yet there have been relatively few papers describing the 

application of genetic algorithms to traffic assignment. This must be due in part to the fact 

that the traditional traffic assignment problem is amenable to solution using well 

established mathematical programming techniques (Ortiizar and Willumsen 1994;
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Steenbrink 1978). However, problems such as traffic signal control appear to be promising 

areas for the application of genetic algorithms.

The problem addressed in this chapter involves maximising the capacity o f existing road 

networks. In the past the capacity of urban street networks was often increased by a 

combination of constructing new roads and demolishing streetscapes to widen existing 

routes. This approach is no longer considered acceptable in many cities and traffic 

engineers responsible for urban traffic systems have concentrated on ensuring that 

maximum use is made of existing networks.

Traffic flow through a street network can be optimised at many different levels. The layout 

of the network itself may be improved by adding additional links but, as mentioned, such 

potential improvements are frequently curtailed. Individual intersections may be realigned 

to improve traflRc flow. The sequence of movements, the cycle time and the duration of 

each stage may be optimised locally, or the cycle times of adjacent intersections may be 

linked and “green wave” patterns encouraged (Easa 1991). These different improvements 

involve the optimisation of different systems that are interdependent. Traffic optimisation 

problems can be either static, where steady traffic flow is assumed, or dynamic where the 

problem, and hence its solution, varies with time.

There is another potential method of increasing the capacity of an existing traffic network. 

That is, to alter the pattern of flow through the existing network. The pattern of flow 

through a network is governed by the trips that the public wish to make, expressed in a trip 

matrix, and the routes available to them. The allowable directions of travel on the links and 

the turning movements allowed at each junction determine the routes available to 

travellers. The problem addressed in this chapter is to increase the capacity of a traffic 

network and to reduce travel times by improving the set of routes available.

7.3 Problem description

Consider an existing network of roads and intersections, which might or might not be 

controlled by traffic lights. Most traffic networks contain some one-way streets and 

junctions at which right-hand turns are prohibited. Busy one-way streets use street space
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efficiently. A two-lane one-way street has a greater total capacity than a two-lane street 

with one lane o f traffic in each direction (Salter and Hounsell 1996). Prohibiting certain 

right-hand turning movements also has the potential to improve the flow at certain 

junctions because opposing turning movements (right-hand turns in countries such as 

Ireland, the United Kingdom and Japan, with left-hand drive; and left-hand turns in regions 

such as the U.S.A. and Continental Europe, with right-hand drive) are in conflict with 

oncoming traffic and frequently require a separate signal stage, see Figure 7.1. The 

illustrations in this thesis are for a left-hand drive system such as that used in Ireland.

Figure 7.1: Straight-through movement in conflict with turning-right movement

If right-hand turning movements are prohibited then alternative routes must be found. One 

traditional solution used in cities based on a block layout is to replace right-hand turning 

movements with a sequence o f left-hand turns; see Figure 7.2 (OTlaherty 1997).

The assignment o f one-way streets and prohibition o f particular junction turning 

movements dictates the routes available to travellers. Given an existing network o f streets 

and an origin-destination trip matrix, there must be an optimal set o f routes that maximises 

the capacity o f the network. Finding the optimum, or at least improving on an existing 

situation, is the goal o f this optimisation problem.
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Figure 7.2: Alternative to right-hand turn

For the purpose o f this optimisation, steady-state flow was assumed. The optimisation 

criterion was the minimisation o f the total travel time. The total travel time was calculated 

as the sum over all the links o f travel time on the link by traffic flow. Thus the cost 

associated with a potential solution is the sum o f the travel times for each trip in the origin- 

destination matrix. This basic model could easily be extended to incorporate fluctuations in 

traffic flow throughout the day. However, most traffic networks are designed to maximise 

capacity during rush hour. Hence, such an extension is not vital.

There are factors that are not related to journey time that could be considered in optimising 

a network. In addition to travel time it is valid to attempt to minimise the expected number 

o f accidents. This is also related to lane allocation and the prohibition o f turning 

movements (Wrackrill and Wright 1992; Wright 1975, 1979, 1986; Wright et al. 1989a, 

1989b, 1995a, 1995b). However, the fitness function used in this optimisation did not 

assess the network’s accident potential. This second objective cannot be added into the 

formulation easily because it is difficult to choose how savings in travel time should be 

balanced against accident risk (Hauer 1994). Thus the inclusion o f this second objective, or 

other requirements such as the minimisation o f emissions, would require a multi-criterion 

optimisation.

The network optimisation problem presented in this chapter does not appear to have been

tackled previously. However, there are a limited number o f  references to the optimal
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allocation of lane space at junctions (Lam et al. 1997), Perhaps this is because the 

problem’s form does not lend itself to solution using traditional techniques. Nevertheless 

the problem is easy to define and at first sight seems to be an ideal candidate for a genetic 

algorithm. It is ideal for a genetic algorithm because the parameters to be optimised are 

easy to code. The permissibility of each turning movement can be indicated using a single 

binary bit and lane allocation is similarly easy to encode. The problem is not trivial; there 

will be a degree of epistasis. Whether a particular lane allocation or turn prohibition is 

good or bad wUl depend not only on whether such a choice is intrinsically good but also on 

the allocation of lanes on other routes and prohibition of other turning movements in the 

immediate vicinity.

The traffic assignment carried out as an integral part of assessing the suitability of potential 

networks is based on the Wardrop I proposition that traffic acts selfishly (Wardrop 1952; 

Esas 1991; O’Flaherty 1996). This proposition assumes that drivers are aware of the travel 

time on each link and choose their routes to minimise their travel time. This has been 

shown to be a good model of how traffic does assign itself to a network. The total travel 

time that is achieved assuming a Wardrop I assignment is not the potential minimum travel 

time. The Wardrop II assignment, whereby drivers choose their routes such that the total 

travel time for all users is minimised, results in lower total travel times (Wardrop 1952; 

Orthiizar and Willmunsen 1994). It may be that prohibiting turning movements and 

restricting the direction of travel on certain links may have the effect of forcing selfish 

drivers to adopt a pattern of flow closer to a Wardrop II assignment.

7.3.1 Trinity College “roundabout”

Genetic algorithms are frequently applied to simple test problems. Initially this traffic 

optimisation routine was applied to the simple grid-like network shown in Figure 7.3.

The genetic algorithm based optimisation appeared to work well on this test network. 

However, one of the objectives of this thesis is to identify the problems that arise when the 

application of genetic algorithms is extended from simple test-bed problems to real 

engineering problems. The idealised network of Figure 7,3 was too simplistic to assess the
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practical difficulties o f applying a genetic algorithm to this optimisation problem. 

Therefore the initial test routines were adapted to tackle a real-world network.

Figure 7.3: Diagram o f prototype network

The traffic network chosen was the street network immediately surrounding Trinity 

College Dublin; see Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Section o f Dublin street network chosen for optimisation
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This section o f the city was chosen for a number o f reasons. Trinity College is at the centre 

o f Dublin’s traffic network. The streets surrounding the college carry large volumes o f 

traffic and the circular flow around the university make it function like the hub o f a large 

roundabout. The network o f streets surrounding the college is broken to the north by the 

River Liffey, by St. Stephen’s green to the south, and by Merrion Square to the East. This 

limits the number o f  entry and exit points into the traffic cordon around the college as can 

be seen in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.7. Dublin’s road network is radial, and Trinity College 

is close to its centre; see Figure 7.5. Hence, a large number o f commuters travel through 

this section o f the city.
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Figure 7.5: Trinity College (shown in blue) at the centre o f Dublin’s radial network

Traffic data from the Dublin Transportation Office’s traffic model were used to generate

an origin-destination matrix describing the number o f trips per hour at peak times from

each o f the sub-network’s entry points to each exit. These trip volumes were expressed in
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standard passenger car units (Ortuzar and Willumsen 1994). The manner in which the 

number of trips between each origin and destination were estimated, is described in detail 

in Appendix C.l. The trip matrix generated is not definitive but is sufficiently realistic for 

the purpose of the optimisation. The trips model rush-hour traffic. The use of a single, 

static, origin-destination matrix is a simplification but extending the technique to include 

varying trip volumes would be straightforward.

The input information used to formulate the network model of the street system to be 

optimised was contained in a separate file, which was read by the main program. The 

network was defined by specifying;

• the number of intersections and their cartograpliic co-ordinates,

• the number of streets, and data describing each street, including: the number of 

lanes, the allocation of those lanes and whether the allocation of the lanes was to be 

optimised, and the intersections at which each street started and ended.

Using this input information, the program automatically generated a more detailed model -  

Figure 7.6. In the detailed model each street was represented by two links, one in each 

direction, and at junctions separate links were generated to represent each turning 

movement.
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The program identified the turning movements automatically by first identifying the links 

entering and leaving each junction and then linking the exit node o f each link entering the 

junction with the entry node o f every link leaving the junction. Thus, the data for a simple 

cross-roads was input as per Figure 7.6(a) and the program automatically generated the 

more complex model shown in Figure 7.6(b).

Specific intersection geometry details were not recorded. This widely used simplification 

affects the overall accuracy o f the network model because junction details affect the traffic 

flow through a network. However, a general routine that would consider the geometric 

characteristics o f each junction is beyond the scope o f this study, and previous work 

suggests that the improvements gained may not justify the increase in computational effort 

and the difficulty o f obtaining the detailed junction information (Koutsopoulos and Habbal 

1994). Figure 7.7 shows the traffic network o f the street system surrounding Trinity 

College that was developed automatically from the input file. This network shows all 

potential links.

Figure 7.7: The traffic network generated from the information in the input file
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Each street is shown as bi-directional in this initial diagram and all possible turning 

movements are indicated. The yellow nodes in the diagram are the intersection nodes for 

links leaving an intersection. Red indicates nodes for links entering an intersection.

7.4 Encoding system

Optimising the network shown in Figure 7.7 involved optimising two separate but related 

sets o f data, namely; the allowable junction movements, and the allocation o f lanes 

between the two directions o f travel on each street. These two sets are not independent. If 

all the traffic movements into one end o f a street are prohibited, then the street must 

function as a one-way street. The encoding system chosen ignores this redundancy and the 

junction and lane details are prescribed independently. Ideally redundancy should be 

avoided in an encoding system. It is difficuh to identify an ideal encoding system but 

careful consideration should eliminate some possible pitfalls.

7.4.1 Junction encoding system

The basic model generated by the program automatically formed the intersection 

interconnection details, including potential links between each of the entries into an 

intersection and each of the exits, excluding u-tums. Because a turning movement must be 

either allowed or disallowed a binary code is ideal -  these variables are certainly not 

continuous.

Each junction’s turning movements was described using two arrays. The existing network 

dictated the first array. Each intersection is flilly described by recording the number of 

streets meeting at the intersection and the entry and exit node numbers. Initially each street 

was considered to comprise two links, one in each direction. Hence, each junction had a 

pair o f entry/exit nodes for each street connected to it. Details of the paired, entry and exit, 

nodes o f each intersection were stored in the first array. This data was sufficient to derive 

all possible turning movements.
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The entry and exit nodes were stored in pairs in clockwise order. The order is of 

importance because right-tum and left-tum movement are different: right-tum movements 

conflict with more of the other junction movements.

A junction with n entry nodes and n exit nodes contains potential turning movements, 

with n of these being u-tums. For example, the possible turning movements for the 

junction shown in Figure 7.8(a) are given in Figure 7.8(b), where U, L, R and S indicate u- 

tums, left-hand turns, right-hand turns and straight-ahead movements.

1 3 5 7

~2~
_

” i7 s R

4 R u L S

6 S R U L

8 L s R U

(a) (b)

Figure 7.8: Entry and exit nodes and possible turning movements for a junction with four 

streets entering and exiting: (a) diagrammatic representation; (b) array of potential turning 

movements (U = u-tum, L = left-hand turn, R = right-hand turn and S = straight ahead)

A second nxn  control matrix with entries of either 0 or 1 at each location can be used to 

specify which movements are allowable. For example, in the case of the junction of Figure 

7.8, an appropriate control matrix might be that shown in Table 7.1. U-tums were not 

allowed. Thus, a binary string « x ( n - l )  bits long defines the non-redundant entries of 

each intersection control matrix. By concatenating the strings for each junction, a single 

binary string is used to represent the allowable turning movements at every intersection in 

the network.
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Table 7.1: Turning movements for a junction with four entries and exits (refer to Figure

7.8)

1

0

For example, if the data is stored by row, the information in Table 7.1 is represented by the 

binary string.

llOOlllIlllO

7.4.2 Lane control

The number of lanes available in each street was specified in the input file. The model 

automatically generated fi"om the input file, represented each street with a pair of links. 

Optimising street usage involved sharing the lanes between the pairs of links. The number 

of lanes allocated to a particular link defined its capacity. The relationship between number 

o f lanes in each direction and the associated capacities, were based on the U.K. 

Department of Transport figures (Salter and Hounsell 1996) and details of the rules used 

are given in Appendix C.4.

Control of the allowable turning movements was ideally suited to a binary representation 

because each movement is either permissible or not; hence there are two possible states. 

Control of lane usage was less suited to a binary representation because the number of 

ways in which usage of the lanes in a street may be specified was not always equal to 2" 

for some value of «. For example, there are three potential ways of allocating lane usage on 

a two-lane street, therefore a two bit sub-string is required. However, a two-bit sub-string 

can have four possible states. For this reason there was not a one-to-one coding for lane 

usage for all streets. When a single phenotype had two or more genotypes, the coding was 

chosen such that those genotypes had a Hamming distance of one. In this way, a particular
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schema, whose order was one less than the sub-string length, defined the phenotype in 

question.

Each case will be considered separately beginning with streets that are wide enough for a 

single lane only. In this case, only two possibilities exist. Hence a single bit could be used 

to describe lane allocation and direction of flow. Table 7.2 shows the two possible states 

and the corresponding control bit value.

Table 7.2: Two possible allocations for a single-lane street

Lane 1 Start End 1

Lane 1 Start ^  End 0

Streets with space for two lanes of traffic are slightly more complex and two bits were 

required. Two control bits can have a total of four possible values namely 00, 01, 10 and 

11. However, because there are only three ways of allocating the flow on two lanes there 

must be some redundancy in the coding.

Table 7.3: Three possible allocations for a two-lane street

Lane 1 

Lane 2

Start To 

Start To
00

Lane 1 

Lane 2

Start To 

Start To
01 or 11

Lane 1 

Lane 2

Start ^  To 

Start ^  To
10

The scheme shown in Table 7.3 makes best use of the redundancy available. Two of the 

four possible settings are assigned to the situation where each direction has a single lane 

because this is perhaps the least limiting option and is least likely to result in infeasible 

solutions. The allocation of the bit sequences was chosen so that the hamming distance 

between each of the options varies by a single bit. If the first bit is “0” then there is at least 

one lane in the From -> To direction. Similarly, if the first bit is “1” then there is at least 

one lane in the From 4- To direction. In addition, if the second bit is “ 1” then the result is a 

two-way street while if the second bit is “0” then the result is a one-way street. Hence the
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schemata; 0*, 1*, *1, and *0, all have significance. In contrast consider the alternative 

encoding system shown in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4; Alternative, undesirable, coding for a two-lane street

Lane 1 

Lane 2

Start End 

Start End
00

Lane 1 

Lane 2

Start End 

Start 4- End
01 or 10

Lane 1 

Lane 2

Start End 

Start ^  End
11

There are two disadvantages to the alternative encoding scheme. First, a change fi'om one

way traflSc in one direction to one-way traffic in the reverse direction would require a 

change o f two bits and hence would be less likely to occur through mutation. Second, in 

contrast to the first scheme, the second bit has no significance without reference to the first 

bit Thus the first encoding scheme is better because it has less epistasis.

There are a total of four ways that a street with space for three lanes can be arranged (see 

Table 7.5). Hence two bits can define four options without redundancy.

Table 7.5: Lane allocations for a three-lane street

Lane 1 Start End

Lane 2 Start End 00

Lane 3 Start End

Lane 1 Start End

Lane 2 Start End 01

Lane 3 Start End

Lane 1 Start End

Lane 2 Start End 11

Lane 3 Start <r End

Lane 1 Start <- End

Lane 2 Start End 10

Lane 3 Start <r End
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In this case it is not possible to have a Hamming distance of only one between all four 

possibilities. However, the coding can be chosen such that similar allocations have a low 

Hamming distance. For example, in the coding system given in Table 7.5, only solutions 

where two lanes change direction have a hamming distance of two. Both a change of one 

lane and a change of all lanes have a hamming distance of one. For this particular matching 

of the lane allocations and control bit values, the schema * 1 has meaning and is associated 

with two-way traffic.

In the case of a street that has four lanes, there are five different options (Table 7.6) and 

hence three control bits are required. Three control bits can be filled in eight different ways 

and hence redundancy is unavoidable.

Table 7.6: Five possible allocations for a three-lane street

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4

Start End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start End

000

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4

Start End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start End

010 or Oil

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start 4- End 

Start ^  End

110 or 111

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4

Start ^  End 

Start ^  End 

Start ^  End 

Start <- End

100 or 101

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4

Start ^  End 

Start End 

Start ^  End 

Start End

001
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The coding mles given in Table 7.6 are a good example of how carefully choosing the 

encoding system, can help convergence. Because there are only five cases but eight 

possible three-bit strings, some cases must have two three-bit strings associated with them. 

In the coding system given, each of the pairs of particular three-bit strings has the same 

first two bits. Thus, for example, the schema 11 * specifies the situation where there are 

two lanes in each direction. A similar situation arises in each of the other cases, with the 

exception of the schema 00*, which is associated with one-way traffic with the direction 

being dependent on the third bit. In addition, the four schemata 00*, 01*, 11* and 10* are 

allocated such that allocations which differ by a single lane have a Hamming distance of 

one.

Similar encoding schemes were developed for streets with five and six lanes. Details of 

these cases are given in Appendix C.2.

The short one-bit, two-bit and three-bit binary strings controlling lane allocation were 

concatenated to form a single string in each case. This string was in turn concatenated to 

the string controlling turning movements at junctions. Thus, the allowable turning 

movements and lane allocation throughout the network, was described by a single binary 

string. For the network shown in Figure 7.7, the control string is 461 bits long.

7.5 Fitness evaluation

Objective fiinctions used in theoretical studies fi'equently describe search-spaces with 

complex characteristics, such as multiple local optima, discontinuities and isolated optima 

(Goldberg 1989; Mitchell 1996; Naudts and Kallel 2000). However, they are invariably 

easy to evaluate. This is one of the primary differences between many theoretical studies 

and the application of genetic algorithms to engineering problems. Most engineering 

problems are heavily constrained and in many cases the suitability of a particular set of 

possible parameters can only be assessed through laborious calculations. This was the case 

with the structural optimisation problem described in Chapter 6 and this is the case with 

the traffic network optimisation problem described here.
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Once the lane directions had been assigned and the allowable turning movements had been 

identified, the fitness of the network was calculated. The fitness fianction was defined as 

the sum of the travel times for all the traffic, as defined by the origin-destination matrix. 

Calculating these travel times is a complex optimisation problem in itself and is dependent 

on how the traffic is assigned to the different routes. The evaluation problem was 

particularly complex because the potential benefits of banning right-tum movements are 

evident only when the assignment is sophisticated enough to respond by adjusting the 

capacities of the links representing the other junction turning movements. Thus the 

assignment must include the sub-problem of optimising the traffic signal control settings at 

junctions.

Optimising the traffic assigmnent was not carried out using a genetic algorithm Thus this 

network optimisation program was a hybrid program. Genetic algorithms were not used 

because highly efficient assignment algorithms exist (Ahuja et al. 1991; Boyce et al. 1997; 

Easa 1985; 1993(a), 1993(b); Huang and Lam 1992; Janson et al. 1986; Jomsten 1981; 

Kirby and Potts 1969; Matsoukis 1986; Matsoukis and Michalopoulos 1986; Meneguzzer 

1995; Sheffi and Powell 1981; Steinbrick 1978; Van Vliet 1981, 1982). Genetic algorithms 

would not compete well with the efficiency of these algorithms.

7.5.1 Traffic assignment

The flow diagram shown in Figure 7.9 presents the main steps in calculating the fitness of 

a particular solution. The first step involved translating the binary genotype into its 

phenotype, which comprised a series of control matrices that dictate which turning 

movements were allowed and how available lane space was allocated. The allocation of 

lane space dictated the capacities of each link.

Assigning the traffic to the network being assessed began with an initial distribution of the 

available cycle-time at each junction between the various stages. Initially the capacity of a 

junction link was set as the lesser of the entry and exit links’ capacities. Thus for the 

junction shown in Figure 7,10, in which only straight through movements are allowed, the 

capacity of the junction links in the South-North and West-East directions is that of a 

single lane. The link capacities were fijrther modified to take account of the fact that the
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capacity of a turning lane is lower than the capacity o f a straight through lane (Salter and 

Hounsell 1996). The capacities o f right-turning and left-turning links were reduced by one 

sixth.

Calculate sum of all journey 
times

Share junction time between 
phases

Modify link travel times based 
on initial assignment

Assign traffic to network 
using link travel times based 
on zero flow

Decode genotype to identify 
allowable turning movements 
and link capacities

Continue to reassign traffic 
until link travel times 
converge

Redistribute junction phase 
timings - junction turning 
movem ent capacities - to 
reflect traffic volumes

Figure 7.9 Flow diagram for the fitness evaluation

The two allowable junction movements shown in Figure 7.10 are in conflict and cannot 

occur simultaneously. Therefore usage of the junction must be shared between these two 

traffic stages (Jourdain 1992). This was accounted for by means of a delay fiinction that
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took into account the proportion o f  the junction’s total green time that each stage was 

allotted.

Figure 7.10: Links at a junction 

The delay function used was that o f  Webster (1958):

4-Ay
d  = —7 -T H 7 r -  0.65

2(1 -  /Ix) 2^(1  -  x)
Equation 7.1

where, d  is the average delay, c is the cycle time, A is the proportion o f  the cycle time that 

is effectively green for the stage under consideration, q is the flow, s is the saturation flow 

and X is the degree o f  saturation and is given by x = q/As . Initially, before any assignment 

took place, junction share was allocated equally between all junction stages. Details o f  the 

conflicts between traffic movements at three, four, and five link intersections are given in 

Appendix C.3. In addition, the material presented in Appendix C.3 describes the selection 

o f  appropriate movements to form the junction stages.

The initial allocation o f junction stage shares, facilitated calculation o f  the initial link travel 

times. At this stage an initial traffic allocation was made. The allocation algorithm 

allocated each trip to the least costly, i.e. the quickest, route: a Wardroph 1 allocation. This 

initial allocation had two flaws. First, it did not consider how the volume o f traffic on a 

link affects the link’s travel time, and second, the allocation o f  junction time to the junction 

stages was independent o f  traffic volumes.
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The first difficulty was overcome with relative ease. Once the initial allocation was 

complete the link travel times were altered to reflect the predicted traffic volumes. 

Numerous relationships have been proposed to relate traffic volumes and link travel times 

(Branston 1976; Del Castillo and Benitez 1995(a), 1995(b); Hall and Montgomery 1993; 

Lyrintzis et al. 1994; Suh et al. 1990). The Bureau of Public Roads function was used in 

this program. The formulae used to describe the relationship between travel time and the 

link capacity was.

T = T. \ + a Q
c\ p j

Equation 7.2

where T is the travel time. To is the fi'ee flow travel time, Q is the volume of flow, Cp is the 

capacity of the link and a  and /3 are constants, taken, as is usual, to be 0.15 and 4 

(Branston 1976; Easa 1991).

Having updated the travel times to take into account the link flows, the traffic was 

reassigned to the modified network. At this stage two different traffic allocation schemes 

had been generated, labelled X  Flow and Y Flow, one for fi-ee flow travel times and one 

for travel times with non-zero flows. Because each of the allocations contained all the trips 

any combination of;

{a)X  _ Flow + (l -  cc) Y  _ Flow 0 < a  < 1 Equation 7.3

represented a valid allocation scheme. A separate optimisation was carried out to calculate 

the optimum value of a  for the particular X  Flow and Y Flow allocations. This sub- 

optimisation was based on a golden-section or Fibonacci search (Willard 1969). Once the 

optimum a  value, a , had been established the X  Flow was reset to;

{a)X _ Flow + (l -  a)y _ Flow X  _ Flow Equation 7.4

and a new Y Flow allocation was calculated based on the travel times calculated using the 

new X  Flow allocation. This process was repeated until it converged (Daganzo 1977). This 

procedure can find the optimal allocation for any given junction settings.
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The second flaw in the initial allocation, that the junction settings were independent of the 

link flows, was addressed by a further iterative procedure. The junction settings were 

adjusted by reallocating the proportions of each junction’s green time between the different 

traffic stages at the junction to reflect the traffic volumes in each stage. The proportions of 

the junctions’ green times were allocated such that the degree of saturation was the same 

for all movements. Once this had been done, the traffic assignment had to be repeated. This 

process of altering the allocation of junction share between traffic stages and re-assigning 

the traffic for the modified travel times was repeated three times, by which time it was 

assumed that the traffic stage allocations were relatively realistic. Increasing the number of 

times this process was repeated, would have resulted in better convergence but would have 

slowed the overall fitness evaluation considerably because each alteration in the traffic 

stages’ share of junction space required a complete reallocation. This procedure of 

optimising the traffic assignment by repeatedly assigning the traffic and adjusting the 

signal timings is frequently used but the equilibrium state to which this iterative procedure 

converges may depend on the initial flows (Meneguzzer 1994; Matsoukis and 

Michalopoulos 1986, Ortiizar and Willumsen 1994; Yang and Yagar 1995). This procedure 

has theoretical weaknesses but it is a traditional approach.

Once the Wardroph I traffic allocation had been identified the fitness was calculated as the 

sum of the trip times for all origin/destination pairs.

7.6 Problems, convergence and restarts

The problem of obtaining optimum use from an existing network, appears to be ideally 

suited to optimisation using a genetic algorithm. The parameters to be optimised are all 

discrete, a one-lane street can have traffic flow in one direction only, and turning 

movements are either allowed or prohibited. The degree of epistasis is more difficult to 

assess. Prohibiting turning movements will have a predominantly local effect and changing 

the direction of flow on a route will have most effect on nearby routes.

However, circulatory systems may prove problematic. In 1982 the direction of flow on 

Dublin’s quays was changed. Prior to the change, the direction of flow on the quay system 

was anti-clockwise. Traffic entering the city fi"om the South travelled East along the
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Liflfey’s southern quay while on the North side of the quay, traffic travelled from East to 

West. In 1982 a new bridge was built at the western end of the quays and the direction of 

travel on the quays was reversed. Reversing the direction of travel on the quay system 

involved changing the direction of travel on a great number o f streets simultaneously 

(Chidgey et al. 1985, 1986; Harbidge et al. 1986). In a similar manner reversing the 

direction of flow around Trinity College would require changing the direction of flow on 

13 street sections simuhaneously. One hopes that, with a sufficiently large population, flow 

systems with different directions of flow will evolve but this may not occur. The 

theoretical work on mutation developed in Chapter 4 demonstrated that mutation is 

incapable of introducing the simultaneous mutation of a large number of bits. Hence, it is 

unlikely that the genetic algorithm will assess two solutions with different directions of 

flow unless the coding is deliberately structured such that the direction of flow on circular 

networks is controlled by a small number of bits, redundant operators included.

Two series of optimisations were carried out using the genetic algorithm. The difference 

between the two sets of optimisations lay in the initial populations used. The first series of 

analyses began with randomly generated populations. In the second series, the 

optimisations were akin to a restart and that took mutated variants of the existing road 

network as their starting point. In each case the genetic algorithm used was the same but 

the philosophies underlying the two series of searches were different. Starting with a 

random initial population ignores the existing system of network usage and clearly the 

entire search space is being explored to an equal degree. In contrast, basing the initial 

population on the existing network, resuhs in a local search concentrated around the 

existing solution. There are potential benefits to both procedures and, in real optimisations, 

it is sensible to explore both approaches.

In the first series of optimisations, using randomly generated initial populations, the bits 

controlling the allocation of lane space were set to either 0 or 1 with equal probability. In 

the case of the bits controlling allowable junction movements, the probability of a 1 was 

set at 0.9. There were two reasons for skewing the probability in favour of a junction 

movement being allowed. First, in a real network, most junction movements are allowed 

and second, when the probability of a junction movement being allowed was set at 0.5, 

very few randomly generated populations were feasible. A network is feasible if it is 

sufficiently connected that at least one path exists between each origin and destination. In
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addition to skewing the probability distribution of the allowable turning movements, a 

second intervention was included that was designed to overcome the potential problems 

associated with population bottlenecks described in Chapter 5. This intervention involved 

testing the feasibility of all the networks in the initial population and replacing all 

infeasible networks with feasible ones. The direction of traffic flow on the streets linking 

the section of the city network being optimised with the rest of Dublin could not be altered 

without affecting the rest of the network and hence the direction of flow on these links was 

fixed.

In the second series of optimisations, initial populations were generated by making 

mutated copies of the existing network. The mutated copies were generated by taking the 

genotype of the existing network and mutating each bit with a mutation probability of 0 .05. 

Thus, because the genotype comprised 448 bits, the expected number of mutations was 

between 22 and 23 bits per genotype. Each genotype was tested for feasibility and 

infeasible solutions were rejected and replaced. In some types of genetic algorithm based 

optimisations, the restart technique may be accompanied by a reduction in the search 

space, (see Section 5.7). Such a reduction was not appropriate in this problem.

The genetic algorithm used was essentially the same as that described in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The mutation probability used was set at 1/448, i.e. 1/L, where L is the string length. The 

crossover probability was set to 0.75 but a range of crossover types and selection schemes 

were experimented with. A range of population sizes of up to 500 individuals were tested. 

The number of generations was limited to 100. This limit was imposed for two reasons. 

First, the execution time, on a Pentium III 600 Mz processor, for 100 generations with a 

population size of 500 individuals was approximately 100 hours. Second, examination of 

the convergence characteristics of the analyses indicated that the population average had 

stabilised by this stage and that further improvement was reliant on fortuitous mutation.

The crossover operators used included single-point crossover, uniform crossover and the 

uni-mix crossover operator described in Chapter 4. The stochastic remainder selection 

scheme outlined in Chapter 5 was used for smaller populations. However, it was found that 

the scaling scheme that propagated only two copies of the best individual into the next 

generation, appeared to be applying inadequate selective pressure when larger population 

sizes, such as 500, where used. This is of course a subjective comment and increasing the
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selective pressure comes only at the cost o f decreasing the breadth o f the search. 

Nevertheless choosing a scaling scheme that propagates the same number o f  copies o f the 

best solution, regardless o f the population size, seems questionable. The same criticism 

could be levelled at the ranking selection that was adopted for large populations. However, 

the simple ranking selection appeared to work well. Under this selection scheme, two 

copies o f the best half to the population were propagated into the next generation. In each 

o f these analyses, an elitist selection scheme was used that guaranteed that at least one 

copy of the best solution identified survived into the next generation without being altered.

In Chapter 4 it was shown that mutation can prevent the convergence of a genetic 

algorithm to the local optimum, whether that optimum is the global optimum or not. For 

this reason a simple step by step hill-climbing algorithm was added to the genetic 

algorithm optimisation program. The hill-climbing algorithm did not work in parallel with 

the genetic algorithm, nor did it form a part o f the evaluation. It was invoked only when 

the genetic algorithm had been terminated. The step by step hill-climbing algorithm 

involved taking the best solution identified by the genetic algorithm and systematically 

altering a single bit at a time and evaluating the new solution. If the re-evaluation showed 

that the alteration was beneficial then it was adopted. When the last bit in the string had 

been checked the algorithm restarted with the first bit. This procedure was continued until 

a situation arose whereby altering any single bit in the genotype resulted in a solution that 

was not fitter. In this case the best solution identified was a local optimum. Carrying out 

this procedure had two advantages. First, it improved the best solution that was obtained 

and second, the improvement gained by this algorithm gave an indication o f how far the 

genetic algorithm had been fi-om this solution, both in terms o f the number o f bit changes 

that were required and the improvement in objective function.

7.7 Results

Before considering the networks generated by the genetic algorithm, it is worth observing 

some features o f the existing network. Most o f the streets in the network are one-way and 

the anti-clockwise pattern around Trinity College is clear. The colour of the links indicates 

the volume o f traflBc flow on them. The colour scheme that was used, is given in Table 7,7.
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The traffic allocation for the existing network is shown in Figure 7.11. The total travel time 

for this solution is 8.8432 x 10^.

Figure 7.11: Peak flow traffic assignment on existing network

This network should be very close to optimal and one would not expect any optimisation 

method to improve it significantly.

Table 7.7; Colour scheme used to indicate volume o f flow on links

Valid link with zero flow Light Grey

0< Flow < 500 Brick-red

500 < Flow < 100 Light-red

1000 < Flow < 1500 Dark-green

1500 < Flow <2000 Light-green

2000 < Flow < 2500 Dark-blue

2500 < Flow < 3000 Light-blue

3000 < Flow < 3500 Indigo

3500 < Flow Violet
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Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 show the networks developed by the genetic 

algorithm, followed by the hill-climbing algorithm, for different types o f crossover 

operator, starting from a randomly generated initial population.

Figure 7.12: Single-point crossover, ranked selection, population size o f 500

Figure 7.13: Uniform crossover, ranked selection, population size of 500
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In each case a population size o f 500 and a ranking selection scheme was used. The 

mutation probability used was, = \ 1448 (which is 1/L).

Figure 7.14: Uni-mix crossover, population size o f 500, ranked selection

The best solution identified by the genetic algorithm, starting from a random initial 

population, was found using single-point crossover. However, in all cases the best total 

travel times identified were greater than the total travel times for the existing network. The 

results o f the optimisation runs for both the random and the seeded initial populations are 

given in Table 7.8.

This would at first appear to be disappointing because clearly the search space contains the 

existing solution and the genetic algorithm has failed to identify it, or anything better. 

Nevertheless, the performance o f the algorithm is impressive. It did identify a solution of 

9.16x10*’ that was further improved to 9.14 x 10* using the hill-climbing algorithm. This 

solution is 3.39% more expensive than the existing solution but could perhaps be improved 

by restarting the algorithm using this solution as the starting point. Perhaps the most 

impressive feature o f the solution generated by the genetic algorithm, is its inherent sense.
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The network that has evolved looks like a sensible solution and would not be dismissed out 

of hand.

Table 7.8: Results for optimisation using genetic algorithm followed by hill-climbing 

algorithm for both random and seeded initial populations

Best Individual
Improved using 

Hill climbing

8.84E+06 8.82E+06

Existing solution

100% 99.73%

GA. with a random 9.16E+06 9.14E+06

initial population and

single-point crossover 103.58% 103.39%

GA with a random 9.26E+06 9.24E+06

initial population and

uniform crossover 104.75% 104.45%

GA with a random 9.29E+06 9.28E+06

initial population and

uni-mix crossover 105.04% 104.96%

GA with a seeded 8.54E+06 8.54E+06

initial population and

single-point crossover 96.60% 96,56%

GA with a seeded 8.54E+06 8.54E+06

initial population and

uniform crossover 96.61% 96.57%

GA with a seeded 8.55E+06 8.54E+06

initial population and

uni-mix crossover 96.68% 96.53%
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Each solution was assessed using an assignment algorithm that was working hard to make 

the best o f each network. The performance o f the network can be put in context by 

comparing its fitness with the fitness o f  the feasible solutions in the initial population.

Figure 7.15 shows the convergence behaviour for the population average per generation.
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Figure 7.15: Population average for genetic algorithm for different crossover schemes

The vigorous mixing that results fi"om the uniform and uni-mix crossover operators lead to 

a very rapid deterioration in the average fitness o f the population in the early generations. 

This was because infeasible solutions were penalised. The initial population contained only 

feasible solutions. The severe mixing that comes fi'om the uniform and uni-mix crossover 

operators, led to sharp drops in the number o f feasible solutions, as shown in Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16: Number o f valid solutions in a population o f 500
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Figure 7.17 shows the values o f  the best individual solutions identified by the genetic 

algorithm under singlc-point, uniform and uni-mix crossover. The performance over the 

first 100 generations is for the genetic algorithms. The performance following this is for 

the improvements found using the hill-climbing algorithm, taking the best solution 

identified by the genetic algorithms as the starting point. Three observations can be made. 

First, in all cases, the use o f the hill-climbing algorithm led to better solutions. Second, the 

magnitude o f the improvements gained is modest. Third, the hill-climbing algorithm has 

found three different solutions from three different starting positions. Therefore the 

network optimisation problem certainly has multiple local optima.
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Figure 7.17: Best individual solutions identified by the genetic algorithm followed by 

improvements obtained using hill-climbing

The results o f the optimisations that began with populations based on the existing system 

are also given in Table 7.8 and the networks generated using single-point, uniform and uni

mix crossover are shown in Figure 7.18, Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20. These results show 

that the genetic algorithm improved on the existing solution, though not substantially.
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Figure 7.18: Best solution identified via genetic algorithm using single-point crossover 

followed by hill-climbing, starting from a seeded initial population

Figure 7.19: Best solution identified via genetic algorithm using uniform crossover 

followed by hill-climbing, starting fi-om a seeded initial population
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•  • /

Figure 7.20: Best solution identified via genetic algorithm using uni-mix crossover 

followed by hill-climbing, starting fi-om a seeded initial population

The average and best solutions for the cases with the initial populations o f seeded 

individuals, are shown in Figure 7.21.
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Figure 7.21: Performance o f genetic algorithm followed by hill-climbing for initially

seeded populations
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The behaviour o f the average population fitness is worthy o f comment. Much o f the initial 

very dramatic decrease in the average population fitness was due to the initial drop in the 

proportion of feasible solutions. The initial drop in the number o f feasible solutions is 

shown in Figure 7.22.
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Figure 7.22: Number o f feasible solutions during genetic algorithm execution for cases

with initially seeded populations

The performance o f the genetic algorithm is particularly impressive when compared with 

the results o f the hill-climbing algorithm, when starting fi'om the existing solution. The 

hill-climbing routine removes all existing turning movements that are not required for the 

particular set o f trips used in the optimisation. Thus it generates a solution that, like the 

genetic algorithm solution, is optimal for this artificial problem only. Thus, one would 

expect that applying the hill-climbing algorithm on its own would improve the existing 

solution substantially. This was not the case. When the hill-climbing algorithm was applied 

to the existing solution it reduced the travel time by 0.27%. In contrast, the three genetic 

algorithms produced reductions o f 3.40%, 3.39% and 3.32%. Thus the improvements 

achieved by the genetic algorithm were substantially better than the improvement achieved 

by hill-climbing alone. When the solutions identified by the genetic algorithm were used as 

the starting point for the hill-climbing algorithm, the improvements were very slight.
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7.8 Conclusions

The objective o f this chapter was to apply a hybrid genetic algorithm to the problem of 

optimising an existing traffic network. This is a difficult but very real problem. It is a 

problem that is not suited to traditional methods but which seemed well suited for a genetic 

algorithm. The results of the application demonstrate that the problem is suitable for a 

genetic algorithm. Further, the genetic algorithm significantly outperformed the traditional 

hill-climbing method when both were used to improve the existing network.

The fitness evaluation procedure described in Section 7.5, highlights two points. First, 

evaluating the fitness o f a potential solution to a real problem will generally require the 

development o f complex computer code. However, any other optimisation technique 

requiring repeated evaluation o f potential solutions (including hill-climbing and gradient 

methods) will require similar code. Thus, the extra effort involved in applying a genetic 

algorithm to an optimisation problem that is also being tackled using traditional methods, 

may be relatively small. The drawback for genetic algorithms, and many other optimisation 

techniques, is that it can be uncompetitive when compared to a trained engineer who can 

often develop competitive solutions using heuristic rules in relatively few iterations. If  the 

number o f times an evaluation, or analysis, algorithm must be run can be reduced, then 

more elaborate models can be used. The second point that is obvious from Section 7.5 is 

that, where appropriate, a hybrid approach should be used.

The network optimisation problem identified in this Chapter is an important problem that 

deserves further study because o f the benefits o f even marginal improvements in traffic 

network capacities. Even the relatively small section o f Dublin that was considered in this 

paper had a search space o f The search space would have had 2^ ^  points, had the lane 

allocation on the streets connecting the section o f the network being optimised to the rest 

o f Dublin’s network been allowed to vary. This is a very large number and the 100 

generations of 500 individuals searched 2.361 x 10“” * % of the search space at most. Thus, 

the fact that the genetic algorithm, starting from random, did not find a solution better than 

the existing solution, is perhaps understandable. The quality of the solution found by the 

genetic algorithm is nevertheless encouraging.
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The performance of the genetic algorithm when the initial population was seeded with 

solutions based on the existing network, is very good. The genetic algorithm is proposed as 

an optimisation method for real problems. Thus, the ability o f the genetic algorithm to find 

a better solution than the hill-climbing algorithm is very important. In practice it is 

probable that genetic algorithms will be used to search sections o f the search space centred 

on existing solutions or other suggested solutions developed by engineers.

The improvements gained fi'om the use o f the simple hill-climbing algorithm, were not 

very large but it is significant that, in all cases, the algorithm improved the solution, i.e., 

the genetic algorithm’s best solutions were not local optima. For this reason it would be 

sensible to conclude that it is good practice to follow a genetic optimisation with a simple 

hill-climbing algorithm.

Table 7.8 shows that the algorithm using single-point crossover found the best solution for 

the case where the initial population was random. On the other hand, the algorithm using 

uni-mix crossover followed by hill-climbing found the best individual using the seeded 

initial population, although the differences were small. This reinforces the advice that it is 

prudent to tiy different selection methods, crossover operators, ordering schemes, 

population sizes and crossover and mutation rates.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions

8.1 Introduction

This concluding chapter fulfils two functions. First, it comprises a summary of the main 

theoretical developments and “experimental” work described earlier in the thesis. Second, 

it addresses the 2"‘* declared objective, namely, how genetic algorithms should be applied 

to solve civil engineering optimisation problems. One of the clear findings of the work 

reported in this thesis is that genetic algorithms cannot be relied upon as a “black box” 

optimisation technique. The layout o f this chapter reflects these two objectives. The early 

sections of the chapter concentrate on the theoretical and experimental results while the 

later sections interpret them.

8.2 Optimisation

Chapter 1 began by classifying genetic algorithms as stochastic, non-deterministic, 

optimisation techniques. Where available, deterministic methods have inherent advantages 

as compared with stochastic methods. Traditional mathematical programming problems are 

not the most promising areas for the efficient application of genetic algorithms because 

such problems can often be solved more efficiently using traditional techniques. In 

consequence, the practical application of genetic algorithms is most likely to be 

worthwhile when they are applied to problems that do not lend themselves to traditional 

optimisation techniques. For this reason, Chapter 2 was devoted to the examination and 

classification of optimisation problems.
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A number of key arguments were presented in Chapter 2 as part of the exploration of 

optimisation problems. First, although mathematical programming problems are very 

common in engineering, they represent only a subset of all optimisation problems. Many 

real-world problems involve the optimisation of more than parameter data. The solution to 

such problems may be relationships between problem parameters, procedures, or sets of 

rules. Such problems are difficult to express, and solve. Genetic algorithms may prove 

useful for solving some small set of such problems. A pragmatic, if excessively 

pessimistic, viewpoint is to view genetic algorithms as an optimisation technique that is 

potentially better than a random search.

The second observation made in Chapter 2 is that some problems have optimal solutions 

that are difficult if not impossible to find An isolated optimum, which is a singularity in 

the search-space, will prove problematic to all search techniques (Naudts and Kallel 

2000). The third observation questions the importance of seeking a single global optimal 

solution. In real problems, whether the best solution identified is optimal, may not be of 

vital importance, particularly as many problems are imperfectly defined. In many cases 

identifying a “good” solution or bettering an existing solution, represents a significant 

advance. Therefore genetic algorithms are relevant even though they are not guaranteed to 

find a local optimum.

8.3 Theoretical results

Chapter 3 provided an overview of genetic algorithms and showed their close relationship 

to the field of population genetics. As part of this overview the mechanics of traditional 

genetic algorithms was outlined and the different forms of genetic operators, such as 

mutation and crossover, and selection schemes, were described. In addition, the two 

flindamental tenets of genetic algorithms, namely, the schema theorem and the building- 

block hypothesis were presented.

New developments that advance the fundamental theory of genetic algorithms were 

presented in Chapter 4. The most important of the theoretical developments presented in 

Chapter 4 are those concerning the effects of crossover in genetic algorithms and the study 

of convergence behaviour.
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The building-block hypothesis assumes that crossover is the principal operator in a genetic 

algorithm. However, the traditional schema theorem predicts that crossover destroys long 

schemata. The new material presented in Chapter 4 resolves this conflict and provides a 

theoretical basis for the building-block hypothesis. This development comprises two parts. 

First, an established principal of natural population genetics, the Hardy-Weinberg Law, is 

shown to be applicable to the artificial workings o f genetic algorithms. The standard 

extensions of Hardy-Weinberg explain and quantify the mechanism behind the building- 

block hypothesis. Second, the discrepancy between the building-block hypothesis and the 

schema theorem is resolved through an extensive redevelopment o f the schema theorem. 

The traditional schema theorem predicts how crossover disrupts long schemata but ignores 

how new copies o f the schemata are formed through crossover. This new work culminates 

in a detailed formula that predicts the net increase or decrease in the occurrence of 

schemata for traditional genetic algorithms, such as Goldberg’s (1989) SGA. This work 

suggests that inversion operators and restricting the sites at which crossover may occur, 

might be o f benefit in certain circumstances.

Mutation is also considered in Chapter 4. A new approach to identifying the optimal 

mutation rate is presented. This work suggests a mutation rate o f the reciprocal o f string 

length, 1/L. Interestingly, experimental evidence by other researchers supports this result 

(Wardlaw and Sharif 1999). High mutation rates lead to disruption o f existing schemata. 

Reducing the mutation rate below this value, reduces the disruptive effect of mutation 

without drastically reducing the rate at which new schemata are introduced. A more 

detailed consideration is given of mutation in the latter sections o f Chapter 4, in which the 

subject of convergence o f genetic algorithms is addressed.

The study o f mutation rates showed that the probability o f a particular schema being 

introduced through mutation, drops dramatically as the order o f the schema increases. Even 

desirable schemata with an order of only two or three, may be unlikely to be introduced via 

mutation. This has important implications with respect to population size. Because long 

schemata cannot be introduced via mutation, they must evolve via the building-block 

process. This can only happen if long schemata are composed o f smaller fit schemata. The 

length o f the smallest fit schemata that are not themselves composed o f smaller fit 

schemata is what determines the minimum population size required. The population size
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must be sufficiently large that an initial random population will contain multiple copies of 

these most basic building blocks.

The second key theoretical result presented in Chapter 4 concerned the study of genetic 

algorithm convergence. The convergence question was addressed by studying the 

behaviour of a population of optimal solutions under the action of a genetic algorithm. The 

work presented is specific to the “counting ones” problem. However, this problem, which 

has a single optimum and no epistasis, can be used to establish best performance limits on 

convergence behaviour in certain circumstances. The pseudo-experiments and probabilistic 

predictions developed in Chapter 4 show that a population of optimal solutions diverges to 

a stable “equilibrium” state under the action of a genetic algorithm. The equilibrium state 

that the converging populations converge to, was stable. Thus, in the cases that could be 

modelled using probability theory, the final equilibrium state was insensitive to the 

composition of the initial starting population. With respect to mutation rates, this work 

showed that the occurrence of optimal solutions was sensitive to the mutation probability. 

Similarly the experiments confirmed the hypothesis, expressed earlier in the chapter, that 

mutation rates should be related to string length. It was shown that the mutation probability 

controls the proportion of the population that are optimal. Thus, the eventual expected 

number of occurrences of optimal solutions in a population will also be dependent on the 

population size.

The convergence experiments revealed other interesting results. They highlighted the 

different characteristics of the various types of crossover operator. The simplicity of the 

“all ones” problem allowed the development of a theoretical model for convergence. 

Because the “all ones” problem has no epistasis and a single local optimum, then if the 

building-block hypothesis and schema theorem are the assumed mechanisms of genetic 

algorithms, it is the easiest problem that a genetic algorithm could be applied to and thus 

will give the best possible convergence. Hence the probabilistic model for the counting 

ones problem establishes a best performance limit on convergence.

Initial difficulty in attaining agreement between the divergence of the genetic algorithm 

and the theoretical model, was identified as being caused by a poor random number 

generator. This result indicated that the performance of a genetic algorithm can be 

significantly affected if a poor quality random number generator is used.
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8.4 Application of genetic algorithms to civil engineering 

problems

The first step in the successful application of genetic algorithms to civil engineering 

problems is to apply the technique only when more appropriate techniques do not exist. 

The second step is to accept the method’s intrinsic limitations; it is not deterministic, it 

does not guarantee the optimal solution and it often requires extensive fine-tuning. It is not 

a “black box” technique.

8.4.1 Identification of suitable problems

Chapter 5 dealt with the application of genetic algorithms to real engineering problems. 

Because of the effort required in applying genetic algorithms to real problems it is sensible 

to ensure that there is a reasonable possibility of success . The key questions that should be 

considered in deciding whether a genetic algorithm is suited to a particular problem are;

• Can this problem be formulated as a mathematical programming problem that can 

be solved more efficiently using traditional techniques?

• Is an exhaustive search infeasible?

• Can the problem be formulated so that the search-space is not excessively irregular, 

i.e., low epistatic temperature, minimise isolated feasible points?

• Will improvements gained justify the expense of finding them?

8.4.2 Encoding systems

Chapter 5 also identified the importance of choosing an appropriate coding system. The 

theoretical work presented in Chapter 4 supported and developed the building-block 

hypothesis and schema theorem; the traditional foundations of the genetic algorithm. It is
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vital that the encoding scheme used, maximises these eflfects. The following guidelines 

should be remembered when developing an encoding scheme:

• Epistasis in the encoding system should be minimised, i.e., in so far as is possible,

one should ensure that the meaning of a particular series of bits is unaffected by the 

values of other bits.

• Encoding systems where the same phenotype can result from two genotypes should 

be avoided. Use 1 1 mappings where possible.

• The encoding should be arranged such that similar solutions have similar coding, 

i.e., adjacent points in the search-space should have a Hamming distance of one. 

This maximises the benefits accruing from mutation and tends to minimise the 

critical schema length.

• Where possible, the search space should comprise the feasible region only.

Maximising the proportion of search-space that contains feasible solutions will

minimise “bottle-neck efiects”

8.4.3 Parameter choice

The advice given in Chapter 5 related to choosing mutation and crossover probabilities and 

population size, follows directly from the theoretical work in Chapter 4. In summary, the 

mutation probability should be a maximum of one over the string length, 1/L, possibly less. 

The choice of mutation probability is also related to population size because the expected 

number of optimal individuals is the proportion of optimal solutions multiplied by the 

population size. The proportion of optimal solutions is dependent on the mutation rate. 

Hence, because no benefit accrues from having multiple instances of the optimal solution, 

there is an argument for using as high a mutation rate as possible without losing the 

optimal. The “counting ones” convergence routines can be used to establish upper bounds 

on convergence behaviour.
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Crossover causes short schemata to be combined to form longer schemata. The theoretical 

work of Chapter 4 showed that, in the case of single-point crossover, there is no 

straightforward optimal value for the crossover probability. The single exception is 

problems without epistasis, which should have a crossover probability of one. The 

theoretical work suggests that, for genetic algorithms using single-point crossover, 

inversion and the reduction of the crossover probability as the algorithm converges, may 

prove beneficial.

The choice of crossover operator is dictated by the problem and its coding system. For 

problems with no epistasis, unimix or uniform crossover is best. This result follows fi'om 

the Hardy-Weinberg analysis. In the case of problems with epistasis, single-point 

crossover, two-point crossover or similar operators may be more effective. In practice, it is 

relatively simple to try alternative crossover operators.

The population size should be as large as possible, subject to available computer resources 

and acceptable execution times. In all cases the encoding system should be examined to 

ensure that the population is sufficiently large to sample schemata of the critical length. 

For any particular problem, the critical length is the length of the shortest schema that is 

not composed of shorter fit schemata.

8.4.4 Redundant operators / genetic programming

Chapter 6 introduced redundant operators. Many important optimisation problems have 

been subjected to extensive study with the result that information concerning their solution 

is widely available. Similarly, many efficient heuristic methods have been developed for 

traditional design problems. Redundant operators provide a mechanism for incorporating 

heuristic rules into genetic algorithm formulations. The inclusion of such operators is not a 

dramatic departure. Many, if not most, encoding systems include some such operators 

implicitly. At another level, redundant operators can be considered as a simple form of 

genetic programming. Genetic algorithms do not use gradient or other problem-specific 

information. However, there is no fundamental reason why such information should not be 

included where it is available, and many fundamental reasons why it should.
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8.5 Double-layer grid and network optimisation 

applications

The two major example applications, namely the double-layer grid optimisation and the 

traffic network optimisation, are more than examples. The problems highlighted the 

difficulties that may be encountered in applying genetic algorithms to real optimisation 

problems but in addition both applications represent advances in their particular fields.

Applying a genetic algorithm to a problem does not of itself comprise an advance unless 

such an application brings benefits. The double-layer grid optimisation program contained 

routines that allowed a designer to describe the structure by defining the form and number 

of the basic modules and specifying the potential member sizes. This is an appropriate way 

of defining a double-layer grid. The benefit in using a genetic algorithm for this problem is 

that a genetic algorithm, unlike traditional methods, can deal with the design variables in 

this form.

The double-layer grid optimisation program presented here is primarily an example 

program. The program did not assess the structures with reference to a particular design 

code and the function used to incorporate the roof sheeting weight was basic. On the other 

hand the variety of topologies included was more extensive than necessary for a practical 

program. However, the program could be easily adapted to conform to one or more of the 

typical space truss systems and national design codes.

The traffic network optimisation program performed very well. Increasing the capacity of a 

traffic network by altering allowed turning movements and lane allocations has clear 

potential. The fact that this has not been previously identified as problem suitable for 

optimisation may be due to the difficulty of appljdng traditional optimisation methods to it. 

The coding system used in this application, and described in Section 7.4, is ideal for the 

problem, regardless of the proposed method of solution. However, this problem seems to 

be ideal for solution using a genetic algorithm.

The network optimisation program worked well. Although it did not better the existing 

solution when started from a randomly generated population it did come within
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approximately 3.4%. This result was achieved with modest population sizes and numbers 

o f generations. The performance of the algorithm when the existing solution was used to 

seed the initial population was also good and the existing solution was bettered. The 

performance of the genetic algorithm compared very favourably with the performance of 

the hill-climbing method.

Both the traffic network optimisation and the double-layer grid optimisation were 

implemented as hybrid programs. This approach was appropriate and worked well.

8.6 Experience gained from worked problems

The following conclusions are qualified since they are based on particular 

implementations. However, the observed performance did agree with the theoretical work. 

The main findings can be summarised as follows,

• Implementing a genetic algorithm may involve a large amount o f programming. 

The chief effort is the development o f the routines for encoding and assessing the 

fitness of individual solutions.

• Where elements o f a problem can be tackled using traditional optimisation 

techniques, a hybrid approach should be used incorporating traditional methods.

• It is prudent to use a variety o f crossover and selection operators and to vary the 

values of the mutation and crossover probability.

8.7 Summary of conclusions

The key developments presented in this thesis include:

• The extension o f the Hardy-Weinberg law to genetic algorithms
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• the theoretical justification of the building-block hypothesis based on the Hardy- 

Weinberg laws and an extensive redevelopment of Holland’s schema theorem

• the use of convergence behaviour for the counting ones problem to establish best 

performance limits on genetic algorithm convergence

• the introduction of redundant operators as a mechanism for incorporating heuristic 

rules into a genetic algorithm formulation

• the successfijl application of genetic algorithm to two major problem areas in Civil 

Engineering.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Theoretical Developments

Appendix A provides derivations for some o f the new key theoretical developments.

A .l -  To show p m ~ n / l  maximises

It was shown in Section 4.2 that by differentiating " w.r.t. p„ and

equating to zero.

gives.

n

It can be shown that this value of represents a local maximum by obtaining the 

second derivative o f P„^{S~Pm1"  w.r.t. p ^ .

pS") A- '0 - Pn,T"~' +  n{n~\)pJ^^{}-pS"
d p j  + { l - r i i ! - n - \ ) p j ' { ] . - p jJ -n -2

This expression simplifies to,

dp„

If the substitution p„ = — is then made.I 'm  ^
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d^{p:(^-p.r) r«rY,
4>: UJ I !)

n ( /-!) /

This expression can be further simplified to give.

V h
AJ 1

. U J

Because the terms and
V h

are both non-negative and because IS

nnegative in all non-trivial cases, therefore p „ ~ — corresponds to a local maximum.
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A.2 -  Advanced schema theorem

Figure 4.5 showed the various ways that the composite schema Hrg could occur. The 

left-hand side of the figure showed most o f the circumstances whereby a copy of Hrg 

could survive single-point crossover. The probability of each of these events can be 

quantified and expressed using the notation given in Section 3.3.1 as;

m { H ,/? + 1)> m { H , n ) <

 ̂ npop )  f

”) Y I -  5{R)~ / { H - J

+ P.

npop j \  / — 1 )  f

^^)Y / - S { G ) - \ ]  
npop i  / - I

m

npop
'l - S { R G ) - \ ] f  

/ - I  

+ (i~ .p .)
f

This simplifies to.

npop

*p.

"'■•I

+ p /

npop I l - \ )  f

k d Y i_ ^ lz k o )
,>̂ POP y 

npop
+ ( i - n )

) p { ^  RG )
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By gathering terms this can be written as,

which can be rewritten as,

fnpqp f

npop f  npop f  / -1
i+p.-!  ̂ /Ko) /Kc) ff(G)

npop f  npop f  / -1
A ^ J g ) A ^ J g ) S{RG)

npop f  npop f  / -1
- 1

( i-^ J p { ^ R O  )

/
l+p„

npop X /

■ ” V ( t f i S „  ) ? ( « )  +  ■ » M ^ , 5  M g )  +  ” ( ^ 1 5  ■ X ^ G )

npop X /  X ( /  - 1 )
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which simpHfies to.

+ 1)>
/
\ +P. "'(w.a .»)/(w.ii >(g) + "(Hli-o-MH-.-a >(«G)]

npop X /  X (/ - 1) J
AHr

The right-hand side of Figure 4.5 identified a separate mechanism that generates Hrq schema through fortuitous crosses between copies of the 

schemata, / / ^  and H . The number of such crosses is given by,

/ - I

which can be arranged to give,

„  _  y , » „ )
c  — 2 /  \  \  i  m /

npopx f  x ( / - l )
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Neither this term nor the previous term, which gave the number of Hrg schemata that survive crossover, includes copies of //«g that occur as a result of 

mutation.

Adding the two terms gives,

“  '   ̂ /  I  w x 7 x ( ; - l )

npop x f  X (/ - 1)
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Taking all the terms, namely:

PA

(H
/  I n p o p x f  x { l - \ )

npopx f  x ( / - l )

and rearranging them gives:

n p o p x f  x ( / - l )

\ m { H U r G) - S( R) - S{ G) )
-  . n)f(Ĥ  U h-̂  ,M h-̂  Wii)
-  m(H, „ , „)S(H^  , « ) / ( / / -> (G )

-  . n ) / ( « » o  . n ) f { H - M R G )

Hence, the overall equation can be rewritten as,

f

+ P.
1

npop X X (/ - 1) -  '"(ff , o . ri)f(H «o • ”)/(^ « 5  )s(G)
-  > n )f(H ^  )m(H--,« )/( //--> (« G )
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This can be more easily understood if written as,

where, 

Term{A) =

and

Term{B) -

+ P.
Term(A) -  Term(B)

npop* f

. « V ( " . 5  . " I / ' t " * ,  M r o ) - s {g ) -  5 (« )1
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A.3 - Statistical convergence algorithms

This appendix details the algorithms developed to model the convergence behaviour 

of a genetic algorithm for the counting ones problem. For this particular problem and 

for the particular case where the initial population comprises optimal individuals, the 

convergence can be modelled using probability theory. A further simplification is 

introduced in that the selection procedure used, was a ranking selection.

The basis of the algorithm was to model the percentages of different classes of 

solutions. The classes of solutions were categorised according to the number of 

incorrect bits in the genotype. In the counting-ones problem this corresponds to the 

number of bits set to zero. A series of variables, Z(0),Z(1 Z(n)^ were used to

represent the proportions of the population with different numbers of incorrect bits. 

Thus, for example, Z(0) is the proportion of the population with zero incorrect bits 

and Z(4), for example, is the proportion of the population with four incorrect bits.

The algorithms were developed for two types of crossover, uniform crossover and 

uni-mix crossover. More complex forms of crossover are more difficult to model 

mathematically but the results are obtained easily using the appropriate genetic 

algorithm.

The algorithm for uni-mix crossover will be described first. Uni-mix crossover is the 

easiest crossover type to model because the uni-mix operator tends to shuffle the bits 

throughout the population in a random marmer. Thus, for this case, the algorithm 

proceeds by first calculating the total number of incorrect bits in the population and 

then uses probability theory to model how uni-mix crossover will distribute them.

Step 1

Start with given variables and Z(n)=0 for all n>0.

Step 2 - Selection

Set the variable Rj.̂ , (running total of proportion or population) to zero, =0.

Set n=0
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If ( 1 - R r J  > 2*Z(n) then 

Z(n) -> 2*Z(n)

^ T o t ^  ^ T a t +

n ~^n+l 

Else if (1-Rj^J < 2*Z(n) then

Z(n) ^  ( I - R ,J

R toc - ^ 0  

End if 

Exit loop

Step 3

Calculate proportion of error bits, P e b -, in total population prior to mutation.

= i z W '7
1=1

Step 4

Mutation can add additional error bits but may remove some of the existing error 

bits. Therefore,

Pe,  ^  ♦ ( I - /’- ) +

Step 5

Because the uni-mix crossover operator is a perfect shuflQe between the i* bits and 

because there is no difference between the distribution of error-bits between bit 

positions,

Zin)^ Ct P„'

For the case of uniform crossover. Step 1 and Step 2 are the same but thereafter, the 

procedure is different because the population is mated in pairs.
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Step 3

Calculate the proportion of each type of crossover pairing.

Loop for i = 0 to L

PC(iJ) ^  PC(iJ) + Z(i)^

Loop for j = (i+1) to L

P C (i,j)^P C (ij)  + 2 * Z (i)* Z (j)

End loop 

End loop

Step 4

Calculate the probable outcome of each type of uniform crossover pairing. The 

outcome of uniform crossover for each of the crossover pairings depends on the 

number of error bits that overlap between the two members of the pair. Thus, where j

< i:

Loop for j = 1, (L+1)

Loop for k = j,(L+l)

\i{PCO,k) > 0.0) THEN 
P=0.0

Loop for ii = Max(l,(j+k-L)),j

Loop forjj = ii,Min((j+k-ii+l),(L+l))
^  j+ k - 2 i i

Zj{ij)=Zj{ ŷ^pco,k)*P(ii)*

End loop 

End loop 

End if 

End loop 

End loop
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Step 5

Calculate the effects of mutation by considering each of the separate Z(n) types 

individually. In each case the probability and result of every possible number of 

mutations (ranging from zero to L) must be considered separately.

Loop for j = 0,L

If (ZT(j) > 0.0) Then 

Loop for kl = Oj

Loop for k2 0,(Z,-y)
p  _ p  _ p  \ I - ( A: i+ r 2 )
^ e r t  m )

?»„0-«+M)=z„„0-*i+*2)+z,C/)./>„ -c/,-cir'
End loop 

End loop 

End if 

End loop

Step 6

Reassign values and check for convergence.

XCV=0.0 

Loop for j = 0,L

XCV=XCV+ABS(ZO(J)-ZN(J))

Z(J)=ZN(J)

End loop

If (XCV<0.0001) then Stop
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A.4 -  Analysis of random search

Consider the problem of constructing the minimum number of binary strings that 

contain all schemata o f order 2, that is, schemata that specific values at two bit 

positions. All cases of such schemata, where the two specified bits have the same 

values, can be covered by the two strings:

000000000000000000000000.............................................

111111111111111111111111..............................................

However, cases where the two specified bits are different are more complex. Taken 

together, the two genotypes;

01010101010101010101010101010101010...........................................................

10101010101010101010101010101010101...........................................................

contain all schemata of order two and length two. However, because these two 

strings repeat every two bits, any two bit positions i,j will have the same values if;

(i modulo 2) = (j modulo 2)

Thus, the values at bit positions 1,3,5.......  are the same and similarly the values at

positions 2,4,6........... are the same. Additional strings could be introduced such that

the value at bit positions; 1 and 3, and 3 and 5; 2 and 4, and 4 and 6, are different. 

However, with a binary representation if the values at positions 1 and 3 are different, 

and the values at positions 3 and 5 are also different, then the values at positions 1 

and 5 must be the same. For example:

110011001100110011001100110011001100.................................................

001100110011001100110011001100110011.................................................

These patterns cover all two-bit schemata whose bit positions have the same modulo
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2 value. But these new patterns have their weakness. Their patterns repeat every four 

bits and thus bit positions i,j will have the same values if;

(i modulo 4) = (j modulo 4)

To cover this situation two additional stings are required, for example:

11110000111100001111000011110000................................................................

00001111000011110000111100001 111..............................................................

This is not the only pattern that would address modulo-4 repetition. The key 

characteristic of the required sequence is that any four consecutive bits should be a 

“mirror” image of the previous four. For example, the strings,

10100101101001011010010110100101................................................................

01011010010110100101101001011010................................................................

also suffice and for these strings, the bit value of any two positions that have the 

same value modulo-4 will be diflferent. Of course this pattern repeats every eight bits. 

Thus the number of strings required to ensure that all schemata of order two are 

included, is a function of the length of the string. For a string length 2”, one requires 

l{n + 1) strings to guarantee that all 2-bit schemata have been sampled.
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Appendix B: Structural Analysis

B.l -  Double-layer grid, necessary conditions for 

stability

The conditions given in this appendix are necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for 

stable grids. The standard logical notation is used; “+” denotes the OR operation, 

is used to denote AND, and denotes the logical operation IMPLIES.

Rules for top grid

T1 ^  (SI + S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S6)

T2 ^  (S2 + S4 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9)

T3 ^  (SI + S3 + S5 + S7 + S8 + S9)

T4 -> (S2 + S4 + S6)

Rules for bottom grid

B1 (SI + S2 + S3 + S4 + S7 + S9)

B2 ^  (S2 + S3 + S5 + S6 + S8 + S9)

B3 ^  (SI + S3 + S5 + S6 + S7 + S8)

34 -> (S2 + S3 + S9)

Rules for shear members
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SI -> (T1 + T3)- (B1 + B3)

S2 (T1 + T2 + T4) • (B1 + B2 + B4)

S3 (T1 + T3)- (B1 + B2 + B4)

S4 (T1 + T2 + T4) • (B1 + B3)

85 (T1 + T3)- (B2 + B3)

S6 (T1 + T2 + T4) • (B2 + B3)

S7 -> (T2 + T3)- (B1 + B3)

S8 (T2 + T3)- (B2 + B3)

S9 (T2 + T3)- (B2 + B4)

- The necessary conditions above are given as a series of A ^  B (A implies B) the 

same rules could have been expressed in a slightly different form and concatenated;

(T1 +S2 + S3 + S4 + S5 + S 6)-(T 2  + S2 + S4 + S6 + S7 + S8 + S9) • (....

The potential advantage of expressing the condition in this form is that there are 

techniques for condensing such a series of logical conditions further.
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B .l -  Limited library of circular hollow sections

Table B.l: Circular hollow section (CHS) properties
Designation

Mass/metre

(kg)

Area of 

Section 

A (cm^)

2nd

Moment 

of Area 

I (cm'*)

Section

Outside 

Diameter 

D (mm)

Thickness 

t (mm)

1 42.4 2.6 2.55 3,25 6.46

2 42.4 3.2 3.09 3.94 7.62

3 48.3 3,2 3.56 4.53 11.6

4 42.4 4,0 3.79 4.83 8.99

5 48.3 4,0 4.37 5.57 13.8

6 60.3 3.2 4.51 5,74 23.5

7 48.3 5,0 5.34 6,80 16.2

8 60.3 4.0 5,55 7.07 28.2

9 76.1 3.2 5.75 7.33 48.8

10 88.9 3.2 6.76 8.62 79.2

11 60.3 5.0 6.82 8.69 33.5

12 76.1 4.0 7.11 9,06 59,1

13 88.9 4.0 8.38 10.7 96,3

14 76.1 5.0 8.77 11.2 70,9

15 114.3 3.6 9,83 12.5 192,0

16 88.9 5.0 10.3 13.2 116.0

17 114.3 5,0 13.5 17.2 257.0

18 139,7 5.0 16.6 21.2 481.0

19 114.3 6.3 16.8 21.4 313.0

20 168.3 5.0 20.1 25.7 856.0

21 139.7 6,3 20.7 26.4 589.0

22 193.7 5,0 + 23.3 29.6 1320.0

23 168.3 6,3 25.2 32.1 1050.0

24 219.1 5.0 + 26.4 33.6 1930.0

25 244.5 6.3 37.0 47.1 3350.0

26 273.0 6,3 41.4 52.8 4700.0

27 244.5 8.0 46.7 59.4 4160.0

28 323.9 6.3 + 49.3 62.9 7930.0

29 273.0 8.0 52.3 66.6 5850.0

30 323.9 8.0 62.3 79.4 9910.0

31 355.6 8,0 68.6 87.4 13200,0

32 355.6 10,0 85.2 109.0 16200.0

+ Sections marked thus are not included in BS4848; Part 2
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B.3 -  Section sizes for best solution identified

Table B.2: Optimum section sizes for solution without operators

Section Sizes

Top-grid members 42.4x2.6 CHS

Bottom-grid members 42.4 X 4.0 CHS

Inter-lay er/shear members 42.4 X 2.6 CHS

Table B.3: Optimum section sizes for solution with all operators available

Section Sizes

Top-grid members

60.3 X 5.0 CHS 

88.9x4.0 CHS 

114.3x5.0 CHS

Bottom-grid members

60.6x3.2 CHS 

76.1 X 3 .2 CHS 

88.9 X 5.0 CHS

Inter-layer/shear members

42.4 X 2.6 CHS 

88.9x3.2 CHS 

139.7x5.0 CHS

Table B.4: Optimum section sizes for solution with topology operators available only

Section Sizes

Top-grid members
88.9x3.2 CHS 

88.9x5.0 CHS

Bottom-grid members
48.3x3.2 CHS 

76.1 X 5 .0 CHS

Inter-layer/shear members

48.3x3.2 CHS 

76.1x3.2 CHS 

137.7 x 5 CHS
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Table B.5: Optimum section sizes for shape-7 topology enforced

Section Sizes

Top-grid members
48.3 X 5.0 CHS 

76.1 X 4.0 CHS

Bottom-grid members
48.3 X 4.0 CHS 

76.1 x4.0 CHS

Inter-layer/shear members

42.4x3.2 CHS 

60.3 X 4.0 CHS 

114.3x6.3 CHS
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Appendix C: Traffic Analysis

C.l -  Development of origin destination matrix

The origin destination matrix used in the traffic networic optimisation was based on 

data contained in the Dublin Transportation Office’s (DTO’s) traffic model for peak 

flow traffic. The flows in the DTO model were the result of the DTO model’s 

assignment for the DTO’s trip matrix.

The data available from the model specified the volume of flow on each link and 

specified the turning movements of the traffic on each link at the link’s end. The data 

was stored in the form, link start node - link end node - next node - traffic volume. 

This information is insufficient to construct a trip matrix for the sub-network being 

optimised. However, it was clear, from the pattern of flows that the DTO model had 

generated, that in many cases there was very little interaction between the flow paths 

within the sub-network.

The following procedure was used to formulate a realistic trip matrix for the sub

network. Each boundary link that carried traffic into the sub-network was considered 

in turn. The external nodes on such links were taken as the source nodes. The flows 

on these links were known from the DTO model and the distribution of these flows at 

the first junction was also known. The procedure adopted was to follow the traffic on 

each of these links. Each time the traffic on any of these links diverged, the 

proportion of traffic from the entry node in question that had reached that link, was 

shared between the diverging links in the same proportions that the total traffic on 

the link. Each entry flow was followed as it divided until aU the input traffic reached 

links exiting the sub-network. The nodes at the end of these links were labelled sinks
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and by considering the flow entering each entry link and observing how it was split 

until all the traffic exited via the exit links, a full trip matrix giving the flow through 

the sub-network was developed. Figure C. 1 shows the intersection numbers used to 

denote the entry and exit intersections. For each entry point. Table C.l details the 

proportion of traffic that leaves via each exit. Some routes had zero traffic. Those 

marked “0” represent invalid trips, those marked “0.000” represent potentially valid 

trips with zero demand. Entries marked “0.00*” indicate valid links where the DTO’s 

assignment suggested zero demand. However, these trips were potentially usefiil and 

it would have been unreasonable to eliminate them completely. Hence, in each case a 

single trip was artificially added to the origin destination matrix. The flows entering 

and leaving the cordon were not equal. However, only a small adjustment (less than 

2%) was required. Table C.2 gives the final adjusted trip matrix.

The procedure described is not guaranteed to give the correct origin-destination 

matrix. One can imagine several situations where this procedure will give incorrect 

results; a staggered cross-roads is one example. However, for the sub-network in 

question, the procedure gave good results because, in most cases, the traffic flows 

through the network followed a limited number o f paths and in most cases it was 

clear where the majority o f  traffic entering via particular links left.

2 3

30

;/
A7

Figure C. 1: Intersection numbers o f entry and exit junctions
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Table C. 1; The matrix details the proportion of traffic exiting at each exit link for each stream of traffic entering the sub-network. The entry nodes are 

listed on the left-hand side of the table and the exit nodes are listed on the top. Trips that show a proportion of traffic marked 0* were given a notional

trip volume in the origin destination matrix.

1 2 3 11 23 30 42 53 52 51 50 34 31 12

1 0 0.027 0 0.00* 0.071 0 0.000 0.295 0.00* 0.234 0 0.00* 0.316 0.000 0.037

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0.035 0.124 0 0.180 0.202 0 0.000 0.036 0.016 0,006 0 0.005 0.015 0.000 0.381

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0.031 0.531 0 0.00* 0.009 0 0.000 0.057 0.001 0.022 0 0.022 0.059 0.000 0.268

42 0.000 0.000 0 0.000 0.000 0 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

53 0.020 0.396 0 0.00* 0.009 0 0.000 0 0.243 0.038 0 0.037 0.045 0.000 0.212

52 0.019 0.375 0 0.00* 0.008 0 0.000 0.283 0 0.036 0 0.035 0.043 0.000 0.201

51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 0.00* 0.00* 0 0.00* 0.00* 0 0.000 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0 1.000 0.00* 0.000 0.00*

34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

31 0.829 0.028 0 0.00* 0.073 0 0.000 0.012 0.008 0.00* 0 0.00* 0 0.000 0.050

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•
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Table C.2: Sub-network origin-destination matrix based on Table C. 1 and data giving the peak flows entering and exiting the sub-network.

1 2 3 11 23 30 42 53 52 51 50 34 31 12 4

1 0 43 0 1 112 0 0 465 1 369 0 1 498 0 58

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 124 440 0 638 716 0 0 128 57 21 0 18 53 0 1351

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 47 807 0 1 14 0 0 87 2 33 0 33 90 0 407

42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

53 8 163 0 1 4 0 0 0 100 16 0 15 19 0 87

52 1 18 0 1 1 0 0 13 0 2 0 2 2 0 9

51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 633 1 0 1

34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

31 1308 44 0 1 115 0 0 19 13 1 0 1 0 0 79

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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C.2 -  Lane encoding for 5 and 6 lane streets

Table C.3: Lane encoding details for a 5-Iane street
Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5

Start End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start -> End 

Start End

000

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5

Start End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start <- End

001

Lane 1 

Lane 2 
Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5

Start End 

Start End 
Start -> End 

Start End 

Start <- End

Oil o r010

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 
Lane 4 

Lane 5

Start -> End 

Start End 

Start <- End 
Start <- End 

Start End

llOor 111

Lane 1 

Lane 2 
Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5

Start -> End 

Start <- End 

Start ^  End 

Start ^  End 

Start End

101

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5

Start End 

Start <- End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start <- End

100
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Table C.4: Lane encoding details for a 6-lane street

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5 

Lane 6

Start End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start End

000

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5 

Lane 6

Start End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start -> End 

Start End 

Start End

001

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5 

Lane 6

Start -> End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start -> End 

Start End 

Start End

Oil

Lane 1 

I ^ e 2  

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5 

I ^ e  6

Start End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start ^  End 

Start 4- End

010 or 110

Lane 1 
Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 
Lane 5 

Lane 6

Start -> End 

Start End 

Start <- End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start <- End

111

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5 

Lane 6

Start End 

Start End 

Start End 

Start ^  End 
Start End 

Start End

101

Lane 1 

Lane 2 

Lane 3 

Lane 4 

Lane 5 

Lane 6

Start 4- End 

Start ^  End 

Start End 

Start ir  End 

Start <- End 

Start End

100
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C.3 -  Junctions: movements, conflicts and stages

The flow through the network was influenced by the flow capacity through the 

junctions. The capacity of each turning movement, including straight through 

movements, was a function of the proportion of the green time during which the 

movement was allowed. This proportion of the green time was in turn dependent on 

how the diflFerent traffic movements through the junction were organised. In essence, 

this was determined by which movements where combined to form stages and how 

those stages were sequenced.

For simple junctions with three or four entries and exits, it is relatively easy to 

identify how the movements should be combined to form a clique of movements. 

Figure C.2 shows the different turning movements for an intersection with three 

entries and exits.

Figure C.2: Turning movements at an intersection with three entries and exits

It is clear from the diagram that some of the movementss are in conflict. Table C.5 

summarises these conflicts, 1 indicates that the movements are compatible, 0 

indicates that the movements are in conflict and M indicates merging movements. It 

was decided to treat merging traffic flows as being conflicting. At some real 

junctions, such merging flows are allowed but adjudicating on the safety of allowing 

merging flows, would require detailed knowledge of the volumes of traffic flow and 

the junction geometry.
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Table C.5: Conflicting movements at an intersection with three entries and exits

2 - 3 2 - 5 4 - 1 4 - 5 6 - 1 6 - 3

2 - 3 1 1 1 1 1 M

2 - 5 1 1 0 M 1 0

4 - 1 1 0 1 1 M 0

4 - 5 1 M 1 1 1 1

6 - 1 1 1 M 1 1 1

6 - 3 M 0 0 1 1 1

Identifying the movements that should be grouped in the same stage involves 

dividing the movements into cliques where the movements within each clique are not 

in conflict (Jourdain 1992). In the case o f the three-street intersection this is 

relatively straightforward and the stages are given in Table C.6.

Table C.6: Stages grouping non-conflicting movements

Stage -  1 Stage -  2 Stage -  3

2 - 3 1 1 0

2 - 5 1 0 0

4 - 1 0 1 0

4 - 5 0 1 1

6 -  1 1 0 1

6 - 3 0 0 1

For a four-road intersection, the same procedure can be followed as for a three-road 

intersection and Figure C.3 shows a simple representation o f a typical four street 

intersection.
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Figure C.3: Turning movements at an intersection with four entries and exits

Table C.7: Conflicting movements at an intersection with four entries and exits

2-3 2-5 2-7 4-5 4-7 4-1 6-7 6-1 6-3 8-1 8-3 8-5

2-3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 M 1
2-5 1 1 1 M 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 M
2-7 1 1 1 1 M 0 M 0 1 1 0 0
4-5 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M
4-7 1 0 M 1 1 1 M 0 0 1 1 0
4-1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 M 0 M 0 1
6-7 1 1 M 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6-1 1 1 0 1 0 M 1 1 1 M 0 0
6-3 M 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 M 0
8-1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 M 1 1 1 1
8-3 M 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 M 1 1 1
8-5 1 M 0 M 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

and Table C.7 gives the corresponding table indicating conflicting movements. The 

table identifies movements that conflict in a topological sense, that is, the conflicting 

movements must intersect regardless o f the geometry o f the junction. In a real 

junction, there may be additional conflicts due to the geometry. For example, the 

flows from node 6 to node 3 may conflict with flows from node 2 to node 7 if the 

junction space is constricted, see Figure C.3.
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Table C.8: Stages grouping non-conflicting movements for a four-road intersection

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6

2 - 3 1 1 0 0 0 0

2 - 5 1 1 0 0 0 0

2 - 7 1 0 0 0 0 0

4 - 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

4 - 5 0 0 0 1 1 0

4 - 7 0 0 0 1 1 0

6 - 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

6 - 3 0 0 1 0 0 0

6 - 7 0 1 1 0 0 0

8 - 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

8 - 3 0 0 0 0 1 1

8 - 5 0 0 0 0 0 1

Once again it is relatively easy to identify suitable stages, and the sequence adopted, 

as shown in Table C3.8, is that most often encountered in practice.

The situation for junctions with five entry and exits is more complex. Figure C.4 

shows the flows.

A\ /

Figure C.4; Turning movements at an intersection with five entries and exits
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and Table C.9 indicates the conflicting movements. In this case, a very simple series 

of stages was adopted. The stages appear logical but it is clear that there are many 

other ways in which stages for a five-road intersection could be organised. There are 

relatively few such junctions in the network considered and hence the simplified 

stage sequence shown in Table C.IO was adopted.

Table C.9; Conflicting movements at an intersection with five entries and exits

2
1

2 2
1

2
1

4 4 4
1

4 6 6
1

6
1

6 8
1

8 8
1

8
1

10
1

10 10 10
11

3- 5
1

7

1

9 1 5
1

7 9 1

1

3

1

7 9

1

1 3

1

5
1

9

1

1 3 5

1

7

2 — 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1

2 — 5 1 1 1 1 0 M 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 M 1 1 0 M 1

2 — 7 1 1 1 1 0 1 M 0 0 1 M 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 M

2 — 9 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 1 a 0 0

4 — 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 1 1

4 — 5 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1

4 — 7 1 0 M 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 M 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 M

4 — 9 1 0 0 M 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 M 0 0 1 M 1 1 0 0

6 — 1 1 1 0 0 M 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 M 0 0 1 M 0 0 1

6 — 3 M 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 1

6 — 7 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M

6 — 9 1 1 0 M 1 1 0 M I 1 1 1 0 0 0 M 1 1 1 0

8 — 1 1 1 1 0 M 1 1 0 M 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 M 0 0 0

8 — 3 M 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 M 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 M 0 0

8 — 5 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 11 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 0

8 — 9 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 — 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 — 3 M 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 M 1 1 0 M 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 — 5 1 M 0 0 1 M 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 M 1 1 1 1 1

10 — 7 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 1 1 M 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
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Table C.IO: Stages grouping non-conflicting movements for a five-road intersection

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

2 —  3 1 1 0 0 0

2 —  5 1 0 0 0 0

2 —  7 1 0 0 0 0

2 —  9 1 0 0 0 0

4 —  \ 0 1 0 0 0

4 —  5 0 1 1 0 0

4 —  7 0 1 0 0 0

4 —  9 0 1 0 0 0

6 —  1 0 0 1 0 0

6 —  3 0 0 1 0 0

6 —  7 0 0 1 1 0

6 _  9 0 0 1 0 0

8 —  1 0 0 0 1 0

8 ~  3 0 0 0 1 0

8 —  5 0 0 0 1 0

8 —  9 0 0 0 1 1

10 —  1 1 0 0 0 1

10 —  3 0 0 0 0 1

10 —  5 0 0 0 0 1

10 —  7 0 0 0 0 1
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C.4 -  Link capacity rules

Table C. l l  gives the passenger car unit equivalents for peak flow on links with 

different numbers of lanes. The number of lanes indicates the number of lanes of 

traffic flowing in the same direction, not the total number of lanes on a street. In 

general, the capacity of a link is higher where there is no opposing flow. The sole 

exception is for a link with only one lane. In this case, one lane without opposing 

flow corresponds to one-way street with a single lane of traffic. There is no 

mechanism whereby a fast moving vehicle can overtake a slow moving vehicle for 

such streets.

Table C. 11; Link capacities in passenger car unit equivalents per hour for different

numbers of lanes

1 Lane
No opposing flow 

Opposing flow

500 pcu/h 

550 pcu/h

2 Lanes
No opposing flow 

Opposing flow

1800 pcu/h 

1700 pcu/h

3 Lanes
No opposing flow 

Opposing flow

2850 pcu/h 

2700 pcu/h

4 Lanes
No opposing flow 

Opposing flow

3800 pcu/h 

3600 pcu/h

5 Lanes
No opposing flow 

Opposing flow

4750 pcu/h 

4500 pcu/h

6 Lanes No opposing flow 5700 pcu/h
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